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1. Introduction

The topic of this work is the development of a highly sensitive Raman spectroscopic
system for compositional analyses of tritiated gases within the framework of the next-
generation neutrino mass experiment KATRIN. This introduction gives a brief overview
of the scientific background and the motivation of this thesis.

Neutrinos are the lightest particles in the Standard Model of particle physics and were
long considered to be massless, being unable to interact with the Higgs boson [Zub12].
However, the discovery of neutrino oscillations [Sup98a, SNO01, SNO02], recently honored
with the Nobel Prize in Physics [Nob15], proved that neutrinos have a non-zero mass
[PDG14]. The determination of the absolute neutrino mass scale is of major interest both
for particle physics and for astrophysics and cosmology, in the context of such highly
topical research issues as the origin of the neutrino mass and the role of neutrinos in the
structure formation in the universe [Zub12, Aba11].

A multitude of neutrino mass experiments have been conducted up to today, leading to an
upper limit on the neutrino mass of 2 eV/c2 (95% C.L.) [PDG14]. The next-generation
neutrino mass experiment KATRIN, the Karlsruhe Tritium Neutrino experiment, will be
able to discover a neutrino mass of 350meV/c2 with 5σ significance, or to improve the
current upper limit by one order of magnitude to a value of 200meV/c2 (90% C.L.) in case
no neutrino mass signal is detected [KAT05]. KATRIN will measure the neutrino mass
in a model-independent way by high-precision spectroscopy of tritium β-decay electrons
close to their kinematic endpoint.

The use of a high-luminosity Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS) with an activity
of the order of 1011 Bq will enable low statistical uncertainties to be reached within an
effective measurement time of three years. In addition, the source has to fulfill stringent
stability and monitoring requirements to minimize systematic uncertainty contributions.
One key parameter in this respect is the isotopic composition of the source gas. Due to
its influence on the measured β-spectrum, the gas composition has to be continuously
monitored with a precision of at least 0.1% [Bab12] and a calibration accuracy of at least
10% [Höt12, Sch13b]. Raman spectroscopy was selected as the method of choice for this
purpose: it allows for simultaneous detection of all hydrogen isotopologues – the main
gas constituents – in automated, in-line and contact-free measurements. A Laser Raman
system (LARA) fulfilling the precision and trueness requirements has been developed
over the last years in cooperation between the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and
Swansea University [Sch15b].

This Raman system is integrated into the tritium supply loop in a distance of several
meters from the actual source tube due to technical and experimental constraints. There
are a range of effects such as wall interactions and gas separation phenomena which can
influence the composition of the gas on its way towards the WGTS from the point of
measurement. Therefore, it is currently unknown to which extent the gas composition
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1. Introduction

measured by the LARA system can be assumed to represent the composition in the
actual source tube. In order for KATRIN to produce a neutrino mass result with reliable
uncertainties, however, this knowledge is indispensable.

Since the gas composition cannot be measured directly in the source tube, the use of
an additional Raman measurement system after the WGTS is proposed. A quantitative
understanding of changes in the isotopic composition of the source gas can be gained
based on the difference between the compositions measured before and after the source,
combined with theoretical input by gas dynamical simulations. The position of said
Raman system would ideally be as close as possible to the exit from the WGTS, with the
caveat that at the same time it has to encounter molecular densities which are within the
realm of the Raman system sensitivity. Owing to the low gas pressure of the order of
few millibars at the possible measurement location after the source, the standard LARA
system for KATRIN cannot be employed, having been developed for gas pressures of
about 150 to 200mbar. As the performance of the current LARA system is considered
to be close to the ultimate reachable limit in this type of Raman configuration [Sch11a],
the significant sensitivity enhancement required for a measurement at a pressure almost
two orders of magnitude lower than previously can only be achieved by alterations to the
current implementation.

The principal goal of this work is thus to develop the optical design of a Raman system
which is sensitive enough to measure the gas composition after the WGTS. In particular,
this task includes the following objectives:

• To provide for a sufficiently high sensitivity, the new system should be able to reach
a tritium detection limit of the order of 10−3 mbar within acquisition times of a
minute or less.

• In addition, the new Raman system has to be fully tritium compatible. For optical
systems intended for long-term use in KATRIN, it has to be particularly ensured
that the functionality of the measurement system is not substantially impeded by
the influence of tritium exposure on optical components. Also, an easy-to-align
and robust setup should be envisaged in order to render reliable operation within a
tritium glove box environment possible.

The thesis is structured as follows: first, an introduction into neutrino physics and the
KATRIN experiment is given in chapter 2. In this context, the motivation and objectives
of this work are further detailed towards the end of the chapter. Chapter 3 provides the
theoretical background of Raman spectroscopy, before appropriate sensitivity enhancement
methods are discussed. Afterwards, the setup and test of a signal-enhanced prototype
system for tritium gas analysis is described in chapter 4, and necessary steps towards a
fully tritium compatible, highly sensitive Raman system are identified based on the results
obtained and observations made. In chapter 5, a test of the durability of reflective surfaces
under tritium exposure as well as further improvements of the suitability of such a system
for operation in tritium environments are presented. Chapter 6 describes investigations
concerning the optimization of the optical design and measurement parameters in order
to maximize the sensitivity of the new Raman system. The results achieved with the
optimized system are presented in chapter 7. Finally, a summary of the work and an
outlook are given in chapter 8.
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2. The neutrino mass experiment
KATRIN

This chapter provides an introduction into the topic of neutrinos and neutrino mass
experiments, with a focus on the next-generation neutrino mass experiment KATRIN.
The latter is targeted to measure the neutrino mass with a sensitivity of 200meV/c2,
improving the current upper limit by one order of magnitude. Based on this introduction,
the motivation and objectives of the present work are explained.

The chapter is structured as follows: first, an overview of neutrino physics is given
in section 2.1. Afterwards, the relevance of neutrino masses in particle physics and
cosmology is addressed in section 2.2, before possible methods to determine the neutrino
mass experimentally are discussed in section 2.3. In section 2.4, the physical principles
of tritium β-decay experiments are described, and current limits on the neutrino mass
achieved by such experiments are presented. Finally, the aim and experimental setup
of the KATRIN experiment is explained in section 2.5. The focus in this section is on
systematic effects related to the Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source of the experiment,
leading to the motivation and objectives of this work.

2.1. Introduction to neutrino physics

The following subsections give a short introduction into the history of neutrino physics,
their properties and the phenomenon of neutrino oscillations.

2.1.1. Discovery and properties of neutrinos

At the beginning of the last century, the β-decay was assumed to be a two-body decay
just like the α- and γ-decay. The discovery of a continuous instead of a discrete electron
spectrum in the β-decays of 214Pb and 214Bi by Chadwick in 1914 [Cha14] therefore
seemed to violate the law of conservation of energy. In order to ‘save’ this fundamental
physical principle, W. Pauli – in his famous letter from 1930 [Pau30] – suggested the
existence of a new particle hitherto undetected. This particle, which was later called
neutrino, should

• be electrically neutral,

• have a spin of 1/2,
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2. The neutrino mass experiment KATRIN

• have a small mass (“not larger than 0.01 proton mass” [Pau30]1), and

• interact only weakly with matter (“the same or perhaps a 10 times larger ability to
get through [material] than a gamma ray” [Pau30]1).

Assuming the emission of this hypothetical particle in addition to the electron in a β-decay
would make the process a three-body decay and thus explain the observed spectrum. In
1934, a theoretical description of the β-decay was published by E. Fermi [Fer34]. In this
work, Fermi already discussed how the shape of the β-spectrum depends on the neutrino
mass, and concluded that the mass must be very small in comparison to the electron mass.
In the same year, H. Bethe and R. Peierls estimated the cross section for interactions of
neutrinos with nuclei to be only of the order of 10−44 cm2, concluding that “there is no
practically possible way of observing the neutrino” [Bet34].

Nevertheless, a possibility to observe the neutrino despite its extremely small interaction
probability emerged in the following decades with the development of ever more powerful
nuclear fission reactors, a very intense source of electron anti-neutrinos. F. Reines and
C. L. Cowan utilized the inverse β-decay reaction

νe + p→ n + e+ (2.1)

to detect reactor neutrinos in their ‘Project Poltergeist’ [Rei56]. Liquid scintillator
detectors around tanks of water with dissolved cadmium chloride allowed detection based
on a delayed-coincidence signature: two 511 keV photons from the annihilation of the
positron followed by delayed MeV gammas from the 113Cd(n,γ)114Cd neutron capture
reaction [Zub12].

The second neutrino flavor, νµ, was discovered in 1962 at the Brookhaven accelerator
AGS [Dan62]. The neutrinos were produced by pion decay and could be shown to give rise
to muon production only, by observing the muons in a spark chamber. Finally, the tau
neutrino ντ was discovered in the DONUT experiment at the Tevatron in 2000 [Kod01].
The number of light neutrino generations (with mµ < 45GeV/c2) was determined at the
e+e− collider LEP from the total decay width of the Z0 resonance [ALE06]:

Nν = 2.9840± 0.0082 . (2.2)

Neutrinos interact only via the weak interaction, with parity being maximally violated
according to the V-A theory [Fey58, Sud58]. For this reason, only left-handed neutrinos
and right-handed anti-neutrinos take part in the weak interaction, as was confirmed
experimentally in the Goldhaber experiment [Gol58]. However, in order to generate
neutrino masses by the same mechanism as for all other particles in the Standard Model
of particle physics, i.e. via Yukawa couplings, right-handed neutrinos and left-handed
antineutrinos would be required as well [Zub12]. Neutrinos are therefore considered to
be massless particles in the Standard Model. Nevertheless, the discovery of neutrino
oscillations revealed that neutrinos must have a non-zero rest mass. This is the topic of
the following subsection.

1Translation by K. Riesselmann.
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2.1.2. Neutrino oscillations

The first experiment hinting at the existence of neutrino oscillations was the Home-
stake experiment [Dav68], which had been proposed by R. Davis in 1964 in order to
test J. Bahcall’s theoretical predictions of the solar neutrino flux [Dav64, Bah64]. The
experiment utilized a target of 615 tons of liquid C2Cl4 in order to detect solar neutrinos
based on the reaction

νe + 37Cl
capture



decay
37Ar + e− . (2.3)

37Ar produced in the interaction of solar neutrinos with 37Cl was extracted from the tank
by a radiochemical process. When decaying back to 37Cl, 2.7 keV Auger electrons were
emitted which could be detected in a proportional counter [Dav68]. The neutrino flux
determined by this means turned out to be a factor of 3 to 4 lower than the predicted value
[Bah76], which came as a surprise for the scientific community at that time. This deficit
became known as the ‘solar neutrino problem’; it was later confirmed by a range of further
experiments based on radiochemical methods – GALLEX [GAL99], SAGE [SAG02] and
GNO [GNO05] – as well as the Super-Kamiokande experiment based on water Cerenkov
detectors [Sup98b].

A possible explanation for the observed deficit was offered by the theory of neutrino
oscillations. As early as 1957/58, B. Pontecorvo considered the possibility of transitions
between neutrinos and anti-neutrinos similar to the oscillation of neutral kaons [Pon58].
After the discovery of the muon neutrino, he extended the concept to oscillations between
different neutrino flavors [Pon68]; a similar idea was developed by Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa
and S. Sakata [Mak62]. The mechanism was proposed as a possible solution for the solar
neutrino problem in a publication by V. Gribov and B. Pontecorvo [Gri69], according
to which the measured flux of solar neutrinos was decreased by the number of neutrinos
oscillated into muon neutrinos, since the solar neutrino experiments were only sensitive
to electron neutrinos.

The theory of neutrino oscillations is based on a difference between the flavor eigenstates
να (α = e, µ, τ) and the mass eigenstates νi (i = 1, 2, 3) of the neutrino. These states
are connected via a unitary mixing matrix U according to

|να〉 =
∑
i

Uαi |νi〉 , (2.4)

|νi〉 =
∑
α

U∗αi |να〉 (2.5)
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with the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata or PMNS matrix [Kay08]

U =


1 0 0
0 c23 s23

0 −s23 c23

×


c13 0 s13e
−iδ

0 1 0
−s13e

iδ 0 c13

×

c12 s12 0
−s12 c12 0

0 0 1



×


ei ϕ1

2 0 0
0 ei ϕ2

2 0
0 0 1

 . (2.6)

In this expression, cij ≡ cos θij and sij ≡ sin θij with the mixing angles θij . δ is the CP
violating Dirac phase, which can be observed in neutrino oscillations. If neutrinos are
Majorana particles, they also have CP-violating Majorana phases (ϕ1 and ϕ2); however,
these are inaccessible in oscillation experiments [Kun08].

The mass eigenstates are solutions of the Schrödinger equation and show a time dependence
according to

|νi(x, t)〉 = e−iEit/~ |νi(x, 0)〉 (2.7)

with

Ei =
√
m2
i c

4 + p2
i c

2 ≈ pic+ m2
i c

4

2pic
≈ E + m2

i c
4

2E (2.8)

for pc � mic
2 and the total energy E ≈ pc [Zub12]. A neutrino produced via weak

interaction in a certain flavor eigenstate represents a superposition of mass eigenstates,
which propagate each with a different phase due to the dependence between the energy
and the mass of a neutrino. The flavor content of the state in a certain distance L = ct
from the source therefore differs from the initial one, leading to a probability P (να → νβ)
that a neutrino created with flavor α is detected in a different flavor state β [Zub12]:

P (να → νβ) = δij − 4
∑
j>i

UαiUαjUβiUβj sin2
(

∆m2
ij · L · c3

4~E

)
(2.9)

with ∆mij = m2
i −m2

j . According to this expression, the transition probability shows an
oscillatory behavior under the conditions that there is (i) mixing between the flavors, i.e.
non-diagonal terms in U , and (ii) a difference between the neutrino mass eigenstates so
that ∆mij 6= 0. Based on the second condition, the observation of neutrino oscillations
would thus imply non-zero neutrino masses, in contrast to the assumption in the Standard
Model.

The existence of neutrino oscillations was confirmed experimentally around the turn of
the millennium: in 1998, the Cerenkov-based Super-Kamiokande experiment proved the
disappearance of atmospheric muon neutrinos – i.e. muon neutrinos produced in the
interaction of cosmic rays with the earth’s atmosphere – with a probability depending
on the distance between their point of origin and the detector [Sup98a]. In 2001/02, the
Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) Collaboration was able to solve the solar neutrino
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Table 2.1.: Best-fit values of the neutrino oscillation parameters in dependence
of the neutrino mass hierarchy. Data from [PDG14], based on [Cap14]. The values
were derived from a global fit of neutrino oscillation data. ∆m2 is defined as ∆m2 =
m2

3 − (m2
2 +m2

1)/2.

Parameter
Best fit (±1σ)

normal inverted

∆m2
21 (10−5 eV2/c4) 7.54+0.26

−0.22∣∣∆m2∣∣ (10−3 eV2/c4) 2.43± 0.06 2.38± 0.06
sin2 θ12 0.308± 0.017
sin2 θ23 0.437+0.033

−0.023 0.455+0.039
−0.031

sin2 θ13 0.0234+0.0020
−0.0019 0.0240+0.0019

−0.0022

δ/π (2σ range) 1.39+0.38
−0.27 1.31+0.29

−0.33

problem by measuring for the first time the solar neutrino flux of all neutrino flavors in
addition to the one of electron neutrinos only [SNO01, SNO02]. The measured total flux
was well in accordance with the predicted value, while a fraction of only around 1/3 of
the neutrinos produced in the sun as electron neutrinos arrived in their original flavor. In
2015, T. Kajita from the Super-Kamiokande Collaboration and A. B. McDonald from
SNO were awarded the Nobel Prize of Physics “for the discovery of neutrino oscillations,
which shows that neutrinos have mass” [Nob15].

Since the experimental discovery of neutrino oscillations, a number of different exper-
iments have been performed to further study this topic and determine the parame-
ters of the PMNS matrix, exploiting a range of different neutrino sources, energies
and baseline lengths between source and detector. Apart from experiments study-
ing atmospheric neutrinos (e.g. Super-Kamiokande [Sup13]) and solar neutrinos (SNO
[SNO16], Borexino [BC14]), there are various experiments like KamLAND [Kam11],
Double Chooz [Dou12], RENO [REN15] and Daya Bay [Day16] which utilize reactor neu-
trinos, while others (MINOS [MIN14], T2K [T2K15]) use beams of muon neutrinos
produced at particle accelerators. Table 2.1 lists the present values of the oscillation
parameters.

It should be noted that neutrino oscillation experiments are only sensitive on the squared
mass difference between neutrino eigenstates, but not on the absolute mass scale. Since
neither the sign of ∆m2

31 (or ∆m2
32) nor the absolute value of one of the mass eigenstates

is known, there are three possible scenarios:

• Normal hierarchy: m1 < m2 � m3.

• Inverted hierarchy: m3 � m1 < m2.

• Quasi-degenerate scenario: m1 ≈ m2 ≈ m3.

In the normal and the inverted hierarchy case, the mass of the lightest eigenstate is
small compared to the mass differences, leading to three distinct neutrino masses. In
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2. The neutrino mass experiment KATRIN

the quasi-degenerate scenario, the mass of the lightest eigenstate is so large compared
to the mass splittings that all masses are approximately equal. The sign of ∆m2

31 or
∆m2

32 will be studied in a range of further oscillation experiments such as NOνA [NOv07],
PINGU [Ice14] or JUNO [JUN16]. The question how to determine the absolute mass
scale will be the topic of section 2.3. First, the relevance of determining the neutrino
mass will be outlined in the next section.

2.2. Relevance of neutrino masses in physics

The determination of the absolute mass scale of neutrinos is of high interest in various
fields of physics, in particular particle physics and cosmology.

2.2.1. Particle physics

As stated previously, neutrinos are considered to be massless particles in the Standard
Model of particle physics. The discovery of non-zero neutrino masses is therefore an
indication for physics beyond the standard model [Zub12]. A range of theoretical models
have been developed to explain the tremendous difference of at least six orders of
magnitude between the masses of the neutrinos and those of the lightest charged fermions,
many based on the so-called seesaw mechanism [Moh07]. Heavy right-handed Majorana
neutrinos are introduced in the type I seesaw mechanism, which leads to smaller masses
of the observed left-handed neutrinos the higher the mass of the Majorana neutrino
is [Zub12]. A hierarchical neutrino mass scenario is expected in this case. In the type II
seesaw mechanism, an additional mass term is added which includes coupling to the
Higgs vacuum expectation value, leading to a quasi-degenerate scenario [Zub12]. An
experimental determination of the neutrino mass scenario realized in nature would thus
be an important step to identify the underlying mechanism, enabling us to improve our
understanding of the origin of neutrino masses.

2.2.2. Cosmology

Although it has not yet been directly detected, an intense cosmic neutrino background is
assumed to have been left over from the Big Bang according to the Standard Hot Big Bang
Model [Pas08]. Being relativistic at the time of decoupling from matter, these abundant
amounts of neutrinos played a certain role in the structure formation of the universe as
so-called neutrino hot dark matter (νHDM) [Han04]: the neutrinos could freely stream
out of any primordial density fluctuations and thus slow down their growth [Per09]. The
strength of this damping effect depends on the neutrino mass. As illustrated in figure 2.1,
heavier neutrinos suppress small structures more efficiently. By directly measuring the
neutrino mass, the contribution of the neutrino density Ωνh

2 = ∑
mν/93 eV [Han04] to

the total dark matter content of the universe could be determined. The knowledge of
this additional parameter would allows us to probe cosmological models and improve our
understanding of structure formation in the universe.
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Figure 2.1.: Simulation of the dependence of the baryon density distribution
in the universe on the neutrino masses. The slices shown are 200 h−1 Mpc wide
and show the baryonic mass averaged over the volume of a grid cell of size ∼ 391h−1 kpc
[Aga11]. The figure demonstrates how small structures smear out increasingly with rising
neutrino masses. Figure adapted from [Aga11].

2.3. Methods to determine the neutrino mass

Methods for neutrino mass determination are divided into two different types: direct and
indirect methods. Direct methods enable neutrino mass determination purely based on
kinematics. By making use of the relativistic energy-momentum relation

E2 = p2c2 +m2c4 , (2.10)

these methods are sensitive to the neutrino mass squared. Indirect methods, in contrast,
are based on theoretical and modeling assumptions. Additional systematic and model-
dependent uncertainties are therefore connected to the neutrino mass determination in
this case. Representatives of both methods are discussed in the following subsections.

2.3.1. Indirect methods

Cosmological and astrophysical observations: As outlined in the previous section,
the formation of the large-scale structures visible in the universe today has been influenced
by neutrinos smearing out small-scale fluctuations in the early universe, with the strength
of this effect depending on the sum of the neutrino masses. It is therefore possible to
gain information about ∑mν by studying (i) today’s structure of the universe by means
of large galaxy surveys like SDSS [SDS15], and (ii) the cosmic microwave background
(CMB), which maps the tiny temperature differences connected to density fluctuations
in the early universe. A very detailed map of the cosmic microwave background has
recently been provided by the Planck Collaboration based on data from the Planck
satellite [Pla15b]. One of the currently most stringent upper limits on ∑mν obtained by
combining large-scale structure and CMB results is reported by the Planck Collaboration
[Pla14, Pla15a]: ∑

mν < 0.23 eV/c2 (95 % C.L.) . (2.11)

However, it should be noted that this upper limit depends both on the data sets considered
and the model assumptions used [Pla15a, Aba15].
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Neutrinoless double β-decay: A neutrinoless double β-decay (0νββ) is a weak
interaction process which can only be observed if the neutrino is a massive Majorana
particle and thus its own anti-particle [Giu12]. In this case, a simultaneous decay of
two neutrons in the same nucleus can occur without emission of neutrinos as in the
normal double β-decay (2νββ): the neutrino produced at one vertex as a right-handed
anti-neutrino νR is absorbed as a left-handed neutrino νL at the other vertex, leading to
the following effectively neutrinoless decay pattern of a nucleus N with mass number A
and charge Z:

N(A,Z)→ N ′(A,Z + 2) + 2e− . (2.12)

As a spin-flip of the neutrino is required for such a process to take place, the probability
of this process and thus the decay rate Γ0νββ depends on the neutrino mass according
to [Giu12]:

Γ0νββ = (T 0νββ
1/2 )−1 = G01 ·

∣∣∣M0νββ
∣∣∣2 · (〈mνe〉

me

)2
. (2.13)

In this equation, T 0νββ
1/2 is the half-life of the 0νββ process, G01 a phase-space factor

which depends on charge, mass and available energy of the process, M0νββ the nuclear
matrix element, me the electron mass and 〈mνe〉 the so-called effective Majorana neutrino
mass. The latter is defined as the coherent sum of the neutrino mass eigenvalues, which
takes into account the neutrino mixing matrix U [Zub12]:

〈mνe〉 =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
i

U2
eimi

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2.14)

It should be noted that the calculation of the nuclear matrix element M0νββ leads to a
significant uncertainty in the determination of the effective Majorana neutrino mass from
the observed decay rate [Giu12].

The observation of neutrinoless double β-decay at 〈mνe〉 = (0.32± 0.03) eV/c2 in 76Ge
was claimed by parts of the Heidelberg-Moscow collaboration [Kla06]. The result has
been discussed controversially in the community; recent limits on the effective Majorana
neutrino mass set by other experiments such as EXO-200, KamLAND-Zen and GERDA
(see e.g. [Gar14]) challenge the claim. In 2015, the GERDA Collaboration has published
results excluding the previous claim with 99% probability [GER15].

2.3.2. Direct methods

Time-of-flight measurements of supernova neutrinos: The time-of-flight of a
neutrino with velocity vν and total energy Eν, which starts at a time t0 from a certain
point (source) and is detected at a time t in a distance L to the source, is given by [Zub12]

Tν = t− t0 = L

vν
= L

c

Eν

pνc
= L

c
· Eν√

E2
ν −m2

νc
4 ≈

L

c
·
(

1 + m2
νc

4

2E2
ν

)
(2.15)
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and is thus dependent on the neutrino mass. In practice, very long baselines and thus
very strong neutrino sources are required in order to determine the neutrino mass from
the kinematics of time-of-flight measurements [Dre13]. Suitable sources are core-collapse
supernovae (type II supernovae), in which tremendous amounts of neutrinos are released.
For instance, about 1058 neutrinos were emitted from the type II supernova SN1987A,
leading to a flux of still over 1010 neutrinos per cm−2 at the earth, in a distance of about
170 000 light years [Per09].

The measured arrival times of two neutrinos with energies E1 and E2 (E2 > E1), which
are emitted with a time difference of ∆t0 in a supernova in the distance L from earth,
differs by [Zub12]

∆t = t2 − t1 = ∆t0 + Lm2
νc

3

2

( 1
E2

2
− 1
E2

1

)
. (2.16)

While ∆t, L, E1 and E2 can be measured, ∆t0 is unknown and has to obtained based
on theoretical models describing the time evolution of the supernova neutrino burst,
thus introducing a certain model-dependence in this method as well. It should also be
noted that nearby supernova explosions are very rare events, which makes this method
less favorable than laboratory neutrino mass experiments: only one suitable supernova
explosion occurred since the setup of the first neutrino detectors, namely above-mentioned
1987A. Detailed analysis of the neutrinos from this event yielded upper limits on the
neutrino mass of 5.7 eV/c2 [Lor02] or 5.8 eV/c2 [Pag10] at a confidence level of 95%,
depending to a certain extent on the supernova model used.

Kinematics of weak decays: Studying the kinematics of weak decays allows for a
purely laboratory-based neutrino mass measurement. In principle, all neutrino flavors can
be investigated. Muon and tau neutrino mass measurements utilize the decay of pions
and taus produced in particle accelerators, e.g. the following decays [Bar56, ALE98]:

π+ → µ+ + νµ and π− → µ− + νµ , (2.17)
τ− → 2π− + π+ + ντ and τ− → 3π− + 2π+(+π0) + ντ . (2.18)

By precisely measuring the energies and momenta of all other particles involved, infor-
mation about the mass of the undetected neutrino can be gained. The current upper
limits obtained this way have been achieved at the Paul Scherrer Institute in the case of
mνµ [Ass96], and the ALEPH experiment at LEP in the case of mντ [ALE98]:

mνµ < 0.17 MeV/c2 (90 % C.L.) , (2.19)
mντ < 18.2 MeV/c2 (95 % C.L.) . (2.20)

It is noticeably that the upper limits obtained by these approaches are still several
orders of magnitude higher than the expected mass range of the neutrino eigenstates. A
significantly more sensitive method is the measurement of the electron neutrino mass via
precision investigations of the β-electron spectrum near its endpoint. The method makes
use of the fact that an energy equivalent to the neutrino rest mass is required for the
production of a neutrino in a β-decay

n→ p + e− + νe . (2.21)
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Since the neutrino mass is not available as kinetic energy for the emitted electron, the
shape of the β-electron energy spectrum depends on the neutrino mass. The relative
effect on the shape is most prominent near the kinematic endpoint, so that the focus of
β-decay neutrino mass experiments is on precision spectroscopy of the endpoint region.
There are several different techniques to reach this goal:

• One approach utilizes microcalorimeters to investigate β-decays of rhenium or
electron capture decays of holmium [Dre13]. This approach is based on a ‘source
= detector’ concept, with the rhenium or holmium source material being embed-
ded in the detector. The deposited energy is measured either by a change of
temperature [Kra08], resistance [Vac08] or magnetization [Ran12]. An advantage
of this approach is that the complete decay energy apart from the fraction carried
away by the neutrino can be measured, including nuclear recoil and excitation of
the daughter molecule. On the other hand, the method is prone to pile-up effects in
the detectors, so that large arrays of small detectors are required [Dre13]. Current
microcalorimeter experiments comprise the MARE experiment planning to use
both 187Re and 163Ho for neutrino mass measurements [MAR13], and the ECHo
experiment using metallic magnetic calorimeters to investigate the electron capture
of 163Ho [ECH14]. So far, the best upper limit on the neutrino mass achieved
by a microcalorimeter approach has been reached by the Milano neutrino mass
experiment with mνe < 15 eV/c2 (90% C.L.) [Sis04].

• Another possibility is based on the cyclotron motion of electrons around magnetic
field lines: β-decay electrons brought into a magnetic field emit cyclotron radiation
with a frequency that depends on the electron energy [Mon09]. Using the β-decay
of tritium, a strong magnetic field in the 1T range and radio-frequency antennas
to detect the coherent cyclotron radiation, Project 8 currently investigates the
feasibility of this approach for neutrino mass determination [Pro13].

• Currently, the most sensitive direct method for neutrino mass determination utilizes
the β-decay of tritium, T→ 3He+ + e− + νe, and a spectrometer of MAC-E-Filter
type. Details about this approach as well as current neutrino mass limits obtained
using this method will be given in the following section.

2.4. Tritium β-decay experiments

2.4.1. The tritium β-decay spectrum

In order to understand the advantages of using tritium for β-decay neutrino mass
experiments, it is worthwhile to take a closer look at the properties and dependencies
of the β-electron spectrum. Where not stated otherwise, the following equations and
explanations are based on [Wei03].
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The transition rate for a β-decay can be calculated according to Fermi’s Golden Rule
from the transition matrix element M and the density of final states %(E):

d2N

dtdE = 2π
~

∣∣∣M2
∣∣∣ %(E) (2.22)

= C · F (E,Z + 1) · p · (E +mec
2) · (E0 − E)

·
√

(E0 − E)2 −m2
νec

4 ·Θ(E0 − E −mνec
2) , (2.23)

where E, p and me are the energy, momentum and mass of the electron, respectively,
E0 is the total decay energy and mνe the neutrino mass. F (E,Z + 1) is the Fermi
function, which takes into account the Coulomb interaction between the β-electron and
the daughter nucleus with charge Z + 1. The Heaviside step function Θ(E0 −E −mνec

2)
ensures energy conservation in the decay. The factor C is given by

C = G2
F

2π3~7c5 cos2 θc |Mnuc|2 (2.24)

with the Fermi constant GF, the Cabibbo angle θc and the nuclear matrix elementMnuc.

Equation 2.23 is an approximation holding only for the decay of a bare, infinitely heavy
nucleus and neglecting the existence of more than one mass eigenstate. If realistic
atoms or molecules are considered, it has to be taken into account that the daughter
atom or molecule will end up in an excited state of excitation energy Vj with a certain
probability Pj . For this reason, the total spectrum is actually given by a sum of different
β-spectra with amplitudes Pj and different endpoint energies E0,j = (E0 − Vj). Similarly,
neutrino mixing has to be taken into account by summing over all mass eigenstates mi

weighted by the squares of the mixing matrix elements Uei. This leads to the following
expression for the β-decay transition rate:

d2N

dtdE = C · F (E,Z + 1) · p · (E +mec
2)

·
∑
j

Pj(E0,j − E)
(∑

i

|Uei|2
√

(E0,j − E)2 −m2
i c

4 ·Θ(E0,j − E −mic
2)
)
.

(2.25)

However, as the spectral resolution of current spectrometers for β-spectroscopy is large
compared to the difference between the neutrino mass eigenstates, the contributions from
the different eigenstates cannot be resolved. Instead, analysis of the measured spectrum
yields the following mean squared electron neutrino mass:

m2
νe =

∑
i

|Uei|2m2
i . (2.26)

A significant influence of the neutrino mass on the shape of the β-spectrum can only
be observed in the region around the kinematic endpoint, as the neutrino mass term
in the square root in equation 2.25 is no longer negligible at energies E ≈ E0,j . The
effect of a non-zero neutrino mass on the spectrum is illustrated in figure 2.2. In order to
determine the neutrino mass from a fit to the β-spectrum, the tiny change of the spectral
shape in a region with a very low count rate has to be resolved. For these reasons, it
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Figure 2.2.: Electron spectrum of the tritium β-decay. (a) Full tritium β-spectrum.
(b) Energy range around the kinematic endpoint. The simulated spectra for mν=0 eV/c2

and an arbitrarily chosen neutrino mass of mν=1 eV/c2 are shown in order to demonstrate
the effect of the neutrino mass on the shape of the curve. In the case of tritium, a fraction
of only 2 · 10−13 of all β-decays is found in the region 1 eV below the endpoint (gray-shaded
area). Figure according to [KAT05].

is vital that the β-emitter used for a neutrino mass measurement provides a very high
activity as well as a low endpoint energy, the latter facilitating a high relative energy
resolution ∆E/E to be achieved experimentally [Dre13]. Tritium has been identified as
a particularly advantageous β-emitter for neutrino mass experiments for the following
reasons [Bor08]:

• The half-life of tritium is 12.3 y and thus comparatively short, providing a high
specific activity. This reduces the amount of source material needed and thus the
fraction of inelastically scattered β-electrons, which represent a source of systematic
uncertainties.

• Due to the low nuclear charge of tritium, inelastic scattering of β-electrons with
source molecules is further reduced compared to high-Z materials.

• The tritium endpoint energy of about 18.6 keV is the second lowest endpoint energy
of all β-emitters. Only 187Re has a lower endpoint, which is however accompanied
by a very long half-life of more than 1010 years.

• The simple electronic shell configuration of tritium and its daughter nucleus 3He+

allows for precise calculations of the final state spectrum, so that related systematic
uncertainties are minimized.

• The β-decay of tritium is a super-allowed nuclear transition, so that the nuclear
matrix element Mnuc is independent of the electron energy. For this reason, no
corrections from Mnuc, which would contribute to the systematic uncertainties, have
to be taken into account.

2.4.2. Working principle of the MAC-E-Filter

In order to investigate the shape of the β-spectrum near its endpoint in detail, a high
energy resolution as well as a high luminosity at low background is required [Dre13].
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Figure 2.3.: Principle of the MAC-E-Filter. Top: Experimental setup. Bottom:
Adiabatic transformation of the momentum vector. Figure adapted from [KAT05].

These features are combined in a type of spectrometer developed independently at the
Mainz and Troitsk neutrino mass experiments [Pic92, Lob85] based on pioneering work
by Kruit and Read [Kru83]: the MAC-E-Filter (“Magnetic Adiabatic Collimation with
an Electrostatic Filter”).

Figure 2.3 illustrates the main features of the MAC-E-Filter. It makes use of an electro-
static high-pass filter to energetically analyze the β-decay electrons: only electrons with
kinetic energies above a threshold |eU0| are transmitted, with the threshold being defined
by the voltage U0 of the electrostatic retarding potential. The integrated β-spectrum
can be determined by measuring the rate of transmitted electrons as a function of the
retarding voltage.

As the retarding field acts only on the component of motion along the electric field
lines, magnetic adiabatic collimation is used in order to parallelize the β-electrons in the
analyzing plane. For this purpose, the tritium source is located in a superconducting
solenoid, so that the emitted electrons are guided magnetically in a cyclotron motion
along the magnetic field lines into the spectrometer. The magnetic guidance allows
for an accepted solid angle of almost 2π. In the spectrometer, the magnetic field B
decreases gradually by several orders of magnitude until it reaches its minimum value Bmin
approximately in the center of the spectrometer. This slow variation keeps the magnetic
orbital moment of the electron invariant,

µ = E⊥
B

= const. , (2.27)
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2. The neutrino mass experiment KATRIN

so that almost all cyclotron energy E⊥ is transformed into longitudinal motion, as shown
in the bottom of figure 2.3. The ratio between the minimum and the maximum value of
the magnetic guiding field (cf. figure 2.3, top) defines the relative sharpness of the filter:

∆E
E

= Bmin
Bmax

. (2.28)

2.4.3. Results of previous tritium β-decay experiments

Spectrometers of the MAC-E-Filter type were first applied in the tritium β-decay ex-
periments in Mainz and Troitsk, leading to a significantly improved neutrino mass
sensitivity compared to previous experiments using magnetic spectrometers [Dre13]. The
Mainz experiment utilized a quenched-condensed tritium source. They obtained a result
of [Kra05]

m2
ν = (−0.6± 2.2stat ± 2.1syst) eV2/c4 . (2.29)

Using the Feldman and Cousins approach [Fel98], this value can be translated into an
upper limit on the neutrino mass of

mν < 2.3 eV/c2 (95% C.L.) . (2.30)

The Troitsk group refined the concept of a windowless gaseous tritium source pioneered
earlier in the Los Alamos experiment [Wil87, Rob91]. In 2011 the results of a reanalysis
of the Troitsk data taken between 1997 and 2002 were published [Tro11]:

m2
ν = (−0.67± 1.89stat ± 1.68syst) eV2/c4 , (2.31)

corresponding to an upper limit of

mν < 2.05 eV/c2 (95% C.L.) . (2.32)

An evaluation of the same data by the Particle Data Group [PDG14] resulted in an upper
mass limit of

mν < 2 eV/c2 (95% C.L.) . (2.33)

2.5. The KATRIN experiment

2.5.1. Aim of the experiment

The next-generation neutrino mass experiment KATRIN is presently being constructed
and commissioned at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) in Germany. Pushing
the precision of β-spectroscopy to the current technological limits, KATRIN has been
designed to improve the current experimental sensitivity on the neutrino mass as set by
its predecessor experiments (cf. subsection 2.4.3) by an order of magnitude.
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As the actual observable in tritium β-decay experiments is the squared neutrino mass m2
ν,

this ambitious sensitivity goal requires an improvement of both systematic and statistical
uncertainties by at least two orders of magnitude compared to previous experiments.
A maximum systematic uncertainty of σsys,tot = 1.7 · 10−2 eV2/c4 is tolerable, which
corresponds to an individual uncertainty budget of σsys,ind ≤ 7.5 · 10−3 eV2/c4 for each of
the five main sources of uncertainty [KAT05]. Two of these uncertainty sources which are
linked to the KATRIN tritium source are directly related to the topic of this thesis; they
will be discussed in detail in subsection 2.5.3.

After three years of effective measurement time (equivalent to five calender years), the
statistical uncertainty for the determination of m2

ν will have reached a level comparable
to the systematic uncertainty with σstat = 1.8 · 10−2 eV2/c4. The total uncertainty is
obtained by adding up both uncertainties quadratically:

σtot =
√
σ2

stat + σ2
sys,tot ≈ 2.5 · 10−2 eV2/c4 . (2.34)

This corresponds to a 5σ significance level for detecting a neutrino mass of

mν =
√

5 · σtot (2.35)
≈ 350 meV/c2 . (2.36)

In case of a measurement result consistent with zero, the total uncertainty would lead to
a new upper limit for the neutrino mass of

mν ≤
√

1.64 · σtot (2.37)
≈ 200 meV/c2 (90 % C.L.) . (2.38)

This sensitivity will allow KATRIN to probe a neutrino mass range of particular relevance
for cosmology and particle physics [KAT05].

2.5.2. Experimental setup

A short description of the main components of the KATRIN experiment is given in the
following, with a focus on the WGTS and Inner Loop system, which are of particular
relevance for this work. An overview of the KATRIN setup is shown in figure 2.4.

Calibration
and

monitoring
system

WGTS cryostat Transport section Spectrometer section Detector

D
P

S
1-

R

D
P

S
1-

F Differential
 (DPS2-F)

Cryogenic Pre-spectrometer Main spectrometer

Figure 2.4.: Setup of the KATRIN experiment. The KATRIN sub-components form
a continuous beam line of 70m length, along which the β-electrons are guided magnetically.
Not shown here is the system of air coils which surrounds the main spectrometer.
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2. The neutrino mass experiment KATRIN

The Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source and the Inner Loop

The Windowless Gaseous Tritium Source (WGTS) is the high-luminosity source of tritium
β-electrons. The concept of using a source of molecular, gaseous tritium was pioneered in
the LANL neutrino mass experiment at Los Alamos [Wil87, Rob91] and refined later in the
Troitsk neutrino mass experiment [Bel95a], allowing for minimized effects of scattering on
the spectrum and less complex final-states calculations than solid sources [Bod15]. In the
following, an outline of the concept and setup of the WGTS will be given. Source-related
systematic effects will be discussed in detail in subsection 2.5.3.

The working principle of the WGTS is illustrated in figure 2.5. The source tube is a 10m
long stainless steel tube with an inner diameter of 90mm. Molecular tritium is injected
continuously into the middle of this tube at a rate of 1.853mbar·l/s and pumped off
again by turbomolecular pumps at both ends of the source tube (differential pumping
sections DPS1-F and DPS1-R, cf. figure 2.4). By these means, a tritium gas column
with a stable density profile – as shown at the top of figure 2.5 – is formed inside the
source tube, providing about 1011 β-electrons per second. The column density value of
%d = 5 · 1017 cm−2 is chosen such that the β-activity is maximized while keeping energy
losses due to electron scattering in the source low [KAT05]. A system of superconducting
solenoids around the source tube provides a magnetic field of 3.6T by which the β-electrons
are guided adiabatically along the tube. The WGTS cryostat keeps the source gas at
a stable temperature of around 30K; this temperature is low enough to keep Doppler
broadening as well as the required T2 inventory low, but not so low as to induce clustering
and condensation of the source molecules [Bab12]. The gas processing loops connected to
the WGTS provide tritium injection into the source on a 0.1% stability level (Inner Loop)
and with a high isotopic tritium purity of ≥ 95% (Outer Loop) [Stu10]. A simplified flow
diagram of the Inner Loop is shown and explained in figure 2.5.2

After delivery of the WGTS cryostat in 2015 and the recent successful completion of all
installation works, commissioning is currently ongoing and will be finished by the end
of 2016. The Loop system has been set up and tested; details are given in [Pri15a]. It
is currently being integrated into the overall KATRIN setup and will then be further
commissioned and characterized.

The WGTS will be operated with a daily tritium throughput of 40 g. The extensive
infrastructure required for this task is provided by the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe
(TLK) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. The TLK has a license to handle up to
40 g of tritium and long-standing expertise in the field of tritium technology [Bor11]. It
features a closed tritium cycle comprising facilities for such processing steps as tritium
purification and isotopologue separation which are vital for the KATRIN experiment. All
tritium-bearing components of KATRIN – WGTS and loops, calibration and monitoring
system as well as the transport section – are located inside the TLK.

2An unsimplified flow diagram of the Inner Loop directly around the source tube can be found in
appendix B.
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Figure 2.5.: Schematic representation of WGTS concept and Inner Loop flow
diagram. A stable tritium gas profile in the source tube (top) is provided by the Inner
Loop (bottom): tritium gas is injected into the source tube from a pressure-controlled buffer
vessel. The gas is pumped off at both ends of the source tube and subsequently purified
by a permeator, which consists of a palladium membrane only permeable by hydrogen
isotopologues. Impurities like 3He and tritiated methanes are thus removed from the gas
circulation and replaced by highly purified T2 gas (purity ≥ 95%) from the Outer Loop via
another buffer vessel. The composition of the gas fed from here into the pressure controlled
buffer vessel is measured continuously by an inline Raman spectroscopic system; this will
be described in detail in subsection 2.5.4. Figure adapted from [Stu10, Fis14].

The calibration and monitoring system

A calibration and monitoring system is located at the rear side of the WGTS. It has three
major tasks:

1. It houses the so-called rear wall, which represents the effective rear end of the
WGTS. The rear wall defines the electrical potential of the source relative to the
spectrometer retarding voltage [Bab12, Sch16].

2. It monitors the source activity via beta-induced X-ray spectrometry (BIXS):
β-electrons hitting the gold surface of the rear wall generate X-rays which are
detected by a silicon drift detector [Röl13]. According to recent Monte Carlo simu-
lations, the BIXS system will allows for activity measurements with an uncertainty
of ≤ 0.1 % in ≤ 70 s of measurement time [Röl15].
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3. It houses an angle and energy selective electron gun [Val11] allowing for systematic
scans of the complete KATRIN beam line. The e-gun is used for a range of
monitoring and calibration purposes such as determination of the energy loss and
transmission function as well as periodical measurements of the WGTS column
density [KAT05].

The different components of the calibration and monitoring section are currently being
set up and tested. Commissioning is planned for the beginning of 2017.

The transport section

The task of the transport section is to adiabatically guide the β-electrons from the WGTS
towards spectrometer and detector while at the same time reducing the tritium flow rate
by a factor of 1014. Such a powerful tritium retention is necessary to limit the amount of
tritium molecules entering the spectrometer, as these would produce background events
and thus disturb the measurement of the β-endpoint spectrum [Mer13]. The transport
section comprises two separate pumping sections: the Differential Pumping Section (DPS)
and the Cryogenic Pumping Section (CPS). The DPS is designed to reduce the tritium flux
by four to five orders of magnitudes by means of four turbo molecular pumps [Luk12]; note
that the DPS1-F and the end of the WGTS (cf. figure 2.4) contributes about two to three
additional orders of magnitude of tritium flow reduction by differential pumping. The
cryogenic pumping section makes use of cryosorption, a passive pumping method where
tritium molecules are adsorbed on an argon frost layer cooled down to 3K. It is targeted
to reduce the tritium flow by at least seven orders of magnitude [Jan15]. Superconducting
magnets with central fields of up to 5.7T provide adiabatic guidance of the β-electrons
along the approximately 14m long transport section. The DPS was delivered in 2014;
its installation and connection to the WGTS are currently being finalized. Since the
arrival of the CPS at KIT in the middle of 2015, mechanical installation works, position
measurements and tests of the electronics have been completed, and the system is now
prepared for cool-down.

The spectrometer and detector section

Two spectrometers of the MAC-E-Filter type (cf. subsection 2.4.2) are employed in the
KATRIN experiment in a tandem configuration. A pre-spectrometer of 3.4m length
and 1.7m diameter acts as a pre-filter by rejecting all β-electrons with energies lower
than 300 eV below the endpoint, which are of no use for the neutrino mass determination
[KAT05, Pra12]. The high-energy electrons transmitted by the pre-spectrometer enter
the main spectrometer, which is 23m long and has a diameter of 10m. There, they
are energetically analyzed with a resolution of ∆E = 0.93 eV at E = 18.6 keV [KAT05].
Two solenoids with B = 4.5T at the side facing the pre-spectrometer and B = 6.0T at
the detector end provide the magnetic field, which is fine-tuned by a system of air-coils
surrounding the main spectrometer [Glü13]. The retarding potential is directly applied
to the spectrometer vessel and fine-tuned by an inner wire-electrode system [Val10].

The β-electrons with sufficient energy to be transmitted through the spectrometers are
counted by the focal plane detector at the end of the KATRIN beam line. It is a segmented
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silicon PIN-diode array with 148 equal-area pixels which cover the entire transmitted
flux tube of 191Tcm2 focused onto the detector wafer by the detector magnet. Due to
this segmentation, inhomogeneities in the tritium source and the analyzing plane of the
spectrometer can be detected [Ams15]. The detector has a measured detection efficiency
of about 95% [Ams15].

The spectrometer and detector section has been extensively tested in the past (see e.g.
[Lei14, Sch14b, Gro15, KAT16]) and is currently being prepared for its final commissioning
phase in the summer of 2016.

2.5.3. Source-related systematic effects

As outlined in subsection 2.5.1, the KATRIN experiment requires exceptionally low
statistical and systematic uncertainties in order to reach its ambitious design sensitivity.
With respect to the WGTS, there are two key parameters which have to be carefully
considered when speaking about both types of uncertainties: the column density and the
isotopic composition of the source. These parameters and the uncertainties connected to
them will be discussed in the following.

The column density %d is defined as the number of molecules within a flux tube volume
of unit cross section in the source [Bab12]. The isotopic composition specifies the content
of different hydrogen isotopologues in the source gas: although the ideal source gas would
consist of pure T2, in reality there are always small admixtures of the other hydrogen
isotopologues DT, HT, D2, HD and H2. The tritium purity εT is defined as the ratio of
the number of tritium atoms to the total number of atoms in the source [Bab12]. The
measured signal rate S is proportional to these two parameters:

S = C · %d · εT . (2.39)

The proportionality constant C contains experimental properties like detector efficiency,
acceptance angles etc. [Bab12].

Evidently, a high signal rate is essential for KATRIN to achieve a high statistical sensitivity.
For this reason, a high tritium purity of εT > 95 % of the WGTS source gas is targeted:
the source gas will consist of approximately 90% T2, < 10 % DT and trace admixtures
of the other hydrogen isotopologues. The column density, on the other hand, cannot
be increased arbitrarily, as a higher column density leads to an increase of scattering
probabilities and thus higher energy losses of the β-electrons. Some will not be able
to pass the spectrometer retarding potential any more due to these losses, so that the
signal measured at the detector will saturate for large values of %d [Bab12]. In this case,
equation 2.39 is not strictly valid any more. However, for the targeted column density
value of %d = 5 · 1017 cm−2, the resulting non-linearity of above relation has been shown
to be negligible [Bab12].

Apart from their influence on the statistical uncertainty of KATRIN, the column density
and the isotopic composition of the WGTS are of high significance with respect to
systematic uncertainties. Therefore, stringent requirements concerning the stabilization
and monitoring of these parameters have to be met, as will be detailed in the following.
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The column density

According to the proportionality given in equation 2.39, every fluctuation of the column
density %d directly influences the measured count rate. In addition, the column density
is related to the probability of inelastic scattering of β-electrons off the source gas
molecules and thus to the associated energy losses [KAT05, Bab12]. For this reason, both
a precise knowledge and a high stability of this parameter are vital for the neutrino mass
determination [Pri15a]. In order to stay within the limits of the systematic uncertainty
budget of σsys,ind ≤ 7.5 · 10−3 eV2/c4 (cf. subsection 2.5.1), the column density has to be
monitored and stabilized to the 0.1% precision level [KAT05]. %d is measured periodically
between the actual neutrino mass measurement runs by using the electron gun; during
runs, monitoring is achieved by combining BIXS measurements of the source activity and
Raman measurements of the tritium purity εT to determine the column density via the
relation

%d = N(T)
εT ·AS

. (2.40)

In this expression, AS is the cross section of the source tube andN(T) the number of tritium
atoms in the source, which is proportional to the activity measured by BIXS. Details on
the measurement of the tritium purity will be given further below in subsection 2.5.4. The
required stabilization of the column density to the 0.1% level is achieved by stabilizing
the related WGTS operating parameters to the same level, namely

• the gas injection rate into the source tube,

• the pumping speed of the turbo molecular pumps at both ends of the source tube,

• the beam tube temperature.

The pumping speed of the turbo molecular pumps depends mainly on their rotation
frequency and is stable approximately to the 0.01% level [Bab12]. For this reason, the
stability of the gas injection rate into the WGTS is mainly determined by the pressure
stability of the buffer vessel. In a test experiment, a pressure stability of almost one order
of magnitude better than the required 0.1% could be achieved [Pri15a]. Furthermore,
the performance of the WGTS cryostat was tested in the so-called Demonstrator setup.
The achieved temperature stability was more than one order of magnitude better than
specified [Gro13].

The isotopic composition

As it directly affects the measured signal rate S as well, also the tritium purity εT has to
be monitored on the 0.1% level. However, knowing only the relative amount of tritium
atoms is not sufficient; the isotopic composition of the source gas in its entirety has to be
taken into account, as there are several systematic effects related to the differences of the
molecular species in the WGTS:

• Nuclear recoil: In a β-decay, the daughter molecule experiences a recoil due to
the emission of the produced lepton pair. The recoil energy, being not available
as kinetic energy for the β-electron, reduces the endpoint energy of the spectrum
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accordingly. Close to the tritium β-endpoint, the recoil energy corresponding to an
electron energy E can be approximated by the following expression [KAT05]:

Erec ≈ E ·
me

mdaughter
. (2.41)

This expression is dependent on the mass of the daughter molecule, mdaughter,
which differs significantly for the three daughter molecules of the tritiated hydrogen
isotopologues: for instance, the mass of the 3HeT+ daughter molecule from a T2
decay is 1.5 times the mass of a 3HeH+ nucleus from a HT decay. The resulting
differences in the recoil energy translate directly into the endpoint energy. For this
reason, the observed β-spectrum actually represents a superposition of the single
spectra of the T2, DT and HT β-decays with their respective endpoint energies,
weighted by the relative concentration of each molecular species in the source gas.

• Doppler effect: The source gas molecules are subject to a random thermal motion
according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution [Höt12] as well as to a bulk motion
due to their diffusion towards the ends of the WGTS tube. For this reason, the
observed energies of the β-electrons are changed by the Doppler effect. In the
non-relativistic approximation, the Doppler shift of an electron with mass me and
velocity ve (in the center-of-mass system of the decaying molecule) is given by
[KAT05]

∆E ≈ me · ve · v‖,mol , (2.42)

with v‖,mol being the velocity component of the decaying molecule in the direction
of the emitted electron. For KATRIN, the Doppler effect has to be considered in
the spectral fit since the shift is of about the same order as the targeted neutrino
mass sensitivity [Bab12]. As molecular velocities at a certain gas temperature
depend mainly on the molecular masses, the Doppler broadening differs for the
three tritiated hydrogen isotopologues T2, DT and HT.

• Elastic electron scattering: β-decay electrons will scatter elastically and inelas-
tically off source molecules. Inelastic scattering is accounted for by energy loss
measurements by the e-gun in the calibration and monitoring system. However,
elastic scattering processes also lead to a loss of electron energy [KAT05]:

∆E = 2 · me
mmol

· Ee · (1− cos θ) (2.43)

with the polar scattering angle θ. The energy loss depends on the mass mmol of
the molecule involved in the scattering process, and thus in total on the source gas
composition. Although the average energy loss is rather low with only 16meV since
the scattering angles are typically small (about 3◦), it can reach maximum values
in the eV range [KAT05].

• Final state distribution: As briefly outlined in subsection 2.4.1, the daughter
molecule in a tritium β-decay ends up in an excited state of excitation energy Vj ,
thus leading to an endpoint energy E0,j = E0 − Vj below the total decay energy E0
(cf. equation 2.25). The shape of the spectrum close to the endpoint thus depends
on the probability distribution of these final states. While electronic excitations of
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Figure 2.6.: Calculated final state distributions. Left: Final state distribution of the
daughter molecule 3HeT+ of a T2 decay. Right: Difference between the final distribution of
3HeT+ and 3HeD+, the daughter molecules of the β-decays of the hydrogen isotopologues
T2 and DT. The nuclear recoil is already accounted for in these plots. Figure from [Sch13b],
based on data from [Dos07].

hydrogen isotopologues play no role in the region of interest for the neutrino mass
determination, i.e. the region of about 20 eV below E0, rotational and vibrational
excitations have to be taken into account [Bod15]. The final state distribution of
the daughter molecule of a T2 decay is shown in the left panel of figure 2.6; it was
obtained via high-precision, ab initio calculations by N. Doss [Dos06, Dos07]. Due
to the different masses of the hydrogen isotopologues, their final state distributions
deviate from each other, as can be seen in the right panel of figure 2.6. This
introduces another dependence of the measured β-spectrum on the gas composition.

The gas dynamical model of the WGTS, which will be used to analyze the measured
β-spectra, takes into account these systematic effects [Kuc16, Höt12, Käf12]. For this
purpose, the isotopic composition of the source gas during a measurement run has
to be available as an input parameter, which requires continuous monitoring of the
WGTS gas composition. Simulations have shown that the calibration uncertainty of the
measurement system should not surpass about 10% in order to achieve a systematic shift
well below σsyst(m2

ν) = 3 · 10−3 eV2/c4 [Höt12, Sch13b]; the total uncertainty is in this
case dominated by the uncertainty related to the theoretical description of the final states,
which is estimated to be 6 · 10−3 eV2/c4 [Bod15].

The measurement system chosen for the monitoring of the isotopic composition of the
WGTS is a Raman spectroscopic system: LARA, the Laser Raman system for the
KATRIN experiment. Its advantages and current performance are discussed in the
following.

2.5.4. Monitoring of the source gas composition via Raman
spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic method based on inelastic scattering of light
off molecules. The basic process is illustrated in the left panel of figure 2.7: an energy
transfer between the photon and the molecule involved takes place, which changes both the
rovibrational state of the molecule and the wavelength of the scattered photon [Dem08b].
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Figure 2.7.: Schematic illustration of the Raman scattering process (left) and
a typical Raman setup (right). In the left panel, the Stokes Raman scattering process
is shown: incident light of the wavelength λi is scattered inelastically off a molecule. Parts
of the photon energy are transferred into rotational and/or vibrational excitations, so that
the wavelength of the scattered photon is shifted to the longer wavelength λf . Note that
the inverse process is also possible; it is called anti-Stokes Raman scattering. The effect
is utilized in compositional measurements with Raman systems as sketched in the right
panel. A laser is usually used as the excitation light source since Raman scattering cross
sections are extremely low, with typical scattering probabilities of the order of 10−7 for a
single photon [Atk06]. The scattered light is collected by appropriate optics and analyzed
by a spectrometer and a detector. Shown here is a conventional 90◦ observation geometry,
in which the scattered light is observed perpendicular to the excitation beam to reduce
the intensity of collected primary light. Other observation geometries will be discussed in
section 3.3.

Details on the theoretical background of the Raman effect will be discussed in the following
chapter. In the right panel of figure 2.7, a typical Raman measurement setup comprising
an excitation light source, the sample and a light collection and detection system is
shown. The gaseous, liquid or solid sample is probed by a laser beam, and a spectrum
of the scattered light is acquired. The composition of the sample can be determined by
analyzing this spectrum, since the wavelength change of the scattered light (Raman shift)
is characteristic for the type of molecule the light is scattered off. Such a spectrum is
shown in figure 2.8 for a gas mixture of hydrogen isotopologues.

Raman spectroscopy has been identified as an particularly advantageous technique for the
composition monitoring task detailed in the previous subsection for a number of reasons.
First of all, it allows for simultaneous detection of all hydrogen isotopologues using only
one excitation wavelength, as demonstrated in figure 2.8. Molecular contaminations of
the source gas – if present – can be detected as well. In addition, measurements can
be performed in-line, without the need for potentially time-consuming sample-taking.
Instead, automated and real-time data acquisition is possible. As the method is contact-
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Figure 2.8.: Typical Raman spectrum of a gas mixture containing all hydrogen
isotopologues. This spectrum was obtained by probing the sample gas with a 532 nm
laser. Each peak visible in the spectrum can be assigned to a molecular species present in
the sample by its characteristic Raman shift. Due to the large relative mass differences
of the hydrogen isotopologues, their Q1-branches are clearly separated from each other.
This facilitates an unambiguous identification of the hydrogen-type gas constituents. In
addition, quantitative information about the gas composition can be extracted from the
peak intensities. Figure adapted from [Sch13b].

free, the environments of sample gas and optical system can furthermore be spatially
separated to a certain extent in order to avoid contaminations.

For these reasons, a Laser Raman (LARA) system has been developed for the KATRIN
experiment over the last years in cooperation between the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
and Swansea University [Sch15b]. The LARA system is a conventional 90◦ Raman system
as sketched in the right panel of figure 2.7; a detailed description of its setup and
components can be found in appendix A. The LARA system is integrated into the Inner
Loop as illustrated in figure 2.5, measuring the composition of the tritium gas just before
it enters the pressure controlled buffer vessel from which the gas is injected into the
actual WGTS tube. At the place of measurement, the gas has a pressure of about 150 to
200mbar and is still at room temperature before being cooled down to 30K on its way
towards the source tube.

A relative precision of better than the required 0.1% was reached for measurement periods
of 30 s each in a long-term performance test of the LARA system in the tritium test
loop LOOPINO under realistic KATRIN Inner Loop conditions [Fis14]. In addition, a
calibration uncertainty of only about 3% was achieved [Sch13b, Sch13c], which is well
within the uncertainty budget outlined in subsection 2.5.3. The KATRIN requirements
with respect to precision and trueness can thus be fulfilled by the LARA system.
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2.5.5. Compositional changes in the Inner Loop

In the previous subsections, the importance of accurately determining the isotopic com-
position of the source gas was stressed, and the high-performance Raman system used for
compositional analyses was presented. However, one important question has still to be
answered:

To which extent can the gas composition measured by LARA at a certain position in the
Inner Loop be assumed to represent the gas composition in the WGTS tube?

Even though the uncertainty on the isotopic composition measured by LARA is well
within the requirements, it does not yet include the additional uncertainty resulting from
the fact that the composition of the gas might change by a certain extent on its way
from the LARA measurement cell towards the WGTS source tube. If unsolved, this may
constitute a serious limitation on the reliability of the uncertainty values connected to
source systematics.

Possible effects leading to gas composition changes

In order to understand which effects could lead to a change of the gas composition,
it is necessary to have a look at the gas system between the point of measurement
and the source first. Before entering the actual WGTS tube, the gas from the LARA
measurement cell passes a multitude of stainless steel pipes and other vacuum components
while undergoing substantial pressure and temperature changes. This is illustrated in the
schematic sketch in figure 2.9: the measurement cell is followed by about 2m of tubing,
before the gas enters the pressure-controlled buffer vessel by a regulating valve. At this
point, the gas is still at room temperature. After several more meters of larger tubing, it
reaches the injection capillary which has a substantially smaller inner diameter of 2.1mm.
This capillary runs along the WGTS cooling tube to cool the gas down to the source
temperature of 30K over a length of 5m. Finally, the cold gas arrives at the injection
chamber; its pressure at this point is about five orders of magnitude lower than at the
point of measurement. From here, the gas is injected into the actual source tube through
415 holes with 2mm diameter in order to prevent turbulences or jets in the injection
process [KAT05].

A range of composition-changing effects may occur within this gas system:

(a) Wall interactions: There are a number of effects related to the stainless steel
walls of the source tube and the tubing of the Inner Loop. Hydrogen can adsorb on
the wall surface in molecular form or split into the individual atoms [Jou08], with
a sticking coefficient which depends on the type of isotopologue or atom [Sou86].
In addition, atoms can diffuse into the walls and be absorbed [Jou08]. When
atoms desorb from the surface, they recombine to form molecules again. The gas
composition is influenced by these effects in various ways:

(i) Outgassing from walls: A certain amount of absorbed hydrogen atoms is
generally present in stainless steel walls. Apart from protium, there will also
be deuterium present in the walls of the WGTS and Inner Loop, since the
loop system will be tested with inactive D2 gas prior to tritium operation.
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Figure 2.9.: Schematic illustration of the gas system between the LARA mea-
surement point and the source tube. L stands for the approximate length and D for
the inner diameter of the tubing. See main text for details. The picture of the injection
chamber is taken from [Stu10].

When the system is evacuated or operated at low pressures, parts of this
hydrogen and deuterium will diffuse out of the walls (“outgassing”) [Jou08]
and thus reduce the purity of the tritium gas by formation of H2, HD and D2.
Although this effect is reduced by baking out the WGTS at temperatures around
500K [KAT05] to minimize the amount of absorbed hydrogen, outgassing in
the source cannot be fully avoided; besides, it is not possible to bake out the
surfaces of the complete Inner Loop tubing as well.

(ii) Isotopic exchange reactions: Protium and deuterium atoms diffusing out of
the walls can also recombine with tritium from the source gas, which is partly
adsorbed on the wall. This process increases the fraction of HT and DT in the
gas, as reported e.g. in [Gil80] and [Fis11].

(iii) Diffusion into the walls: The reverse process to the above-mentioned outgassing
is absorption of source gas by diffusion into the walls. The gas composition
is influenced as the probability for this process differs for the different source
constituents.3

(iv) Formation of secondary impurities: Another effect linked to tritium-wall
interactions is the formation of hydrocarbons, in particular of tritiated methanes
such as CT4, CHT3 and CDT3 [Gil80, Fis11]. As the carbon atoms originate
from the steel walls themselves, this impurity formation cannot be reduced by
such measures as baking out the system.

3Note that after exposing the loop to high-purity tritium for a long enough time, it can be expected that
the walls will adapt to the prevailing composition, so that an approximate equilibrium with respect
to compositional changes by diffusion both into and out of the walls will be reached. However, this
process can take a long time. In the TriToP experiment, to name but one long-term measurement
of the processes in a closed tritium loop, a continuous decrease of the tritium partial pressure was
observed over 60 days of operation and almost half a year of total tritium exposure [Pri13b]. For this
reason, it is not to be expected that an equilibrium will be reached in the much larger WGTS loops
before the start of the actual KATRIN measurements.
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(b) Self-equilibration: The β-activity of tritium can trigger the self-equilibration of
gas mixtures whose composition does not correspond to the thermal equilibrium,
even without catalytic materials present [Uda92].

(c) Gas separation phenomena: When mixtures of gases flow through long tubes
such as the WGTS injection capillary, separation effects can occur due to the
differing mean velocities, leading to a reduction of the concentration of lighter
components along the tube [Sha05]. Apart from the length and diameter of the
tube, the magnitude of this effect depends on the mass ratio of the involved molecules.
The mass ratio is 6:5 and thus comparatively low for the main components of the
WGTS source gas, T2 and DT, but increases quickly to higher values for the minor,
lighter gas constituents.

(d) Radioactive decays: For the sake of completeness, the decay of the radioactive
isotopologues should also be mentioned as a composition-changing effect. However,
with a half-life of 12.3 years for tritium, the fraction of tritiated molecules decaying
inside the Inner Loop is well below 1 ppm and thus easily negligible.

Methods to estimate the compositional changes

In order for KATRIN to produce a neutrino mass result with reliable uncertainties, a
quantitative understanding of the possible changes in isotopic composition of the source
gas is indispensable. The ideal case would be to directly measure the composition
inside the WGTS. However, the calibration and monitoring system of KATRIN (see
subsection 2.5.2) provides only the possibility to determine the tritium purity εT directly
in the source, and only in intervals of about every two hours: using on the one hand
the electron gun to determine the column density %d in the intervals between the actual
neutrino mass measurement runs, and on the other hand activity monitoring by the
beta-induced X-ray spectrometry (BIXS) system, εT can be obtained via the relation
given in equation 2.40. This value can be compared to the one measured by the LARA
system, thus making it possible to detect deviations at least in the tritium fraction due
to composition-changing effects between the LARA measurement and the source tube.
However, while the number of tritium atoms in a certain amount of source gas molecules
can be determined, the knowledge of the tritium purity fails to provide information
about

• the distribution of the tritium atoms across the source molecules, and

• the ratio of inactive H and D atoms in the gas.

For instance, from a tritium purity point of view there is no difference between (T2+H2),
(T2+D2), (T2+HD), (HT + DT), 2 HT or 2 DT. Yet, in order to properly take into
account composition-dependent systematic effects like the final state distribution (cf.
subsection 2.5.3), it is vital to determine the actual molecular composition.

This is hard to accomplish in the source itself: a measurement system would not only
have to be sensitive enough to achieve the required measurement precision at sub-µbar
total pressures, but would also have to be implemented without interfering with the
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sophisticated WGTS design required for an undisturbed source gas column.4 For this
reason, other possibilities to estimate the compositional changes have to be considered.

One approach is detailed modeling of the gas dynamics and composition-related effects in
the whole gas system from the LARA measurement cell to the source tube. Certainly,
simulations will be essential to our understanding of composition-related processes. How-
ever, the usefulness and reliability of such simulations is highly dependent on detailed
experimental input about (i) above-mentioned effects – which is partly not yet available,
especially for tritium-related topics – and (ii) characteristics of the setup at hand which
cannot be predicted by simulations. To name but one example for the latter, virtual leaks
might occur e.g. due to material defects in vacuum components: volumes of gas trapped in
such a way that the gas is not effectively pumped off during evacuation, but is gradually
released into the system later on [Cha89]. Such virtual leaks affect the system similarly
to normal leaks, apart from not being detectable by helium leak tests beforehand.

For these reasons, any simulation approach will always have to be accompanied by
appropriate measurements. Due to the system characteristics mentioned in item (ii),
at least a certain part of these measurements have to be performed at the very Inner
Loop and WGTS gas system under KATRIN-like conditions. The results of previous
measurements using e.g. the simplified loop LOOPINO [Fis11, Fis14] or testing the Inner
Loop system only with nitrogen and deuterium in order not to contaminate the system
yet [Pri15a] have provided many helpful insights, but not all of them can be transferred
one-to-one to the final system in operation. Therefore, it has been considered to test the
compositional behavior in the Inner Loop by bypassing the permeator and the buffer
vessel before the LARA system (cf. figure 2.5) for a certain period of time5. By this means,
it would be possible to measure both the input and the output of the WGTS source
tube in a quasi-batched way by the same measurement system. However, without the
permeator removing impurities from the gas, there is a risk that high-mass hydrocarbon
molecules possibly generated from non-metallic surfaces of the turbo molecular pumps
(see [Pri13a, Pri13b]) could freeze out inside the WGTS source tube6. For this reason,
another measurement option has to be considered.

Instead of just conducting a range of pre-measurements in a modified loop, the most
reliable possibility would be to monitor the source gas composition not only before,
but also after the source tube throughout KATRIN operation. Of course, there will be
components between the source and the measurement system in this case as well – starting
from the pumps needed to pump off the gas from the source tube in the first place. The
data obtained after the WGTS will thus not directly represent the composition in the

4It should be noted that a rest gas analyzer (RGA) suitable for the required pressure range (MKS
Instruments, HPQ3 [MKS16]) will be located directly after the WGTS in one of the differential
pumping ports [KAT05]. However, it provides an accuracy of only about 10 to 15%. In addition,
proper interpretation of the acquired mass spectrometry data is not trivial. Parts of the analyte gas
are fragmented in the ionization process required for this method, so that the fragments themselves as
well as new molecules recombined from such fragments appear in the mass spectrum [Gro06, Pri13a].
Quantitative interpretation of the spectra would thus require precise knowledge of the different
fragmentation probabilities. However, in-line calibration of the device is not possible, while any off-line
calibration is rendered useless as the strong magnetic fields in the vicinity of the WGTS tube interfere
with the internal magnetic field of the RGA.

5Internal suggestion by M. Schlösser, KATRIN collaboration, August 2015.
6Internal discussion contribution by B. Bornschein, KATRIN collaboration, September 2015.
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Figure 2.10.: Time evolution of the measured relative Raman intensities of gas
constituents in the tritium test loop LOOPINO. The loop was tested under KATRIN-
like conditions, with an initial high tritium purity of > 98%. The plot shows the time
evolution of the six hydrogen isotopologues as well as different types of tritiated methanes.
Figure adapted from [Fis11].

source tube, but still provide very valuable input to probe our understanding and modeling
of the processes in the gas system. Most of the composition-changing effects mentioned
above can be expected to lead to the same trend of compositional changes at any position
in the loop, as these changes are mainly driven by concentration differences. Thus, one
expects a steady decrease of T2 along with an increase in HT, DT and impurities such
as tritiated methanes, as was already observed in previous tests with circulating T2 gas
[Fis11, Fis14, Pri13b]; an example of the measured time evolution in such a test is shown
in figure 2.10. In this case, the values for the different molecular concentrations in the
source could be assumed to lie at some point between the concentrations measured before
and after the WGTS. The only one of the aforementioned effects which might counteract
the expected trends in some parts of the Inner Loop, e.g. by locally increasing the T2
concentrations, is the gas separation effect. Its local influences will have to be carefully
simulated. In combination, simulations and composition measurements before and after
the tube would provide a much improved understanding of the gas composition inside the
actual gas tube and thus allow for a reliable estimation of the uncertainties connected to
source systematics.

Framework conditions for a composition measurement after the WGTS

Ideally, one would like to use the same type of measurement system before and af-
ter the source tube, due to the advantages of Raman spectroscopy in general and
the already demonstrated excellent performance of the LARA system in particular (cf.
subsection 2.5.4). However, differences in the experimental conditions at the respective
locations have to be taken into account, specifically the altered pressure regime.

At both ends of the WGTS, the source gas is being continuously pumped off by a number
of turbo molecular pumps in two pumping stages (first pumping stage: Oerlikon Leybold
Vacuum GmbH, TURBOVAC MAG W 2800 [Oer16]; second pumping stage: Pfeiffer
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Vacuum, HiPace 300 [Pfe16]). Additional transfer pumps further downstream provide
the low pressure required for operation of the turbo molecular pumps. This is shown
schematically in figure 2.5. Actually, each pump icon in this figure represents several
pumps; a more realistic flow diagram of the section of the Inner Loop at the WGTS
comprising the first two pumping stages can be found in appendix B. The pressure after
the first pumping stage is estimated to be of the order of 10−2 mbar, after the second
pumping stage in the single-digit mbar range.7

A Raman system after the WGTS would have to be placed after the second pumping stage
because of (i) space restrictions and (ii) the low total pressure after the first pumping
stage. Even after the second pumping stage, the pressure is still about two orders of
magnitude lower than at the LARA system before the WGTS. This means that the
sensitivity of the system has to be enhanced by about two orders of magnitude in order
to analyze the gas composition with equal quality at this position. Such an enhancement,
however, is no trivial task. The performance of the LARA system for KATRIN – the
result of years of development and optimization – is considered to be close to the ultimate
reachable limit in conventional 90◦ configurations [Sch11a]. For this reason, alterations to
the current implementation are required for a significant sensitivity enhancement. This
constitutes the motivation of this thesis, which will be detailed in the following.

2.6. Objectives of this work

The principal goal of this work is to develop the optical design of a Raman system suitable
to measure the gas composition after the WGTS. In particular, this task includes the
following objectives:

• Sensitivity: The detection limit for tritium of the new system should be of the
order of 10−3 mbar within acquisition times of a minute or less.

This number arises from two reasons. Primarily, as discussed above, the new system
should be about two orders of magnitude more sensitive compared to the standard
LARA system to achieve a comparable performance at a pressure two orders of
magnitude lower. The detection limit, i.e. the minimal partial pressure required
to still be able to detect a certain gas species with sufficient confidence within a
certain acquisition time, can serve as a measure for the sensitivity of a system; this
will be explained in detail in subsection 3.2.1. With the standard LARA system, a
detection limit of the order of 10−1 mbar in 20 s total acquisition time was achieved
for hydrogen isotopologues [Sch13b]. A maximum acquisition time of about a minute
is envisaged for KATRIN monitoring purposes.

The main constituents of the source gas will occur at partial pressures substantially
above the detection limit of the measurement system, so that they can be adequately
monitored and quantified. This may not be the case for impurities being formed
inside the WGTS gas system in trace amounts, e.g. tritiated methanes. Nevertheless,
in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of the processes in the loop, it
would be highly desirable to be able to at least detect such impurities – especially

7M. Sturm, KATRIN Collaboration, private communication, January 2016.
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as this is not possible with the standard LARA system due to its location after the
gas-purifying permeator. The envisaged detection limit of the order of 10−3 mbar
at total pressures in the millibar range will thus also allow the detection of trace
impurities down to the permille level.

• Tritium compatibility: In addition, the new Raman system has to be fully
tritium compatible.

This requirement is connected to the material-degrading properties of tritium.
Polymers, for instance, are known to deteriorate under tritium exposure, which can
e.g. inhibit sealing functions [Cla07]. Halogenated polymers have to be particularly
avoided in tritium systems, as their exposure can lead to the formation of corrosive
acids and subsequent damages of components in the system [Cla07, Fis15]. For
optical systems intended for long-term use in KATRIN, it has to be particularly
ensured that the influence of tritium exposure on optical components such as coated
windows or reflective surfaces does not substantially impede the functionality of the
measurement system.

Furthermore, it has to be taken into account that the new Raman system will have
to be incorporated into a glove box for tritium-related safety reasons. Glove boxes
offer very limited possibilities for fine-adjustments due to the thickness of the gloves,
the lower box pressure sucking the gloves into the box, and constraints in viewing
and accessing components or beam paths. In addition, measurement conditions
in a glove box are normally less controlled than in optical experiments outside, so
that vibrations and temperature changes in the range of few Kelvins have to be
expected. For this reason, an easy-to-align and robust setup should be envisaged.

The structuring of this thesis reflects these main aims: after a discussion of appropriate
sensitivity enhancement methods in chapter 3, the setup and test of a signal-enhanced
prototype for tritium gas analysis is described in chapter 4. Based on the results obtained
in this test, chapter 5 focuses on improvements of the suitability of such a system for
operation in tritium environments. The topic of chapter 6 is the optimization of the
optical design and measurement parameters in order to maximize the sensitivity of the
new Raman system. Finally, the results achieved with the optimized system are presented
in chapter 7.
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3. High-sensitivity Raman spectroscopy:
Basic concepts and enhancement
strategies

This chapter has two aims: first, it provides the theoretical background and terminology
required for the understanding of this thesis. Second, it gives an introduction into the
topic of high-sensitivity Raman spectroscopy in general and hollow waveguide based
Raman spectroscopy – the main focus of this thesis – in particular.

The chapter starts with a theoretical overview of the principles of Raman spectroscopy
and the calculation of Raman line positions and intensities in section 3.1. In section 3.2,
relevant terms and definitions connected to high-sensitivity Raman spectroscopy are
explained. Afterwards, methods to enhance the Raman signal are discussed in section 3.3.
The chapter ends with an introduction to the enhancement method employed within
this work, namely hollow waveguide based Raman spectroscopy: section 3.4 outlines the
concept of this method and the current state of research in this field.

3.1. Theoretical description of the Raman effect

The Raman effect is named after C. V. Raman, who discovered it in 1928 together with
K. S. Krishnan [Ram28], after it had been theoretically predicted by A. Smekal five years
earlier [Sme23]. As introduced in subsection 2.5.4, it describes an inelastic scattering
process between photons and molecules, with the wavelength of the scattered light being
characteristic for the type of molecule the light is scattered off. For this reason, the
Raman effect can be utilized for compositional analysis of molecular samples such as the
WGTS source gas.

In the previous chapter, the basic concept as well as the various advantages of this spec-
troscopic technique for the KATRIN source composition monitoring task were presented,
and the motivation for this work on high-sensitivity Raman spectroscopy was explained.
In the following, the theoretical background of the Raman effect will be treated as far
as necessary for the understanding of this thesis. The reader is referred to the following
textbooks for further reading: [Lon02], [Dem08b], [Hak06] and [Atk06]. If not stated
otherwise, the contents of this section is based on these textbooks.
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3.1.1. Rotational and vibrational states of diatomic molecules

Molecular spectroscopic techniques in general utilize photon-molecule-interactions which
are connected to transitions between different molecular quantum states. In order to
understand the Raman effect, it is thus necessary to study the quantum states of molecules.
Since the focus in this thesis is on Raman spectroscopy of hydrogen isotopologues, the
theory given here is restricted to the special case of diatomic molecules.

There are three different types of excited states of molecules: electronic, vibrational
and rotational ones. Electronic excitations of hydrogen isotopologues are outside of the
energy range considered here – visible light and room temperature – and are thus not of
relevance for this work. For this reason, the following theoretical treatment of rotational
and vibrational states assumes molecules in the electronic ground state.

Semi-classical models of rotating and vibrating two-body systems can be employed to
obtain approximate terms for the energy levels of molecular excitations. Basic models
are illustrated in figure 3.1: the so-called rigid rotator serves as a simple model for the
rotation of diatomic molecules, while molecular vibrations can be approximated within an
oscillator model. By combining both models, a non-rigid, oscillating rotator can be used
to describe rovibrational excitations. The related energy level calculations are presented
in the following paragraphs.

Note that in the field of molecular spectroscopy, it is common to express energies in
wavenumbers ν̄, which are related to the frequency ν = ω/2π and the wavelength λ of a
photon according to

ν̄ = E

hc
= ν

c
= 1
λ

(3.1)

with Planck’s constant h and the speed of light c.

Rotational states: In a purely classical description, a simple rigid rotator with angular
frequency ω as shown in figure 3.1 (a) has a rotational energy of

Erot = 1
2Θω2 = L2

2Θ (3.2)

m1

R = const. R (variable)

ω ω
kk

(a) (b) (c)

R (variable)

m1 m1m2 m2 m2

Figure 3.1.: Models of excited diatomic molecules. (a) Rigid rotator. Two atoms
with masses m1 and m2 are located in a fixed distance R to each other. They rotate around
the center of mass of the molecule with the angular frequency ω. (b) Oscillator. The
two atoms oscillate with the spring constant k. (c) Rotating oscillator. In this case, the
molecule rotates and oscillates at the same time.
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with the molecule’s moment of inertia Θ and the angular momentum L = Θω. For
molecules as quantum mechanical systems, however, this angular momentum is quantized
according to

L = ~
√
J(J + 1) , J = 0, 1, 2, ... (3.3)

with the rotational quantum number J . This leads to the quantized energy levels of
rotational eigenstates:

Erot = ~2

2ΘJ(J + 1) . (3.4)

Expressed in wavenumbers, the rotational energy eigenvalues are given by

F̃rot = Erot
hc

= BJ(J + 1) with B = h

8π2cΘ . (3.5)

B is the so-called rotational constant. Depending solely on the moment of inertia of the
molecule, it is characteristic for each molecular species.

While this approximation leads to evenly spaced rotational levels of a molecule, in reality
the levels move closer together with increasing J due to centrifugal stretching of the
molecule. This can be better accounted for by using the model of a non-rigid rotator,
in which the moment of inertia increases progressively with increasing J . In this model,
equation 3.5 is modified to

F̃rot = BJ(J + 1)−DJ2(J + 1)2 (3.6)

with the centrifugal stretching constant D > 0. It should be noted that the ratio D/B
is typically of the order of 10−4, so that the corrections are relatively small. In high
resolution spectroscopy, however, additional correction terms might be necessary in order
to achieve a good description of the spectra [Her63].

Vibrational states: A very basic model for diatomic vibration is the (harmonic)
oscillation of two masses connected by a spring, as illustrated in figure 3.1 (b). In this
first approximation, the potential is assumed to be quadratic:

V (R) = k

2 (R−Re)2 (3.7)

with the internuclear distance R, the equilibrium distance Re and the spring constant k.
The energy levels of the resulting harmonic oscillations are given by [Coh77]

G̃vib,h = Evib,h
hc

= ~ω
hc

(
v + 1

2

)
= ν̃e

(
v + 1

2

)
with ν̃e = 1

2πc

√
k

µ
. (3.8)

The vibrational quantum number is v = 0, 1, 2, ... . The wavenumber ν̃e corresponds
to the eigenfrequency νe of the harmonic oscillator; µ is the reduced mass of the
molecule. The equidistant energy levels resulting from the quadratic potential are
shown in figure 3.2 (a).
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Figure 3.2.: Potential curves and energy levels of oscillating systems.
(a) Quadratic potential (harmonic oscillation). (b) Morse potential (anharmonic oscillation).

This approximation of a harmonic oscillator works only for small values of v. In reality,
the atomic bond is weakened to the point of dissociation of the molecule if the internuclear
distance R is increased significantly. A better approximation of the molecular potential
and thus for an anharmonic oscillator is e.g. the Morse potential shown in panel (b) of
the figure:

V (R) = De ·
(
1− e−a(R−Re)

)2
with a = ν̃e ·

√
µ

2De
. (3.9)

De is the dissociation energy. In this approximation, an anharmonicity term with
anharmonicity constant xe > 0 is added to equation 3.8:

G̃vib,anh = ν̃e

(
v + 1

2

)
− ν̃exe

(
v + 1

2

)2
. (3.10)

Thus, the energy levels move closer together for higher quantum numbers v. This is
illustrated in figure 3.2 (b).

Rovibrational states: So far, rotational and vibrational excitations have been treated
as being completely decoupled from each other. However, when rotations and vibrations
are excited at the same time, as is generally the case under the conditions considered
in this work, the influence on each other has to be taken into account: as seen before,
the mean internuclear separation R becomes larger for higher values of the vibrational
quantum number v. Similarly to the centrifugal stretching discussed above, this vibrational
stretching increases the moment of inertia of the molecule, Θ, and thus decreases the
rotational constant B according to equation 3.5. For this reason, the rotational constant
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3.1. Theoretical description of the Raman effect

B and the stretching constant D have to be expressed by terms dependent on v in order
to describe rovibrational excitations:

Bv = B − α
(
v + 1

2

)
, (3.11)

Dv = D − β
(
v + 1

2

)
. (3.12)

α and β are correction factors which are characteristic for the molecule type. Using these
modified terms, one obtains the following rovibrational energy levels:

T̃ (v, J) = G̃(v) + F̃ (v, J) (3.13)

= ν̃e

(
v + 1

2

)
− ν̃exe

(
v + 1

2

)2
+BvJ(J + 1)−DvJ

2(J + 1)2 . (3.14)

Again, additional minor correction terms (as discussed e.g. in [Her63]) can be added
to further improve the description of these energy levels. With regard to the spectra
obtained in the scope of this work, however, the approximation given above is sufficient.

3.1.2. Basic principle of Raman scattering

Transitions between the energy states of a molecule can be mediated by photons:

A photon of energy hν can be absorbed or emitted when the resonance condition is met,
i.e. ∆E = hν with ∆E being the energy difference between two molecular quantum states.
This interaction is described by the Hamiltonian

H = −~p · ~E (3.15)

with the electric dipole moment ~p of the molecule and the electric field vector ~E of the
electromagnetic wave. Only molecules with a permanent electric dipole moment can
absorb or emit light, which excludes homonuclear diatomic molecules such as H2, D2 and
T2 from this kind of interaction. For this reason, these molecules cannot be detected for
instance in infrared absorption spectroscopy.

Another possibility is scattering of light off molecules, in which case the resonance condition
does not have to be met. The Raman effect is such a scattering process, as sketched in
the left panel of figure 2.7 in the previous chapter. In the classical description of the
Raman effect, an incident electromagnetic wave with electric field vector ~E = ~E0 · cos(ωt)
induces an oscillating dipole moment

~pind = α · ~E (3.16)

in a molecule with polarizability tensor α. In addition, the molecule may have a permanent
dipole moment ~µ0. Both the polarizability and the permanent dipole moment, if existing,
depend on the configuration of the nuclei in the molecule. An incoming light wave
polarizing the electron shell will lead to small oscillations of the nuclei around the
equilibrium position, so that an expansion into a Taylor series with respect to the normal
coordinates of vibration qn is possible. Neglecting second- and higher-order terms, this
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3. High-sensitivity Raman spectroscopy: Basic concepts and enhancement strategies

leads to the following expression for the electric dipole moment and the polarizability
tensor components:

~µ = ~µ(0) +
∑
n

(
∂~µ

∂qn

)
0
qn , (3.17)

αij(q) = αij(0) +
∑
n

(
∂αij
∂qn

)
0
qn . (3.18)

~µ(0) and ~α(0) are the dipole moment and the polarizability in the equilibrium qn = 0.

Assuming harmonic oscillations for the normal coordinates qn of the vibrating molecule,
i.e. qn(t) = qn0 cos (ωnt) with the amplitude qn0 and the frequency ωn of the n-th normal
vibration, the total time-dependent dipole moment is given by

~p = ~µ0 +α ~E (3.19)

= ~µ0 +
∑
n

(
∂~µ

∂qn

)
0
qn0 cos (ωnt) + αij(0) ~E0 cos (ωt)

+ E0
2
∑
n

(
∂αij
∂qn

)
0
qn0 [cos (ω − ωn)t+ cos (ω + ωn)t] . (3.20)

In the last term, the trigonometric identity cosx cos y = 1
2 (cos(x− y) + cos(x+ y)) was

used.

Apart from the first term, which describes the (potential) permanent dipole moment
in the equilibrium configuration, all terms of this time-dependent dipole moment are
subject to oscillations. Oscillating dipole moments, however, lead to the generation of
new electromagnetic waves:

• The second term describes the part of the permanent dipole moment which follows
the molecular vibration and thus accounts for the infrared spectrum of the molecule.

• The third term describes the induced dipole moment, which depends on the polariz-
ability and is modulated by the incident wave. It gives rise to elastic scattering of
light: the frequency of incident and scattered light are the same. This scattering
process is called Rayleigh scattering.

• The last term is the one describing the Raman effect. It depends on the change of
the polarizability connected to the oscillation of the nuclei. Since the frequency of
the emitted light is shifted with respect to the incident light, this type of scattering
is called “inelastic”. There are two possibilities for a frequency shift: in the so-called
Stokes Raman process, the Raman light is shifted to lower angular frequencies
(ω − ωn). The reverse process, anti-Stokes Raman scattering, can only take place
when the molecule is in an excited state prior to the scattering, so that energy can
be transferred to the photon and give rise to a higher angular frequency (ω+ωn). In
contrast to infrared spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to all hydrogen
isotopologues as even the homonuclear ones undergo non-vanishing polarizability
changes under light exposure.
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Figure 3.3.: Different types of photon scattering in the quantum mechanical
picture. |i〉 denotes the initial, |f〉 the final and |v〉 the virtual state. Left: Rayleigh
scattering (elastic, Ei = Ef). Center: Stokes Raman scattering (inelastic, Ei < Ef , red-
shifted). Right: Anti-Stokes Raman scattering (inelastic, Ei > Ef , blue-shifted).

The processes connected to the polarizability of a molecule, i.e. Rayleigh scattering and
the two types of Raman scattering, are illustrated in figure 3.3 in the quantum mechanical
picture. In this picture, a molecule in a certain initial state is excited into a virtual state
by absorbing a photon. The final state is reached by emitting a photon again. While
initial and final state are the same for elastic Rayleigh scattering, the differ by a certain
amount of energy in the case of inelastic Raman scattering. The difference between the
energy levels of initial and final state, ∆E = Ef − Ei, is equal to the energy difference
between incident and emitted photon and thus determines the frequency difference. It is
expressed by the shift in wavenumbers, the so-called Raman shift:

∆ν̄ = ν̄i − ν̄f = Ei − Ef
hc

= ∆E
hc

. (3.21)

Taking into account the rovibrational energy levels T̃ (v, J) of a diatomic molecule given
in equation 3.14, the line position in a Raman spectrum corresponding to a transition
between two rovibrational states with quantum numbers (v′, J ′) and (v′′, J ′′), respectively,
is described by the following Raman shift:

∆ν̄ = ∆E
hc

= ∆T̃ = T̃ (v′, J ′)− T̃ (v′′, J ′′) . (3.22)

Raman transitions between molecular states are constrained by the following selection
rules:

• Rotational transitions: Since Raman scattering involves two photons, i.e. spin-1
particles, only transitions with ∆J = 0,±2 can take place.

• Vibrational transitions: Assuming a harmonic oscillator, the selection rule for
transitions between vibrational states is ∆v = 0, ±1. In the anharmonic case,
overtone transitions with ∆v = ±2, 3, ... are also possible, although much less
probable [Hak06].

In figure 3.4, the schematic Raman spectrum of a diatomic molecule as resulting from
the allowed transitions between the energy levels discussed above is shown. The spectral
lines related to the different scattering types – Stokes Raman, Anti-Stokes Raman and
Rayleigh scattering – in a Raman spectrum are classified according to above selection
rules by grouping transitions with the same ∆J and ∆v into spectral branches. An
overview of these branches and their nomenclature is given in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.4.: Schematic Raman spectrum of a diatomic molecule at room tem-
perature. The branches corresponding to the different transitions are labeled in the plot.
It is clearly visible that the Raman shift connected to vibrational excitations is much larger
in comparison to rotational excitations. In addition, the spectrum shows that not only the
overtone transitions discussed in the text but also the anti-Stokes Raman lines are less
intense than the Stokes Raman lines. This is associated with the fact that the anti-Stokes
process requires the molecule to be initially in an excited state. As the number of excited
molecules is described by the Boltzmann distribution, the intensity of anti-Stokes Raman
lines decreases for lower temperatures. Figure adapted from [Hak06].

Table 3.1.: Classification of branches in the Raman spectrum according to selec-
tion rules. This work uses the branch nomenclature introduced by Richard Lewis [Lew07]:
the letters O, Q and S represent a ∆J of −2 , 0 and +2, respectively, while the index of
each letter indicates the ∆v value. Overtone and anti-Stokes Raman transitions are of no
further relevance for this thesis and are thus not included in the table.

Scattering type ∆v ∆J Branch name Raman shift

Rayleigh 0 0 Q0 -

Stokes Raman
(pure rotation)

0 +2 S0 ν̃i − ν̃rot

Stokes Raman
(rotation-
vibration)

1 −2 O1 ν̃i − ν̃vib + ν̃rot

1 0 Q1 ν̃i − ν̃vib

1 +2 S1 ν̃i − ν̃vib − ν̃rot

With respect to the analysis of Raman spectra, it should be noted that the single rotational
lines of Q branches are much closer together than those of S and O branches, a fact
reflected in the schematic spectrum in figure 3.4. While these lines can still be resolved in
high-resolution spectroscopy, this is often not the case in overview spectra as required for
the simultaneous monitoring of all six hydrogen isotopologues. Instead, these lines add up
to what seems to be one very intense spectral peak, as is clearly visible in the spectrum
of a hydrogen gas mixture shown in figure 2.8 in the previous chapter. Due to this
high intensity and the clear separation of the Q1 branches of the hydrogen isotopologues
resulting from their large relative mass differences, these peaks are used for the analysis
of the Raman spectra for KATRIN.
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3.1. Theoretical description of the Raman effect

3.1.3. Raman line intensities

Apart from the line positions discussed so far, the other important parameter characterizing
a Raman spectrum is the intensity of each line. Line intensities are already included
qualitatively in the schematic spectrum in figure 3.4; they will be discussed in a quantitative
way in the following.

When a population of diatomic molecules is exposed to irradiation, the line intensity
related to a given transition of a certain molecule type is given by [Lon02]

I(ϕ, θ)ps,pi = kν̃ · I · ν̃4
s · Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)ps,pi ·Ni . (3.23)

Before the individual factors are explained, it should be noted that this equation applies
only if the scattered intensity is measured in units of power [McC06]. In many detector
systems, in particular also the charged-coupled device (CCD) detector employed in this
work, the number of scattered photons is measured instead. In this case, above equation
has to be modified by replacing the factor ν̃4

s by ν̃i · ν̃3
s to take into account the energy

carried by each scattered photon [McC06]:

I(ϕ, θ)ps,pi = kν̃ · I · ν̃i · ν̃3
s · Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)ps,pi ·Ni . (3.24)

The terms and constants in this equation are briefly discussed in the following. A detailed
discussion can be found in [Lon02].

kν̃ is a constant given by

kν̃ = π2

ε20
≈ 1.259 · 1023 m2F−2 (3.25)

with the vacuum permittivity ε0.

I denotes the irradiance of the incident light, i.e. the radiant flux incident per unit area
(measured in W/m2) [Dem08a].

ν̃i, ν̃s are the wavenumbers of the incident laser (ν̃i) and the scattered Raman light (ν̃s).

Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)pi,ps is the so-called line strength function. It describes the transition proba-
bility of a certain Raman transition. The line strength function can be calculated
using components of the polarizability tensor α which was introduced in subsection
3.1.2. By taking the isotropic averages of quadratic products of polarizability tensor
components, one obtains molecule-dependent tensor invariants, two of which are of
relevance in the case of diatomic molecules: the average polarizability, a, and the
anisotropy of the polarizability, γ [Lon02].

The line strength function depends on the polarization of incident and scattered
light (pi, ps) as well as on the scattering geometry. The latter is described by the
angles θ and ϕ which define the direction of the scattered beam relative to the
reference coordinate system. A figure illustrating the definition of the scattering
angles and the polarization states can be found in appendix C, together with the
expressions of the line strength functions for ⊥- and ‖-polarized light.
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Ni represents the number of molecules in the initial state of the considered transition. In
thermodynamic equilibrium, it is defined by a Boltzmann distribution; this leads to
the characteristic intensity distribution the lines in the O and S branches in figure
3.4. Ni is described by the following equation:

Ni = N ·
gi · exp

(
− Ei
kBT

)
Z

. (3.26)

In this expression, N is the total number of irradiated molecules, Ei and gi are the
energy and the statistical weight of the initial state, kBT is the thermal energy at a
given temperature T , and Z is the molecular partition function:

Z =
∑
j

gj · exp
(
− Ej
kBT

)
. (3.27)

The statistical weight, which accounts for the degeneracy of molecular states, consists
of the respective statistical weights of vibrational and rotational states: gi = gv · gJ ′′
with J ′′ being the rotational quantum number of the lower energetic state involved
in the scattering process. The vibrational levels are non-degenerate in the case of
diatomic molecules considered here, i.e. gv = 1. On the other hand, gJ ′′ depends on
the rotational quantum number and the nuclear spin degeneracy gN:

gJ ′′ = gN · (2J ′′ + 1) . (3.28)

The nuclear spin degeneracy depends on the type of molecule involved. In the case
of the heteronuclear diatomic molecules HD, HT and DT, no parity can be defined,
so that gN = 1. The homonuclear hydrogen isotopologues, in contrast, are subject
to nuclear spin statistics, so that the value of gN depends on the nuclear spin of the
atoms involved and differs for odd and even J ′′ values. Details on the underlying
theory can be found for instance in [Her63]. The values of gN for the six hydrogen
isotopologues and odd/even J ′′ values are listed in table 3.2.

To understand the factors influencing Raman intensities is essential for this thesis, as the
main objective is to increase the sensitivity of a Raman system. The sensitivity is closely
related to the Raman signal measured with a certain system, and thus to the intensity of
the emitted light. The relation between intensity, signal and sensitivity will be discussed
in detail in the following section.

Table 3.2.: Nuclear spin degeneracy gN of the hydrogen isotopologues.

H2, T2 D2 HD, HT, DT

gN for J ′′ odd 3 3 1
gN for J ′′ even 1 6 1
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3.2. Important terms in high-sensitivity Raman
spectroscopy

The previous section provided the theoretical input to understand the spectrum and the
factors influencing the intensity of light emitted in Raman scattering processes. In order
to achieve high sensitivities in Raman spectroscopy, however, high Raman intensities
at the point of emission are not enough: the actually measured spectrum is equally
dependent on a number of experimental and setup-related factors. This section will clarify
the definition of important terms related to to the sensitivity of a Raman system and
discuss the experimental prerequisites for achieving high sensitivities.

3.2.1. Definition of detection limit and signal-to-noise ratio

In order to assess the sensitivity of a Raman system, it is necessary to be able to quantify
it. One possibility which is very common in the field of chemical analysis is the detection
limit (also ‘limit of detection’, LOD). It denotes the smallest quantity of an analyte
which can still be detected with reasonable certainty [IUP76, IUP97]. As the focus of this
work is on the compositional analysis of gas mixtures, it is convenient to express analyte
quantities in terms of their respective partial pressure in the gas mixture. Thus, within
the scope of this work, the detection limit will be defined as the minimal partial pressure
an analyte can have and still be detected.

According to the IUPAC definition, the detection limit can be derived from the smallest
detectable analyte amount, xL, which is given by [IUP76]

xL = xblank + k · sblank . (3.29)

The numerical factor k represents the desired confidence level. A value of k = 3 is
recommended by IUPAC, corresponding – in the case of background fluctuations following
a normal distribution – to a 99.86 % probability that a signal at the detection limit is
really a positive signal rather than a random background fluctuation [Lon83]. xblank and
sblank are the mean and the standard deviation of the blank measures, i.e. measurements
of a sample of basically the same composition as the sample of interest but which does
not contain the analyte. In order to determine the detection limit of a Raman system
using equation 3.29, the corresponding quantities have to be extracted from measured
Raman spectra. Figure 3.5 illustrates spectra-related terms which are important for the
analysis:

The background is an undesired, but not fully avoidable byproduct of a Raman mea-
surement; its origins will be discussed in subsection 3.2.3. It is in general independent
of the analyte and corresponds thus to the blank measurement. However, it can be
subtracted by appropriate background removal routines in the analysis of Raman
spectra; this is commonly done to obtain pure Raman signals. In this case, a value
of xblank = 0 can be used in equation 3.29.
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Figure 3.5.: Illustration of important terms connected to Raman spectra.
Black, solid line: Raman spectrum of air with a pronounced fluorescence background.
Blue, dashed line: “Dark” spectrum acquired with the laser turned off.
The single terms illustrated in the figure are explained in more detail in the following
subsections. Data taken from [Sei14].

The Raman signal, S, is connected to the intensity of a Raman peak in the measured
spectrum1; details about this topic will be given in the following subsection. The
smallest detectable amount from above equation corresponds to the smallest signal
of a certain peak which is still distinguishable in a Raman spectrum, SLOD.

The noise, N , denotes statistical fluctuations of the measured intensities. These fluctu-
ations limit the detectability of small signals; although connected to the background,
the noise cannot be simply subtracted like the latter due to its statistical nature.
The different contributions to the total background noise in a spectrum will be dis-
cussed in subsection 3.2.3. The noise in a certain part of the background-subtracted
spectrum is quantified by the standard deviation of the intensities in this part. It
corresponds to the standard deviation of the blank measures, sblank.

Using the recommend value of k = 3, these considerations lead to the following form of
equation 3.29:

SLOD = 0 + 3N ⇔ SLOD
N

= 3 . (3.30)

This means that a signal has to exceed the noise level by at least a factor of 3 in order to
be considered as a detected signal rather than a background fluctuation (see also [Des15]).

1It should be noted that either the peak height or the peak area can be used as a measure for the
Raman signal. For comparison measurements within the scope of this thesis, the peak height is used
for reasons of simplicity and to maintain comparability to earlier LARA measurements. For analysis
applications, however, it is recommended to use the peak area instead due to better precision and
accuracy properties [Sch09].
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It should be noted that the ratio of a measured signal to the background noise in a
spectrum, the so-called signal-to-noise ratio

SNR = S

N
, (3.31)

can itself be used to compare sensitivities as long as the partial pressure of the analyte
stays constant. According to equation 3.30, the actual detection limit represents the partial
pressure p for which a signal-to-noise ratio of 3 is obtained in the Raman spectrum:

LOD = 3p
SNR = 3pN

S
. (3.32)

In order to achieve high sensitivities, i.e. low detection limits, the signal has to be
maximized while keeping the noise as low as possible. The factors influencing the Raman
signal and the noise will be discussed in the following subsections.

3.2.2. Measured Raman signals

The measured Raman signal of a certain analyte depends not only on the theoretical line
intensities given in equation 3.24, but also on further experimental factors. It can be
described by the following equation:

S = C · tacq · Ib . (3.33)

The single elements will be briefly explained in the following:

• C is the so-called collection function [McC05]. It contains the system characteristics
connected to light collection and detection, namely (i) the detected area and
collection angle, (ii) the transmission of collection optics and spectrometer and
(iii) the quantum efficiency of the detector [McC05].

• tacq is the acquisition time.

• Ib is related to the intensity of the Raman line or branch chosen for analysis. In the
case of a single, separated Raman line, Ib is equal to the intensity I described by
equation 3.24. As motivated in subsection 3.1.1, however, it is often advantageous
to use the peak associated to the Q1 branch for analysis. This peak is composed
of multiple not individually resolved lines, so that Ib is rather a function of the
individual intensities of several lines, its precise value depending on such parameters
as the resolution of the detection system.

The question how the Raman signal can be maximized will be addressed in detail in
section 3.3.
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3.2.3. Background and noise in Raman spectra

Apart from the desired pure Raman lines, a measured spectrum always contains a certain
background. As the background is closely related to the sensitivity-limiting noise in a
spectrum, it is worthwhile to have a closer look at its origins.

The total background consists of two contributions, as illustrated in figure 3.5: one is
related to the detector, the second to undesired external light superimposing the Raman
light. The detector-related background is an unavoidable property of each detector and
constant over the whole wavelength range. It traces back to two different effects, which
will be explained in the following before the external light is addressed:

Detector dark current: CCD detectors are based on the production of electron-hole
pairs in a photosensitive semiconductor. However, a certain amount of electron-hole pairs
is also spontaneously generated by thermal excitations, independent of the intensity of
incident light [McC05]. The resulting dark current, Id, contributes thus as a temperature-
dependent background to the measured spectrum. Since the generation of thermal
electron-hole pairs is a statistical process following a Poisson distribution, it gives rises to
the so-called dark or thermal noise [McC05]:

NT =
√
Id · t . (3.34)

The dark current can be reduced by cooling the CCD detector. The CCDs employed in
this work can be cooled down to -75 ◦C.

CCD detector read-out: In the read-out process of the CCD after each acquisition,
the charge of each pixel or binned groups of pixels is converted into a voltage signal and
the analog into a digital signal. A non-zero voltage value is set by the CCD manufacturer
for conversion purposes, leading to a certain offset in the spectrum independent of the
number of electrons being read out (see figure 3.5). This voltage offset itself does not
contribute to the noise. However, the process of reading out each packet of electrons
leads to a noise contribution, the so-called read-out noise NR [McC05]. It depends on
the read-out speed and the model of the CCD. Since each single read-out contributes to
the read-out noise, the latter can be reduced by using less bins. Other than the thermal
noise, the read-out noise is independent of the acquisition time.

Together, thermal noise and read-out noise yield the purely detector-related noise

ND =
√
N2

T +N2
R (3.35)

which remains even in the absence of any detected Raman light or external background,
as illustrated in figure 3.5.
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External background: The external background consists basically of any light which
reaches the detector in addition to the Raman light. Background contributions by room
light and stray light of a range of other light sources can be avoided by an enclosure
around the Raman system as well as by filters and properly placed screens inside the
system. More difficult is the elimination of contributions from light sources close to or
directly in the optical path of the Raman light: background light in the same wavelength
range as the Raman lines of interest cannot be eliminated by optical filters as these would
block the Raman light as well. The main contributor to background in Raman spectra is
thus often fluorescence produced by the excitation laser beam in optical components in the
Raman light path. The detected fluorescence background can be reduced for instance by
reducing the number of fluorescent components in the setup or by utilizing non-fluorescent
materials. The reduction of fluorescence is one of the main issues encountered in this
work. It will be treated in detail in chapter 6. The external background gives rise to
another noise contribution, the shot noise NS. Like the thermal noise, it is governed by
Poisson statistics due to the inherent statistical variation in the arrival rate of background
photons [McC05]:

NS =
√
Bext(t) , (3.36)

where Bext(t) is the time-dependent intensity of the external background. In general, a
constant flux of external photons can be assumed, so that Bext(t) ∝ t.

Taking all individual background contributions into account, the total background noise
is given by the combination of detector-related and shot noise:2

N =
√
N2

D +N2
S =

√
N2

T +N2
R +N2

S . (3.37)

This noise has to be reduced as far as possible in order to achieve high sensitivities. As
the detector-related noise is mainly fixed when a certain detector is chosen, the main
focus in this work is on the reduction of the external background.

3.3. Enhancing the Raman signal

In this section the question is addressed how a considerable Raman signal increase can be
achieved. In order to obtain sensitivity enhancements of about two orders of magnitude in
comparison to the standard 90◦ KATRIN Raman system, the signal has to be increased
by at least the same factor. An even higher signal increase is necessary in the case that
the noise level rises as well by the measures taken.

Based on the expressions for Raman line intensities and measured Raman signals intro-
duced earlier in this chapter (see equations 3.24 and 3.33), the different factors influencing
the signal can be summarized in the following proportionality expression:

S ∝ tacq · C · I · ν̃iν̃
3
s · Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)ps,pi ·Ni . (3.38)

2It should be mentioned that this equation for N is valid only in the absence of any Raman signal;
otherwise another shot noise contribution by the signal photons would have to be included. However,
for the determination of the detection limit according to equation 3.32, the pure background noise is
required as the LOD is related to the signal which rises just above background noise level [Des15].
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In the following subsections, each factor contributing to the total signal will be discussed
with respect to a possible signal enhancement.

3.3.1. Acquisition time, tacq

In general, the maximal allowable acquisition time is specified for a certain measurement
task, e.g. acquisition times of about one minute or less for KATRIN. For this reason, an
increase of this parameter to maximize the signal is not possible.

3.3.2. Collection function, C

In order to maximize the collection function C, all optical components of the Raman
system including the spectrometer setup should exhibit good transmission properties, and
a highly efficient detector should be used. In the standard LARA system, these components
have already been optimized: optics in the setup are in general anti-reflection coated, a
spectrometer with high light throughput was chosen, and the detector provides a high
quantum efficiency of about 95% (cf. appendix A). For this reason, no significant further
signal increase can be expected from a different choice of optical system components.

In addition, it is important that the overall optical design of the Raman system is chosen
appropriately to maximize the detected scattering region. One important parameter
in this respect is the choice of scattering geometry. In a Raman system, there are
basically three different standard scattering geometries: 90◦ scattering, forward (0◦) and
backward (180◦) scattering. They are illustrated in figure 3.6.

In the standard 90◦ configuration, light is collected only from a certain limited scattering
region as shown in the figure. This region is 6mm long in the case of the KATRIN Raman
system; the length is limited by the size of the spectrometer entrance slit. In forward
or backward measurements, on the other hand, the Raman light is collected along the
direction of the incident laser beam, so that the scattering region concurs with the optical

90° scattering forward scattering (0°)
backward 
scattering (180°)

Sample cellLaser beam Raman light Collection lens

Figure 3.6.: Illustration of common Raman scattering geometries. In Raman
spectroscopy, the Raman light is usually detected in a 90◦ angle to the laser beam or in
forward or backward direction. In the figure, the areas in light red represent the total
collected Raman light. The path of the detectable Raman light which is emitted in the
focal point of the collection lens and its optical axis is highlighted by dark red contours.
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axis of the collection optics. Due to the focal depth of these optics, not only the Raman
light emitted in the very focal point of the collection lens is collected, but light from a
larger region along the optical axis.

Comparison measurements between a standard 90◦ LARA setup and a backward Raman
setup performed by LARA group member T. James demonstrated a signal enhancement
of about a factor of 15 due to the improved collection properties [Jam13a]. On the other
hand, an advantage of 90◦ setups is that the sample cell can be designed in such a way
that fluorescence generated in the laser entrance and exit windows does scarcely reach the
collection optics. By this means, the fluorescence background is kept very low. This is not
possible in forward or backward Raman configurations, where fluorescence is generated in
the path of the Raman light (see figure 3.6) and will thus be detected more efficiently.
Accordingly, the sensitivity gain reported in [Jam13a] for backward scattering instead of
90◦ detection was much lower than the pure signal gain with enhancement factors of only
1.5 to 10 for different acquisition times. This shows that a variation of the scattering
geometry alone is not enough to obtain significant sensitivity enhancements compared to
the standard LARA system.

3.3.3. Laser irradiance, I

The emitted Raman intensity is directly proportional to the irradiance of the incident
light, I, which is defined as the radiant flux incident per unit area. There are several
possibilities to increase the irradiance:

Laser focusing: A tighter focus of the laser beam leads to a local increase of the laser
irradiance. However, as a consequence the number of irradiated molecules decreases, and
the product I ·N remains constant, so that effectively the signal is not increased.

High laser power: High-power lasers are usually employed in Raman systems to
achieve a high irradiance. The LARA system for KATRIN uses a 532 nm continuous
wave laser with a maximum power of 5W in double-pass configuration, so that effective
laser powers of up to 10W can be reached. While this is already a high value compared
to the majority of Raman spectroscopic experiments described in the literature, 532 nm
solid-state lasers are available with output powers of up to 100W, thus in principle
allowing for a signal enhancement by about one order of magnitude. However, apart from
the associated high costs, high powers involve the risk to damage optical components
like the Raman cell windows. In a LARA commissioning run at the LOOPINO facility,
laser-induced coating damages were observed within five days of LARA operation at full
power [Fis14], so that the LARA system will eventually be operated at reduced power to
enable stable long-term operation. Based on these experiences, it does not seem advisable
to envisage a considerable laser power increase compared to the current LARA system.
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Cavity enhancement: The concept of increasing the Raman signal by employing high
irradiances is also adopted in the so-called CERS approach, which stands for cavity-
enhanced Raman scattering. It was first demonstrated in 2001 by Taylor et al. at the
TLK [Tay01]. In this approach, a resonant optical cavity is used to enhance the power
of incident laser light. For measurements with H2 and other gases, a power increase by
about three orders of magnitude was reported by Salter et al. and Hippler [Sal12, Hip15].
Using just a 10mW laser diode as the light source and a cavity inside the gas system,
detection limits of 0.42mbar (3σ) were obtained for H2 in 30 s acquisition time [Hip15].
On the downside, however, CERS systems are very sensitive to vibrations and temperature
variations and have to be elaborately stabilized [Tay01], which is especially complex in
glove box environments. Moreover, although low-power light sources can be effectively
enhanced, the maximum achievable power is still limited by the damage threshold of the
cavity mirrors employed.

Nevertheless, the approach is further pursued as quite promising results have been shown
to be within reach: Keiner et al. report a power build-up to up to 100W in a cavity
system stabilized by passive frequency-locking and feedback-coupling, by which means
they reached a 3σ detection limit for CO2 of about 0.05 mbar within measurement times
of 1 s [Kei14]. While this demonstrates the overall potential of this approach, detection
limits reported so far are still more than one order of magnitude higher than the one
targeted in this work. Also, those systems were generally not designed for applications
with corrosive gases like tritium.

Altogether, it seems currently not feasible to achieve the targeted sensitivity enhancement
of about two orders of magnitude for tritium gas analysis by means of a laser power
increase only.

3.3.4. Excitation laser wavelength, λi

The frequency or wavelength dependence of the Raman signal according to equation 3.38
can be crudely approximated by

S ∝ ν̃iν̃
3
s = ν̃i · (ν̃i −∆ν̃)3 ≈ ν̃4

i , (3.39)

due to the frequency of excitation laser light (ν̃i) and Raman light (ν̃s = ν̃i −∆ν̃) being
similar in magnitude. The approximate ν̃4

i law demonstrates that the measured signal
can be significantly increased by using shorter excitation laser wavelengths:

For instance, frequency-doubling a 532 nm laser while maintaining the same output power
yields a signal gain by a factor of 5324/2664 = 16. In addition, short enough wavelengths
(in the middle to far UV region) lead to a separation of Raman and fluorescence wavelengths
and thus a very low noise level [Sem16c]. On the downside, a UV-based Raman system
requires not only a new laser, but also special optics and detectors, and would therefore
be a rather expensive solution. Furthermore, optical alignment of an invisible beam inside
a tritium glove box is not trivial. For these reasons, other possibilities to enhance the
signal would be preferable to a UV system.

Alternatively, the wavelength can be shifted not as far, but just into the blue or violet
region in order to still be able to use standard optics and components for visible light.
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In that case, however, the signal gain is not only much smaller – merely a factor of 3
for a 405 nm laser diode compared to the current 532 nm laser –, but the broadband
fluorescence background in a system and thus the noise tends to increase at first for
shorter wavelengths in the blue region [McC05]. The overall sensitivity would thus barely
improve, or it might even become worse due to the higher noise. Consequently, blue or
violet lasers are no feasible alternative to the current wavelength choice.

3.3.5. Line strength function, Φ

The line strength function, Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)pi,ps , depends critically on the overall experimental
configuration. On the one hand, there is a dependence on polarization directions and
the scattering geometry. In appendix C, it is shown that Φ assumes the same maximal
value for each geometry when the scattering angles and polarization configurations are
chosen such that the direction in which the Raman light is collected is perpendicular to
the polarization axis of the incident laser light. These parameters are already optimized
in the LARA system. On the other hand, the transition probability between different
molecular states and thus the line strength function can be considerably influenced by
certain enhancement techniques like surface-enhanced or stimulated Raman scattering.
The most common enhancement techniques suitable for gases will be discussed in the
following with respect to their signal enhancing properties and their suitability for the
task at hand.

To avoid misunderstandings, it should be noted that in general only the achievable signal
enhancement is stated in the literature. A potential simultaneous increase in noise is
often not considered, so that the actual sensitivity enhancement is – more often than
not – lower than the pure gain in signal stated in the following.

Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS): The SERS effect was first ob-
served in 1974 by Fleischmann et al. who found Raman signals of their analyte much
enhanced when those were adsorbed on a roughened silver electrode [Fle74]. The under-
lying enhancement mechanism is still an active research topic, but there is evidence that
two different effects contribute to the signal enhancement [Smi05, Hay05]. Both depend
on molecules being adsorbed on a roughened metallic surface:

• The so-called chemical enhancement is linked to the chemical bond formed between
metal surface and analyte molecules. Electrons can be transferred between the metal
and the molecule in the so-called charge-transfer effect, by which the polarizability α
(cf. subsection 3.1.2) is increased [Smi05]. The resulting enhancement factor is
assumed to be of the order of 100 [Hay05].

• The second effect is electromagnetic enhancement. By interactions of the laser beam
with irregularities of the metal surface, conduction electrons at the metal surface
are excited. Large electromagnetic fields at the metal surface confine the analyte
molecules and lead to enhancement factors of more than 10,000 [Hay05].

The SERS effect depends critically on the choice of substrate and the surface size; in
total, the enhancement may even approach factors of 1010 to 1011 for highly optimized
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surfaces [Sha12]. However, the SERS effect relies also on an effective adsorption of the
analyte on the substrate. This makes its utilization for gas sensing applications more
challenging, since the adsorption coefficient of many gases is rather low on common
substrates [Rae10], especially in the case of hydrogen [Løv02]. SERS spectra of hydrogen
were first presented by Li et al., but with hydrogen generated by dissociation of water in
an electrochemical cell and measured within an electrolyte solution instead of in the gas
phase [Li11]. Preliminary investigations about using SERS for gaseous hydrogen have
failed to lead to any significant enhancements [Las04].

Even if a suitable substrate – providing sufficient adsorption properties for hydrogen
isotopologues and not degrading in tritium atmospheres – should be identified, continuous
monitoring of changes in a gas flow using SERS proves difficult: molecules adsorbed to
the observed surface do not interchange quickly enough to reflect short-time fluctuations
in the gas composition. Thus, heating and cooling of the surface would be required to
trigger alternately adsorption and desorption [Rae10]. For all these reasons, the SERS
technique is not considered suitable for the KATRIN monitoring purposes at hand.

Resonance, stimulated and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering: A range
of enhancement techniques are in principle based on adjusting incident light to a certain
Raman transition to increase the corresponding transition probability. The working
principles of resonance, stimulated and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering are sketched
in figure 3.7.

In resonance Raman spectroscopy, the excitation laser is chosen in such a way that its
wavelength is close to an electronic transition of the analyte in order to enhance the
probability of this transition taking place by several orders of magnitude [Smi05, Efr08].
However, an energy of more than 15 eV is required to excite an electronic transition in a
hydrogen molecule in the ground state [Hak06]. This corresponds to wavelengths smaller
than 100 nm, i.e. in the extreme ultraviolet regime, where there are hardly lasers available,
nor other light sources feasible for the task at hand.

In contrast, stimulated Raman spectroscopy (SRS) and coherent anti-Stokes Raman
scattering (CARS) utilize effects in principle accessible with lasers in the visible range,
typically pulsed ones. SRS is based on stimulating the emission of Raman light by means
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Figure 3.7.: Principles of resonance (left), stimulated (center) and coherent
anti-Stokes Raman scattering (right). |i〉 denote initial, |f〉 final, |r〉 real, |v〉 virtual
and |m〉 intermediate states. Details about each process are given in the main text.
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of two lasers: a pump laser with frequency νpump excites a virtual state in the analyte
molecule. An additional probe laser with frequency νprobe will stimulate the emission of
Raman light with increased transition probability if the frequency difference νpump−νprobe
corresponds to the frequency of a vibrational transition, νvib [Dem08b]. It should be
noted that the Raman light of interest has the same frequency as the probe laser, so care
has to be taken to distinguish it from laser fluctuations.

In the case of CARS, a four-wave mixing process is utilized in which the pump and probe
laser pulses are focused together in a sample to produce a coherent beam of anti-Stokes
radiation with νCARS = 2νpump − νprobe [Tol77] (see figure 3.7). Since the emitted light is
blue-shifted in the case of anti-Stokes processes, it can be well separated from red-shifted
fluorescence light, thus keeping the background and noise level low. Enhancement factors
of 105 using CARS [Dem08b] and even up to 109 for the detection of hydrogen using SRS
have been reported [Kry96].

However, there are serious drawbacks connected to both SRS and CARS. In contrast
to spontaneous Raman scattering, one single-frequency laser is not enough to detect all
hydrogen isotopologues – plus impurities – simultaneously, but two laser are required,
including an (expensive) tunable laser which covers a wide wavelength range of about
85 nm width to match transitions of all analytes of interest. Unexpected constituents in a
gas mixture might be missed if they lie outside the wavelength range of the excitation laser.
In addition, an effective enhancement requires a certain amount of analyte molecules to
be present in the sample [Blo67, Dem08b]3: for low-pressure and trace gas applications
as required for KATRIN, these techniques are thus not suitable.

3.3.6. Number of molecules, N

So far, the parameters discussed did not provide the possibility for a significant sensitivity
enhancement, or could not be feasibly increased within the KATRIN frame conditions.
The last remaining parameter is the number of irradiated molecules imaged by the Raman
system.

Since the gas pressure is fixed by the KATRIN measurement task, the number of molecules
cannot simply be raised by increasing the molecule density in the scattering region.
However, there is in principle the possibility to make the scattering region very large,
so that many gas molecules are irradiated even at low pressures. The challenge is to
design the optical setup in such a way that light from such an extended scattering region
can still be efficiently collected and detected. In the following section, a concept will be
discussed which comprises both a large amount of irradiated molecules and the means to
detect a large fraction of the emitted Raman light.

3Note that the SRS signal enhancement by a factor of 109 for hydrogen mentioned above was achieved
at a pressure of 45 bar [Kry96].
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3.4. Signal enhancement by hollow waveguide based
Raman spectroscopy

In the following, the basic concept of hollow waveguide based Raman spectroscopy is
explained, and the current state of research of this enhancement method is presented.

3.4.1. Concept of hollow waveguide based Raman spectroscopy

Hollow waveguide based Raman spectroscopy is an elegant approach to enhance measured
Raman signals by substantially increasing the number of irradiated sample molecules.
The basic concept is to use a hollow waveguide – with decent light guiding properties in
the wavelength range of both laser and Raman light – as the sample cell, as illustrated in
figure 3.8. When the excitation laser beam is guided through the gas-filled waveguide, it
interacts with gas molecules over the entire length of the waveguide, so that the scattering
region is greatly extended compared to conventional 90◦ Raman systems. The emitted
light is confined in the same waveguide and thus guided towards the waveguide exit,
where it can be collected. For this reason, a much larger fraction of the total emitted
Raman light than in 90◦ systems is detected.

The resulting Raman signal depends on several experimental parameters, in particular
the length, guiding loss coefficient and diameter of the waveguide. For an ideal, loss-free
waveguide, the scattering length would be equal to the length of the waveguide, so that
the measured signal would be proportional to the waveguide length. However, due to
attenuation losses of both laser and Raman light in realistic waveguides, the scattering
length is actually a function of the waveguide length l and the loss coefficients αL and αR
of laser and Raman light. It can be described in terms of an effective waveguide length
leff , which depends also on the chosen scattering geometry.

Raman light Beam splitter

Laser 
beam

Cell window

Gas-filled hollow waveguide

Highly 
reflective 
inner surface

Figure 3.8.: Concept of hollow waveguide based Raman spectroscopy. A laser
beam is coupled into the hollow waveguide which serves as the sample gas cell. The emitted
Raman light is guided towards the waveguide exit where it can be collected. A dichroic
beam splitter can be used to separate the light paths of laser and Raman light. A backward
collection geometry is shown in this illustration; other collection geometries are presented
in figure 3.9.
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Mirror

Forward

Backward

Backward 
with mirror

Figure 3.9.: Scattering geometries and corresponding relative Raman intensi-
ties in hollow waveguide based Raman spectroscopy. Different collection geometries
are sketched schematically on the left side of the figure. Green arrows stand for the direction
of the laser light entering and exiting the waveguide, short red arrows for the direction
in which the Raman light is collected. The plot on the right side illustrates the relative
Raman intensities at the waveguide exit as a function of the waveguide length. The latter
is given in units of attenuation length, i.e. the waveguide length after which the intensity
has decreased to 1/e of its original value. The plot assumes the same attenuation coefficient
and the same mirror reflectance for laser and Raman light. A value of R = 0.95 was used.
Figure adapted from [Alt01].

Possible collection configurations for hollow waveguide based Raman systems and the
corresponding relative Raman intensities are shown in figure 3.9. The effective waveguide
lengths for these configurations are given by the following expressions [Alt01]:

leff,forward =e−αLl − e−αRl

αR − αL
, (3.40)

leff,backward =1− e−(αL+αR)l

αL + αR
, (3.41)

leff,backward+mirror =1− e−(αL+αR)l

αL + αR
+ R(e−2αLl − e−2αRl)

αR − αL

+ R2(e−(αL+αR)l − e−2(αL+αR)l)
αL + αR

. (3.42)

R is the reflectance of the optional mirror at the waveguide end; for the sake of simplicity,
it is assumed in above formula that R is the same for laser and Raman light.

In the following, the different factors influencing the Raman signal achievable with a
hollow waveguide based Raman system are discussed.
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Scattering geometry and waveguide length: The right panel of figure 3.9 illustrates
the characteristics of the different geometries with respect to the resulting Raman signal.
In all configurations, the collected Raman signal profits at first from increasing waveguide
lengths. However, while it simply runs into saturation for backward Raman, it starts
to decrease again in case of forward Raman when a certain optimum cell length is
exceeded: after that point, the forward-scattered Raman light produced at the beginning
of the waveguide – where the laser is still powerful – is attenuated too much until it is
collected at the waveguide end, and only little Raman light is still produced at the end
of the waveguide due to the attenuation of the laser beam itself. A backward Raman
configuration can thus be considered superior to a forward one in the case of hollow
waveguide based Raman spectroscopy, as higher total signals can be collected while the
choice of waveguide length is less critical. In the third configuration shown in the figure,
the laser beam and forward-scattered Raman light are reflected by a mirror at the end of
the waveguide and transmitted back towards the collection optics. By this means, even
higher signals can be achieved if the optimal length is chosen.

Attenuation losses: Independent of the scattering geometry chosen, low loss coeffi-
cients are of course advantageous with respect to high signals. Waveguide losses depend
on the guiding mechanism used. Standard light guiding based on total internal reflection
is generally not applicable for hollow waveguides in the field of gas analysis, as this would
require a waveguide material with a lower refraction index than the gas. For this reason,
hollow waveguides for this type of spectroscopy are usually simply based on “normal”
reflection of the light, with highly reflective inner surfaces ensuring low attenuation
losses. According to the Fresnel equations [Dem13], the reflectance e.g. of metal surfaces
approaches 100% for grazing angles, so that a laser beam coupled in with a small entrance
angle will be able to propagate with especially low losses; this could also be concluded
from a theoretical treatment using mode propagation theory by Buric et al. [Bur10].

Waveguide diameter: The investigation of Buric et al. also included the influence of
the waveguide diameter on the Raman signal. They found that the Raman intensity at
the waveguide exit is higher for larger diameters as more light modes can propagate with
low losses. At the same time, however, the collection angle required to collect all low-loss
rays increases for larger-diameter waveguides as well, so that large diameters can also
lead to lower signals if the acceptance angle of the collection optics and detection system
is not large enough [Bur10]. With respect to high signals, the diameter should thus be
chosen in such a way that the étendue AΩ, given by the product of the cross-section area
A of the waveguide and the solid angle Ω into which light is emitted, matches the étendue
of the detection system. For gas flow measurements, however, it has to be additionally
taken into account that the diameter has to be large enough to allow a sufficiently high
gas flow through the waveguide, even if this should go along with reduced signals.
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3.4.2. Discussion of the current state of research

The use of hollow waveguides for low-loss transmission of laser light or optical signals was
considered already in the 1960s: Eaglesfield discussed optical pipelines made of hollow
steel pipes with reflective silver coating [Eag62], and Marcatili and Schmeltzer contributed
theoretical studies of mode propagation and attenuation in hollow waveguides [Mar64].
Laser transmission was also the goal of more recent studies by Matsuura et al. and
Osawa et al. in which the production of glass waveguides with highly reflective inner
coatings was investigated [Mat90, Mat98, Osa95]. The group around Matsuura have
since commercialized their manufacturing technique; silver-lined glass capillaries obtained
from their company ‘Doko engineering’ were used in parts of this work (see chapter 4).
Other groups describe the use of hollow waveguides as Raman probes for remote sensing
applications, where the waveguide serves as a compact and background-reduced alternative
to common silica fibers to transport laser light to a sample and Raman light back to the
spectrometer [Kom05, Bor10].

The idea to use a hollow waveguide not just for light transmission but as the actual
sample cell was first proposed by Walrafen and Stone in 1972 [Wal72]. However, these
considerations were at first purely focused on waveguides based on total internal reflection
and thus limited to the analysis of liquid samples due to the required high reflective
index. It was not until 1996 that highly reflective hollow waveguides were first proposed
as Raman sample cells for gas analysis applications [Car96, Mit96]. The principle was
adopted later by groups in the USA and Japan who employed glass waveguides lined with
silver on the inside for their tests:

• Pearman et al. reported about 15-fold signal enhancements for their fiber-coupled
waveguide probe compared to standard fiber-optic probes when using a capillary
with 2mm inner diameter as the gas cell [Pea08a, Pea08b].

• Okita et al. utilized a silver-lined glass waveguide with 700µm inner diameter and
back-reflecting mirror at the waveguide end for breath analysis [Oki10]. Focused on
compactness, they characterized their system with respect to bending losses and
the optimal waveguide length, which they found to be 80 cm. Their estimated 1σ
detection limit was 0.2% for exhaled gases, corresponding to 0.6% at 3σ.

• The group around Buric set up a direct-focusing Raman system for the monitoring
of fuel gases at high pressures up to 44.8 bar [Bur12]. They thoroughly examined
the underlying theory of mode propagation through metal-lined hollow waveguides
and means to optimize the collected signal [Bur10]. Using a 1m long metal-lined
glass fiber with an inner diameter of 300µm as the gas cell, they obtained a 1σ
detection limit of 0.12% N2 at a total pressure of 1 bar, a laser power of 150mW
and an acquisition time of 1 s [Bur13], corresponding to a 3σ detection limit of
3.6mbar.

The detection limit achievable with higher laser powers Pnew and longer acquisition
times tnew can be roughly approximated by LODnew = LODold ·

√
Pold/Pnew · told/tnew, as

detailed in appendix D. Assuming an increased laser power of 5W and an acquisition time
of 60 s, the Buric detection limit of 3.6mbar would translate into an improved detection
limit of 0.08mbar for N2. Although promising, these numbers indicate that the goal
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envisaged in this work – a detection limit of the order of 10−3 mbar within acquisition
times of a minute or less – is still not quite within reach. Despite successful signal
enhancement, the overall sensitivity enhancement is somewhat limited by fluorescence
occurring from interactions between laser and the waveguide glass substrate, as reported
e.g. in [Bur13, Oki10].

It should be noted that another type of hollow waveguide, so-called hollow-core photonic
crystal fibers (HC-PCF), have also been investigated as Raman gas cells. Light guiding
properties are in this case often achieved by a photonic band gap effect: light is confined
inside a waveguide by a photonic band gap which prohibits photons of certain wavelengths
to propagate into the fiber material [Cha05]. Charlton et al. demonstrated the usage
of HC-PCFs as gas cells first for absorption spectroscopy [Cha05], but the technique
has recently been investigated for Raman measurements as well. Yang et al. report
a sensitivity enhancement of a factor of about 700 using a 30 cm long HC-PCF with
7.5µm core diameter [Yan13]. Hanf et al. have set up a system based on a 7µm core
HC-PCF, which reaches detection limits of 9 ppm for N2 in a gas mixture at 20 bar total
pressure within acquisition times of only 40ms [Han14]. Despite these excellent results,
an application of HC-PCFs for the intended measurements for KATRIN is not feasible
due to the extremely small hollow cores, which would preclude sufficient gas throughput4

and lead to severe gas separation effects for individual constituents in a gas mixture.

In summary, the potential of using hollow waveguides as Raman cells in order to achieve
significant signal enhancements compared to free-space solutions has in principle been
demonstrated in the literature. However, the reported system configurations are not
suitable for KATRIN purposes in their current form due to (i) still insufficient sensitivities,
(ii) partly too small diameters in the sub-mm range and (iii) designs not optimized for
tritium applications.

For this reason, a hollow waveguide based prototype system for the use with tritium was
set up within the scope of this thesis based on results of first investigations by LARA
group member T. James [Jam13a]. This will be the topic of the following chapter.

4For instance, Yang et al. report filling times of 1 h for toluene vapor until stable signals are reached in
their 30 cm long HC-PCF [Yan13].
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gas analysis

In order to explore the potential of hollow waveguide based Raman spectroscopy for
KATRIN, a prototype setup was constructed, tested with tritium gas and evaluated
within the scope of this work. The prototype was based on preliminary studies carried
out by LARA group member T. James in his PhD thesis [Jam13a], and on subsequent
studies conducted in a collaboration between Swansea University and KIT [Jam15].

The prototype setup and its performance are the topic of this chapter, which is structured
as follows: first, the experimental setup of the prototype system is presented in section 4.1,
comprising the optical setup and the design of the gas handling system. Afterwards,
section 4.2 addresses the measurement procedure and the conducted measurement runs
as well as the analysis of acquired spectra. Results of the different measurement runs are
discussed in section 4.3 with a focus on the achieved sensitivity. Finally, section 4.4 focuses
on limitations of the prototype system encountered during construction, commissioning
and tritium operation. Based on these, necessary steps towards a fully tritium compatible,
highly sensitive Raman system are identified.

4.1. Experimental setup

In the following, the optical setup of the prototype system is explained, followed by an
outline of the gas handling system.

4.1.1. Optical setup

A backward Raman configuration with a back-reflecting mirror at the far end of the
waveguide is used for the measurements in order to achieve highest-possible signals
(cf. figure 3.9 and the related discussions in subsection 3.4.1). The optical setup of the
prototype system is shown in figure 4.1. It is further explained in the following; details
about the main components can be found in table 4.1.

The waveguide utilized in the prototype setup is a hollow, silver-lined glass fiber with an
inner diameter of 1mm and a length of 650mm. It was produced by Doko Engineering,
the company founded by the group around Matsuura who performed extensive studies on
the production of hollow waveguides for laser-related applications (cf. subsection 3.4.2
and [Mat98]). The largest available inner diameter was chosen to provide sufficient
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Figure 4.1.: Optical setup of the hollow waveguide based prototype system.
Left: Schematic drawing of the optical setup. The light paths and the purposes of the
different components in the setup are explained in the main text. M1 – M3 are 532 nm
narrowband mirrors. The inset shows a detail of the fiber-cap assembly. Right: Picture
of the system in top view. The orientation of the picture corresponds to the schematic
drawing. Some additional components are visible here which are not included in the former:
in the right compartment of the light-tight enclosure, there are two beam dumps visible
used to dump laser reflections. In the left compartment, components of the gas handling
system (blue box) such as the vacuum pump in the upper left corner are located next to
the waveguide enclosure (yellow box) and the Raman light collection optics (red box).

gas throughput. The inner surface of the waveguide is coated with a silver layer of
about 200 nm thickness. It should be noted that this fiber is generally provided by the
manufacturer with an additional polymer film [Dok07] to protect the silver lining from
oxidation and to further improve the reflectance. However, such a polymer coating is not
compatible with tritium and was thus not applied to the waveguide used in this work.1

1Prior long-term use of the same type of waveguide in air by our group showed that degradation of the
waveguide reflectance due to oxidation of the silver lining is minimal for small-diameter waveguides
as the air flow through the core is very low. In addition, the waveguide used for the measurements
presented here was rarely exposed to air: it is housed in a gas system which was closed after initial
alignment measurements with air and subsequently either evacuated or flushed with pure nitrogen
between tritium measurements.
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4. Setup and test of a hollow waveguide based prototype system for tritium gas analysis

The laser is a 532 nm continuous wave laser with a maximum power output of 2W.2
A Faraday isolator behind the laser output is used to prevent back-reflected laser light
from re-entering the laser cavity. The laser polarization can be adjusted by the subsequent
half-wave plate: although the Raman signal is in principle independent of the laser
polarization direction in case of forward or backward scattering due to the rotational
symmetry of these configurations (see also appendix C), the laser polarization should be
adjusted for minimum reflection losses at the mirrors and the dichroic beam splitter each
reflecting at an 45◦ angle.

The beam is coupled into the waveguide by a long focal length lens (f = 750mm) in
order to achieve optimum coupling with only little excitation of lossy high-order modes.
Fluorescence generated in the beam path before the waveguide is rejected by a laser
line filter. A dichroic beam splitter is used to spatially separate the light paths of laser
and Raman light: it reflects the laser towards the waveguide and couples the back-
reflected beam out of the Raman beam path, but is transparent for the longer-wavelength
Raman light. The latter is subsequently collected and imaged onto a fiber bundle by two
achromatic lenses with focal lengths f1 = 75mm and f2 = 60mm, both with a diameter
of 25.4mm. The fiber bundle transports the Raman light towards the spectrometer and
detector. It consists of 48 individual fibers which are arranged in a custom ‘dot-to-slit’
configuration: the circular configuration on the collection end of the fiber bundle has
a diameter of 1mm in order to match the waveguide core diameter, while the output
end is arranged in a slit configuration of 6mm in height to fit the entrance slit of the
spectrometer. A 532 nm edge filter is placed between the collection lenses in order to
prevent stray laser light and Rayleigh-scattered light from entering the fiber bundle where
it could generate additional background light. The whole optical system is surrounded by
a light-tight enclosure closed by a lid to block ambient light from being detected.

As briefly outlined in the previous chapter in subsection 3.2.3, external background in
Raman spectra is often dominated by fluorescence produced by the laser beam in optical
components in the Raman light path. Since an increased external background leads to
increased shot noise in a spectrum and thus worsens the signal-to-noise ratio and the
detection limit, it is desirable to minimize fluorescence contributions in Raman spectra as
far as possible. In preliminary studies by T. James, several possibilities for fluorescence
background reduction in hollow waveguide based Raman systems have been investigated.
The measures identified in these studies are already implemented in the prototype setup
described here. They will be briefly outlined in the following. For a detailed description
of the individual studies and their results, the reader is referred to [Jam15].

• The first step to minimize fluorescence contributions from optical components
which are exposed to laser light and located within line-of-sight of the Raman
light collection is simply to minimize the number of these components. For this
reason, the optical setup used in this work deviates somewhat from other setups
described in the literature such as the one used by Buric et al. [Bur13], who use a
joint laser focusing and Raman collection lens between the beam splitter and the
entrance window of the gas system. By using two separate lenses instead, the laser
focusing lens can be placed before the beam splitter and thus outside of the Raman

2Note that higher laser powers can be employed in a final setup for KATRIN in order to reach higher
sensitivities.
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4.1. Experimental setup

light collection line-of-sight, while the collection lens is moved behind the beam
splitter where it is not exposed to laser light (cf. figure 4.1). A noise reduction of
approximately a factor of 2 was achieved by this measure [Jam15].

• An additional advantage of the configuration just described is that the focal lengths
for laser focusing and Raman light collection can be chosen independently of each
other. While a short focal length is required to maximize the solid angle for light
collection, a longer focal length is ideal for low-loss coupling of the laser into the
waveguide. In a comparison of several lenses with long focal lengths, a value of
f = 750mm was found to lead to the highest signal-to-noise ratio for the type of
waveguide used here [Jam15].

• As suggested by Okita et al. [Oki10], a metal sleeve or cap with central aperture
can be used to cover the waveguide front face in order to avoid direct exposure of
the front face to laser light on the one hand, and to block fluorescence generated
in the waveguide glass from exiting on the other hand. A central aperture of
0.8mm diameter was found to yield the best SNR results for the 1mm waveguide
used [Jam15]: larger apertures do not sufficiently suppress fluorescence background,
while smaller apertures block Raman light as well. In the prototype system, caps
are used at both ends of the waveguide (see figure 4.1). The front cap can be fixed
inside the system by a metal clamp; this design was developed within the scope of
this work after misalignments of the system during evacuation or gas filling had
been observed when a loose cap was used. A picture of the front cap is shown in
figure 4.2.

• The window sealing the gas system is close to the waveguide end and thus to
the focus of the collection optics. For this reason, fluorescence generated in the
window is collected relatively efficiently, so that it is crucial to choose a window
contributing as little fluorescence as possible. The relevant parameters in this case
are the thickness and material of the window. In accordance with the findings
reported in [Jam15], a window made of UV grade fused silica with a broadband
anti-reflection coating is used for the prototype setup (see table 4.1). The window
should ideally be as thin as possible with respect to fluorescence, but has to be
stable enough for use in a vacuum system. For this reason, a thickness of 2mm was
chosen.

4.1.2. Gas handling system

The waveguide is located inside of a leak-tight enclosure connected to a gas handling
system for measurements with tritium gas. The gas handling system will be explained
in the following. First, however, it should be noted that the prototype is intended for
a proof-of-principle test with tritium and does not yet fully represent the system setup
intended for later measurements for KATRIN: to allow for flexible handling of components
and facilitated alignment, it is not set up inside of a glove box, but under a fume hood.
For this reason, a maximum tritium inventory of 1010 Bq is permitted. The consequences
from this limitation are the following:
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4. Setup and test of a hollow waveguide based prototype system for tritium gas analysis

Front cap with clamp

Silver-lined glass waveguide

Mirror block with cap

Window block
with gas inlet

Waveguide
support pillars

Figure 4.2.: Picture of the Raman gas cell. The window block is open in this picture,
so that the inner chamber is visible through which the waveguide is filled with gas via the
gas inlet on top of the block. The gas inlet is closed by a blind cap in this picture. The
front cap shown in the lower left is clamped into the inner chamber. The O-ring which
provides the sealing between the steel cell body and the window is visible at the front of
the window block. The steel tube housing the waveguide is kept straight by three support
pillars. The rear block houses the back-reflecting mirror, which is inserted into the rear
cap. A schematic drawing of the gas cell design with sectional views of the blocks can be
found in appendix E.

• Care had to be taken to keep the volume of the gas system small in order to be
able to work with tritium partial pressures in the single-digit mbar range without
exceeding the activity limit. For this reason, the waveguide was constructed for static
measurements only with a single gas inlet, instead of setting up a full circulation loop
with gas in- and outlets at both ends of the waveguide. By this means, the volume
of the primary gas system could be restricted to 19ml. Since sample cylinders with
a volume of 10ml are used to fill the system with tritium gas, the total volume
amounts to 29ml. This corresponds to a maximum allowed tritium partial pressure
of 4.01mbar, or 3.82mbar taking into account a safety margin of 5% on the accuracy
of the tritium amount.
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Figure 4.3.: Flowchart (top) and picture (bottom) of the gas handling system.
The abbreviation HV in the flowchart stands for hand valve.

• The low total activity made it possible to use a Viton O-ring as the window sealing,
which is not possible for high tritium activities due to degradation of the sealing
material. Using an O-ring sealing for the prototype setup reduced manufacturing
time and costs. For later non-prototype setups, the design can easily be altered to
fully tritium compatible metal-glass sealings instead.

The gas cell is shown in figure 4.2: the waveguide is mounted in a stainless steel tube
with an inner diameter of about 1.7mm, which is connected at each end to a stainless
steel block by a copper-sealed Swagelok fitting. The rear block houses the back-reflecting
mirror, the front block contains the window through which laser and Raman light are
coupled in or out of the system (see appendix E for a schematic drawing showing the
inside of the blocks). A gas inlet on top of the front block connects the waveguide to a gas
handling system which allows to evacuate the system and to fill it with gas. A flowchart
and a picture of the gas handling system are shown in figure 4.3. The system provides
the following functionalities:
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4. Setup and test of a hollow waveguide based prototype system for tritium gas analysis

Tritium supply: Tritium gas mixtures are provided by the TLK CAPER facility (see
e.g. [Bor05, Dem11]). The gas is transported to the prototype system in a 10ml
sample cylinder, which can be connected to the evacuated system at valve HV001.

Nitrogen supply: The system is connected to a nitrogen supply line to be able to flush
the system after a measurement. By this means, contamination of the system is
kept low. In addition, nitrogen can be used for reference Raman measurements,
e.g. to check the system alignment. The nitrogen flow is controlled by a pressure
reducer and a hand valve; an additional check valve prevents contamination of the
N2 supply line.

Pressure monitoring: The pressure in the system is monitored by an absolute pressure
transducer (MKS Baratron Type 626B12MBE) suitable to measure pressures of
≤ 100mbar (accuracy 0.25% of reading).

Evacuation: The system can be evacuated using an ACP 15 vacuum pump by Pfeiffer
vacuum. This pump is oil-free, which is important for tritium operation. The
pumping speed is 14m3/h, end pressures in the range of 3·10−2 mbar can be reached.
The pump exit is connected to the tritium retention system of the TLK.

All valves used have Vespel seats for reasons of tritium compatibility. Before measurements
with the full tritium inventory were performed, the system was thoroughly leak-tested
and commissioned with inactive gas mixtures. In addition, the activity in the fume hood
air is continuously monitored by an ionization chamber to be able to quickly detect major
leaks or contaminations.

4.2. Measurement and analysis procedure

4.2.1. Measurement procedure

After the commissioning with inactive hydrogen gas, two measurement runs with tritiated
gases were performed: the first one with low tritium concentration (activity ∼ 108 Bq) to
ensure the safety of tritium operation in the system, and the second one with an activity
close to the maximum allowed value (∼ 8.6 · 109 Bq). Central measurement parameters
of each run are collated in table 4.2. In addition, reference spectra with pure nitrogen
gas at a constant pressure of approximately 80mbar were taken prior to and between
the measurements to ascertain the stability of the alignment and hence the measurement
reproducibility.

For the initial low-activity measurement (run ‘T-low’), a hydrogen gas mixture at an
overall system pressure of 42.8mbar was used. The mixture was prepared by the CAPER
facility and analyzed by the standard 90◦ LARA system; it consisted of approximately
98.4% H2, 0.4% HD, 0.2% HT, 0.1% D2 and 0.8% N2. The high-activity measurement
(run ‘T-high’) was performed with 3.4mbar of almost pure tritium gas, consisting of
about 93.2% T2, 4.0% HT and 2.8% DT according to a gas chromatographic analysis
(measurement uncertainty approximately 5%). For each of the tritium runs, measurements
were performed with a range of acquisition times, reaching from 0.1 s up to a maximum
acquisition time tacq,max for which the measured spectra were just not saturated (see
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4.2. Measurement and analysis procedure

Table 4.2.: Measurement parameters of different prototype runs.

Run Analyte x ptot (mbar) px (mbar) P (W) tacq,max (s)

T-low H2 42.8 42.1 1.00 2.35
T-high-1000 T2 3.4 3.2 1.00 2.6
T-high-1750 T2 3.4 3.2 1.75 1.6

table 4.2). Processing and analysis of the acquired data will be described in detail in the
following subsection.

The measurement procedure for each tritium run comprised the following steps:

1. Filling of the sample cylinder at the CAPER facility and compositional analysis.

2. Evacuation of the gas system. (Turn on pump, open valves HV001, HV002, HV004.)

3. Connection of the sample cylinder to the evacuated system (Close valve HV001,
remove blind cap at VCR connection behind valve HV001, attach sample cylinder
to VCR connection.)

4. Evacuation of the gas system up to the sample cylinder valve. (Open valve HV001.)

5. Start of laser exposure for system warm-up.

6. End of evacuation. (Close valves HV002, HV004, turn off pump.)

7. Monitoring of the pressure sensor and the spectrum of the evacuated cell to check
for leaks.

8. Filling of the gas system with sample gas. (Open sample cylinder valve.)

9. Acquisition of Raman spectra of the sample gas.

10. Evacuation of the gas system up to the sample cylinder valve. (Close sample cylinder
valve, turn on pump, open valves HV002, HV004.)

11. Flushing of the system with nitrogen. (Close valve HV004, open valve HV003, fill
system with ≤ 100mbar of N2, close valve HV003, open valve HV004. Repeat
procedure several times.)

12. Removal of sample cylinder. (Close all valves, remove sample cylinder, attach blind
cap to VCR connection.)

13. Acquisition of dark spectra.

14. Transport of sample cylinder back to CAPER facility.
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4. Setup and test of a hollow waveguide based prototype system for tritium gas analysis

The system warm-up (step 5) was performed not only to reach stable laser operation, but
also to guarantee a stable background level in the spectra: when the waveguide system
was exposed to laser light, a noticeable decrease of fluorescence background could be
observed. The decrease slowed down with time. For this reason, the system was exposed
for at least 20min prior to each measurement until the background level was stable.

For radiation safety purposes, the activity of the fume hood air was controlled using an
ionization chamber during each measurement. Only a small part of the lid was removed
to open and close valves in order to maintain sufficient air exchange in the fume hood.
In addition, proper connection of the sample cylinder to the system was ascertained by
monitoring of the pressure sensor and the Raman spectrum of the evacuated cell (step 7):
a leak at the connection would lead to ambient air entering the system and thus rising
pressure and a rising nitrogen peak in the continuously monitored Raman spectrum.

At the end of each measurement run, dark measurements were performed to be able to
quantify the detector-related noise, i.e. the combination of detector read-out noise and
thermal noise (c.f. subsection 3.2.3).

4.2.2. Analysis of the spectra

The spectroscopic data was acquired using the integrated acquisition and analysis routine
LARASoft [Sch15b, Fis14], which combines the Raman acquisition routines with post-
acquisition cosmic ray removal, background correction and peak fitting routines [Jam13b].
Data analysis was done using parts of these routines plus a dedicated routine for determi-
nation of the signal-to-noise ratio of a spectrum written within the scope of this thesis.
The single analysis steps are explained in the following.

Data acquisition: For each measurement setting, 50 back-to-back acquisitions were
taken and averaged for shot noise reduction. All spectra were acquired with a CCD
read-out speed of 100 kHz and CCD gain 3. The CCD was cooled to −75 ◦C to
reduce thermal noise, and the 400 vertical CCD pixels were combined to 5 bins of
80 pixels each to reduce read-out noise.

Dead pixel removal and region of interest: Single dead CCD pixels were removed
from the spectra. In addition, the first ten pixels were removed in each bin to
eliminate a CCD-related distortion present at the low-pixel margin of each spectrum.

Cosmic ray removal: Cosmic rays were removed by the temporal removal routine
described in [Jam13b] with a threshold of 200.

Binning and averaging: After the described processing steps, all bins of a single spec-
trum were added up pixel-wise to obtain the total count rate per pixel. Afterwards,
the 50 back-to-back spectra acquired for each single measurement were averaged for
shot noise reduction.

Signal extraction: As outlined in section 3.2, the maximum height of the peak associ-
ated to the Q1 branch of the analyte of interest is taken as the Raman signal S for
signal-to-noise calculation within the scope of this work. In order to obtain this
signal from an acquired spectrum, the underlying background as shown in figure 3.5
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Figure 4.4.: SCARF background removal for signal extraction. A Raman spec-
trum of air with an intense fluorescence background is shown. The background curve is
obtained by a SCARF routine and subtracted, so that the signal can be extracted from the
resulting spectrum by taking the height of the peak of interest. Data taken from [Sei14].

has to be subtracted first. This is done using the background removal routine de-
scribed in [Jam13b], which is based on a Savitzky-Golay Coupled Advanced Rolling
Circle Filter (SCARF). In this routine, a rolling circle filter algorithm applied to
a Raman spectrum is used to obtain the shape of the background curve, which is
subsequently smoothed by means of a Savitzky-Golay filter and subtracted from the
spectrum. The SCARF routine is applied twice to obtain even better background
curves. A spectrum which is background-subtracted via SCARF is shown in 4.4.
The signal is extracted from the background-subtracted spectrum by taking the
maximum value inside a specified pixel region. The SCARF settings used for each
measurement analysis are listed in appendix F.

Noise extraction: The noise can be obtained by taking the standard deviation of a
flat part of the spectrum, ideally close to the Raman peak of interest as the noise
can differ in different parts of the spectrum. Since measured spectra are rarely
flat over a sufficiently large pixel range, the overall spectral shape is subtracted
in this case as well to obtain the pure fluctuations. A polynomial fitting routine
based on least square fitting and using a Cholesky algorithm to compute the best
polynomial fit is utilized to obtain the background curve in this case.3 Figure 4.5
illustrates this approach. The background is fitted over a certain range of pixels
which is somewhat larger than the pixel range from which the noise is determined
in order to account for possible small distortions of the fit curve at its start and end.
The obtained background curve is subtracted from the spectrum and the standard
deviation of the residual taken as the noise. The noise extraction settings used for
each measurement analysis are listed in appendix F as well.

3The SCARF routine works well to separate spectral peaks which span across a certain range of pixels
from a broad background curve. However, in the case of random pixel-to-pixel fluctuations as required
for noise extraction, polynomial fitting allows for a closer approximation of the background curve than
an approach based on a rolling circle filter.
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Figure 4.5.: Determination of the noise in a spectrum. The measured background
curve is fitted in a certain pixel range (marked here by vertical red lines) in order to obtain
the fluctuations of the curve only. The noise is determined as the standard deviation of a
smaller pixel range (gray area).

Calculation of uncertainties: The uncertainties of the signal-to-noise ratio and the
detection limit for a certain measurement configuration can be obtained by using
Gaussian error propagation:

∆SNR = SNR ·

√(∆S
S

)2
+
(∆N
N

)2
, (4.1)

∆LOD = LOD ·
√(∆p

p

)2
+
(∆SNR

SNR

)2
. (4.2)

The uncertainties of signal and noise required here are calculated as follows:

• ∆S: The total signal uncertainty is calculated by summing up three individual
contributions quadratically:

∆S =

√√√√( √SB√
nacq

)2

+N2
D +

(∆P
P
· S
)2

. (4.3)

The first contribution is the uncertainty related to the statistical nature of the
photon arrival rate at the detector (shot noise, c.f. subsection 3.2.3). Since the
arrival rate follows a Poisson distribution, the uncertainty is given by the square
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4.2. Measurement and analysis procedure

root of the total photon signal at the Raman peak of interest, SB. Not only the
Raman photons have to be taken into account here, but also the external background
photons. For this reason, SB is obtained by subtracting the detector offset from
the total measured peak intensity (c.f. figure 3.5). This uncertainty contribution is
reduced by a factor √nacq when nacq back-to-back spectra are averaged.

The second uncertainty contribution is the detector-related noise ND, i.e. the
combination of detector read-out noise and thermal noise (c.f. subsection 3.2.3).
It is obtained by taking a dark spectrum and evaluating its standard deviation as
described above in the ‘noise extraction’ paragraph. The same pixel range as for
the background noise determination is used.

The third contribution arises from the uncertainty of the incident laser power.
The Raman signal is proportional to the laser power, so that the corresponding
uncertainty is given by the percentage power uncertainty ∆P/P multiplied by the
total signal.

• ∆N : The noise uncertainty is calculated by

∆N =

√√√√√( N√
n

)2
+

√1 + ∆P
P
− 1

 ·N
2

. (4.4)

The first contribution is connected to the determination of the noise by taking the
standard deviation of the spectrum over a certain limited pixel range: the more
pixels are used, the better is the estimation of the noise. The uncertainty related to
this method is the so-called standard deviation of the mean, which decreases with
the square root of the number n of data points used to calculate the noise [GUM08].

The second uncertainty contribution is again related to the laser power uncertainty,
which influences the shot noise of the background. The approximation is made that
the total noise is proportional to the square root of the laser power according to
equation 3.36, i.e. N = C ·

√
P with proportionality constant C.4 In this case, the

power-related uncertainty contribution can be calculated as follows:

N + ∆NP = C ·
√
P + ∆P = C ·

√
P ·

√
1 + ∆P

P
= N ·

√
1 + ∆P

P
(4.5)

⇔ ∆NP =

√1 + ∆P
P
− 1

 ·N . (4.6)

Wavelength calibration: A wavelength calibration is done using a Ne(Pb) spectral
lamp in order to transfer pixels into Raman shifts in the x-axis of the spectra.

4In fact, only the shot noise due to external background light is proportional to the laser power, while the
detector-related noise contributions are constant. The approximation assumes that these small constant
contributions are negligible compared to the external shot noise. In case the external background
becomes so low that the total noise is dominated by detector-related noise, equation 4.4 leads to an
upper limit on the total uncertainty.
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4. Setup and test of a hollow waveguide based prototype system for tritium gas analysis

Table 4.3.: Overview of obtained detection limits. Note that the number of averaged
spectra, nacq, is the same for all measurements. It is listed below nonetheless to stress the
fact that the total acquisition time to obtain the stated LOD values is 50 x tacq.

Run Analyte P (W) nacq tacq (s) LOD (mbar)

T-low H2 1.00 50 2.35 0.20 ± 0.03
T-high-1000 T2 1.00 50 2.6 0.21 ± 0.03
T-high-1750 T2 1.75 50 1.6 0.17 ± 0.02

T-low H2 1.00 50 0.1 0.66 ± 0.09
T-high-1000 T2 1.00 50 0.1 0.68 ± 0.11
T-high-1750 T2 1.75 50 0.1 0.43 ± 0.06

4.3. Achieved sensitivity

The detection limits obtained for each run are summarized in table 4.3. The top part of
the table shows the minimum detection limits, i.e. the ones obtained for the maximum
acquisition time which could still be used in a measurement without saturating the CCD
detector. The bottom part of the table lists detection limits obtained within the same
acquisition time to allow for direct comparison of the tritium runs. It should be noted that
the only detectable analytes in the tritium runs are H2 in the ‘T-low’ run and T2 in the
‘T-high’ run, since the partial pressures of all other hydrogen isotopologues (≤ 0.17mbar
for ‘T-low’, ≤ 0.14mbar for ‘T-high’) are below the respective detection limits. The
detection limits of H2 and T2 obtained for the same laser power and similar acquisition
times are basically the same within the measurement uncertainty, which is expected due
to the similar Raman cross sections for the hydrogen isotopologues.5

The table shows that the best detection limits are of the order of 10−1 mbar and thus
about two orders of magnitude higher (i.e. worse) than aimed for. Of course, the system
performance depends to a certain extent on the chosen measurement settings:

The comparison between measurements with 1W and 1.75W laser power demonstrates
that better detection limits can in principle be reached by using higher laser powers.
However, as discussed before, the sensitivity does not scale linearly with increasing laser
power since not only the signal, but also the fluorescence background and thus the shot
noise are increased. The same is true for longer acquisition times, as shown in figure 4.6:
the detection limit improves approximately with only the inverse square root of laser
power or acquisition time. Exorbitantly high laser powers and/or acquisition times would
thus be required to increase the prototype sensitivity by two orders of magnitude. This is

5The Raman cross sections for all hydrogen isotopologues are listed in appendix G. The scattering cross
section is approximately 20% higher for H2 than for T2. In the data of table 4.3, this difference cannot
be resolved due to the comparatively high uncertainties of the determined LOD values. Note that the
relative intensity of different Raman lines also depends to a certain extent on the spectral sensitivity
of the Raman system used, i.e. its wavelength-dependent light detection efficiency (see e.g. [Sch13b]).
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T-low

C+tacq

√B+tacq
LOD = A .Fit:

Figure 4.6.: Dependence of the detection limit on the acquisition time. The
plot shows detection limits of H2 from the ‘T-low’ run for a range of acquisition times
between 0.1 s and 1.6 s. The progression of the curve can be explained by the approximate
proportionality of the noise to√tacq and the signal to tacq in the detection limit LOD ∝ N/S.
The additional parameters B and C used to fit the curve take into account time-independent
read-out noise contributions to the total noise (B), and the small constant signal offset due
to additional light being detected during the CCD read-out process (C).

not possible – not only due to the reasons discussed already in section 3.3, namely the
damage threshold of optics and the limited time frame for analytical measurements for
KATRIN, but also due to detector saturation: even with the current settings, acquisitions
of more than two or three seconds were not possible without saturating the detector.
This limitation can be partly overcome by averaging multiple spectra as was the case
here, or by combining the 400 vertical CCD pixels in more single bins with less pixels
each. However, both alternatives go along with an increased read-out noise. The optimal
choice of such measurement settings will be discussed in more detail in subsection 6.7.3.
In any case, the target sensitivity does not yet seem to be within reach with the current
prototype implementation even with optimized measurement settings.

It is worthwhile to compare the obtained results with the performance of the standard
LARA system, which achieved a detection limit of the order of 0.068mbar in an acquisition
time of 2 x 10 s for the inactive hydrogen isotopologues [Sch13b]. This value is lower than
the minimum LODs achieved with the current waveguide prototype. However, it has to
be taken into account that a spectrometer with approximately 2.64 times higher light
throughput and a higher laser power of 5W was used for said standard measurements.
Scaling the LOD reported there with a factor of

√
2.64 · 5 ≈ 3.6 leads to a value of about

0.24mbar, which is close to the detection limits stated above. The performance of the
hollow waveguide based prototype system is thus similar, but not superior to the standard
90◦ implementation. The reasons for this are discussed in the following section, along with
further findings and conclusions drawn from the experiences made with the prototype
setup.
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4. Setup and test of a hollow waveguide based prototype system for tritium gas analysis

4.4. Discussion of limitations of the prototype setup

The prototype setup was intended to explore the potential of hollow waveguide based
Raman spectroscopy for KATRIN. The experiences gained during construction, com-
missioning and tritium operation provided many helpful insights into shortcomings of
the current implementation with respect to the goals defined in subsection 2.6, and
thus allowed for identification of the necessary steps towards a fully tritium compatible,
highly sensitive Raman system. The detailed findings are discussed in the following
subsections.

4.4.1. High fluorescence background

In figure 4.7, spectra acquired in the run ‘T-high-1000’ are shown together with a dark
spectrum. Evidently, the external background level is very high: for a 2.6 s measurement,
a T2 Raman signal of about 3300 counts is accompanied by a fluorescence background of
more than 150000 counts. This high background level is the reason why the CCD detector
saturates within seconds, and above all gives rise to a non-negligible shot noise. The insets
in the figure illustrate the noticeable noise increase by external background contributions.
This high noise more or less neutralizes the signal enhancement by the hollow waveguide
based Raman approach, and thus severely constrains the overall sensitivity gain. This
explains why the sensitivity of the prototype setup is not significantly better than the
one achieved with the standard LARA system, as discussed in the previous section.
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Figure 4.7.: Fluorescence background of the hollow waveguide based prototype
system. The plot shows data from run ‘T-high-1000’ at two different acquisition times,
and a dark spectrum for comparison. The positions of the peaks associated to the Q1
branches of T2 and N2 are labeled in the plot. The nitrogen Raman signal arises from
ambient air outside the gas cell, which is excited by the laser beam between the cell window
and the dichroic beam splitter. The insets show zoomed-in views of the background curves
of Raman measurement and dark spectrum at a Raman shift of 2835 – 2909 cm−1 and over
an intensity range of 3350 counts each.
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4.4. Discussion of limitations of the prototype setup

The detector-related noise obtained from the dark spectrum shown here is of the order of
1 count, while a 1 s measurement at 1W laser power leads already to a total noise of 47±6
counts. For a five times higher laser power – as currently employed in the standard LARA
system, and as would be used for a hollow waveguide based Raman system for KATRIN
as well – even a noise of about 47 ·

√
5 counts ≈ 105 counts could be expected, i.e. a value

two orders of magnitude higher than in the absence of external background. Since the
detection limit is directly proportional to the noise value, the targeted sensitivity increase
by a factor of 100 could in principle be reached by eliminating the external background.
For this reason, fluorescence reduction is a major topic of this work. It will be treated in
detail in chapter 6: after an introduction into the phenomenon of fluorescence in optical
systems in section 6.1, the individual fluorescence sources in the prototype setup are
identified in section 6.2. Based on this, detailed investigations of fluorescence-reducing
measures are described in the following sections.

4.4.2. Damage of optical components

Damage of optical components was observed during commissioning and after the high-
activity tritium run. The two incidents were probably due to different damage mechanisms,
namely laser-induced and mechanical damage in the one case and radiation-induced
damage in the other.

Damage of optics during commissioning: After a first incarnation of the system
had been closed, leak-tested and commissioned with an inactive gas mixture of H2, D2
and HD, the fluorescence background suddenly increased by about a factor of 3 over
night. Spectra taken before and after the fluorescence increase are shown in figure 4.8.
The signal decreased only slightly by about 3%. The system had been evacuated after
the inactive commissioning and filled with air the following morning. The fluorescence
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Figure 4.8.: Comparison of spectra of air before and after the fluorescence rise.
All spectra were acquired at an acquisition time of 0.5 s. A laser power of 2W was used for
the Raman measurement of air.
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4. Setup and test of a hollow waveguide based prototype system for tritium gas analysis

Figure 4.9.: Damage of components during commissioning. (a) Deposition on the
back-reflecting mirror. (b) Microscopic image of the mirror deposition. (c) Deposition on
the inner surface of the window. Note that the deposition looks very white due to reflections
in this picture, while it is perceived as a rather faint film with the naked eye. The outer
ring is due to the O-ring seal on the outer surface of the window. (d) Fissures in the front
end of the hollow waveguide.

level could not be restored to its former level by any realignment efforts. For this reason,
the system was disassembled in order to control the condition of the optical components.
Pictures of the back-reflecting mirror at the end of the waveguide, the window and the
hollow waveguide itself taken after the disassembly are shown in figure 4.9.

The mirror exhibits a clearly visible spot in the center with a size approximately matching
the outer diameter of the waveguide. The microscopic image reveals a droplet-like
deposition which looks partly transparent, partly rather metallic (e.g. in the upper right).
The center of the spot looks brighter and more diffuse in an area of about 0.3mm diameter.
The deposition could be fully removed by cleaning the mirror with ethanol. Some of this
deposition might be due to moisture in the air. However, in this case, one would expect a
similar effect already in earlier evacuation and venting tests, and an evaporation of the
droplets within days after the disassembly. This was not observed. Another possibility
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4.4. Discussion of limitations of the prototype setup

is that the deposition is silver ablated from the waveguide lining by high local laser
power densities. Silver depositions on the mirror could lead to a misalignment of the
back-reflecting beam, which would increase the fluorescence in the measured spectrum as
observed. The damage occurred at an early stage of the prototype installation, where there
was not yet a cap at the mirror end of the waveguide to protect its end face, and the cap
at the waveguide front was not yet secured from moving by a clamp as shown in figure 4.2.
The deposition could thus have been caused by an initial beam misalignment due to
movements of components inside the gas system during evacuation or filling, causing the
beam to directly strike the waveguide surface near the mirror end and burning it. Such
burning had already previously been observed in tests by the Swansea group, leading to
burnt spots on the waveguide front face and production of white smoke. A much slighter
deposition was also observed on the inner window surface (see figure 4.9 (c)), probably
due to the larger distance of the window from the waveguide.

In order to avoid similar optics damage in the future, an additional waveguide-protecting
cap at the rear end and a clamp-secured front cap was introduced prior to reassembly of
the system with new, undamaged components. In addition, the laser power was reduced
to a maximum of 1.75W; most measurements were done at 1W laser power. Particular
care was taken to ensure proper alignment at low power (in the mW range) before going
up to high power.

It was not possible to discern damaged spots inside the small-diameter waveguide. However,
the front waveguide end was found to be fissured over a length of about 14mm (see
figure 4.9 (d)). This indicates that the waveguide was exposed to mechanical stress,
possibly due to movements of the front cap during evacuation or gas filling. It is not clear
to what extent the silver lining was affected by the fissures. Since the waveguide end did
not fall apart, it can be assumed that the fissures did not fully penetrate the glass walls,
so that the lining might have remained intact. However, small fissures in the silver lining
cannot be excluded. This would provide direct access of laser light to the glass substrate
and thus enhance the fluorescence background. Mechanical stress on the waveguide was
hereafter avoided by fixing the waveguide front cap inside the front block with a metal
clamp.

Damage of optics after tritium exposure: After the new measures were imple-
mented, no degradation of spectra was observed during further tests, re-commissioning
with inactive gas mixtures and the first tritium run with low activity (‘T-low’). The high-
activity run (‘T-high’) was performed a week after the low-activity one. Afterwards, the
system was evacuated. When it was filled with pure nitrogen two weeks later, the signal
had decreased by about 57%, and the shape of the background curve was significantly
altered. Figure 4.10 shows that the previously comparably constant background changed
into a curve steeply rising for increasing Raman shifts, even though this goes along with
a small decrease at low Raman shifts. This curve was reproducibly obtained in several
realignment attempts. Several months later, during which the contaminated system was
kept evacuated, no reasonable Raman spectrum could be obtained any more. For this
reason, the system was disassembled again.
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Figure 4.10.: Comparison of spectra of N2 before and after high-activity tritium
exposure. The first spectrum was acquired directly before the run ‘T-high’ started, the
second one two weeks afterwards. Both spectra were acquired at an acquisition time of 1.7 s
and a laser power of 1W.

Figure 4.11.: Microscopic image of the back-reflecting mirror after tritium ex-
posure. The greenish central spot has a diameter of about 0.9mm. The surrounding
mirror surface is partly scratched due to direct contact of the mirror with the steel surface
of the waveguide protection cap. The bright, longish shapes are small fibers from the lens
tissue in which the mirror was loosely wrapped after disassembly.
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4.4. Discussion of limitations of the prototype setup

No damage of the window or the waveguide was visible, whereas the back-reflecting mirror
showed clear signs of degradation. In figure 4.11, a microscopic image of the greenish
spot which had appeared in the very center of the mirror is shown. The spot diameter
is of about the same size as the central aperture of the cap covering the waveguide end.
The steel surface of the cap was in direct contact with the mirror surface.

There are two possible damage sources: laser light and/or tritium β-radiation. The spot
size seems to indicate an involvement of the laser, since tritium gas should have reached
other parts of the mirror as well. However, the laser alone did not cause any fluorescence
increase in the weeks before the tritium measurement, and no worsening was observed
during the high-activity run where both laser and tritium were in contact with the mirror
either. It is therefore more probable that β-radiation is the source of the observed damage,
with a focus on the mirror center as the rest of the mirror was partly shielded by the cap
and thus less exposed. The gradual degradation of the spectra observed following different
laser-free periods after the high-activity run supports this conclusion: contamination
of the inner surfaces in a gas system persists to a certain extent even if the system is
evacuated and can thus lead to continuous degradation.

This indicates that the dielectric broadband HR-coating of the back-reflecting mirror is
susceptible to radiation damage. This finding is in line with recent tests of the durability
of window coatings under tritium exposure by LARA group member S. Fischer, where
formation of spot-like features was observed on window coatings produced by electron
beam deposition (EBD) [Fis14, Fis15].

The inner surface of the waveguide could not be optically examined due to the small inner
diameter, so it could not be directly determined whether the silver lining was damaged
as well. However, when the damaged mirror was removed from the system and replaced
by a window, signal and fluorescence background went back almost to the former values
(divided by two due to the missing back-reflection). Only a slight (relative) background
increase and a signal decrease by 3 – 4% was observed, which could be either due to the
altered configuration or to damage of the waveguide lining. Thin metal coatings on glass
had been found to be susceptible to damage in aggressive environments earlier, e.g. by
Vessieres et al. when working with chlorinated organic solvents and gold coatings [Ves90].
It cannot by excluded that the waveguide was damaged by tritium as well, although not
to the same extent as the mirror.

Conclusions: It was demonstrated that the waveguide-based Raman prototype is prone
to damage in several respects:

(i) The waveguide itself is made of a thin glass tube and can thus easily be damaged
mechanically.

(ii) Small beam misalignments at high powers can lead to damage and ablation of the
silver lining on the inner surface of the waveguide.

(iii) Optical surfaces can be damaged and change their optical properties when exposed
to tritium.
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Figure 4.12.: Glove box at the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe.

In order to tackle the first two issues, alternative hollow waveguides less susceptible
to damage were investigated within the scope of this work. This will be the topic of
section 6.6. With respect to item (iii), it is of utmost importance to ensure constantly good
optical properties of components inside the gas system for reliable long-term operation
with tritium. For this reason, a test experiment to examine the durability of a range of
reflecting optical surfaces under tritium exposure was conducted. Section 5.1 presents
the experiment and the results, based on which further system developments could be
advanced.

4.4.3. Limited suitability for glove box operation

The final Raman system will have to be located inside a glove box for tritium-related
safety reasons; a picture of a glove box at TLK is shown in figure 4.12. This complicates
alignment processes and system operation in several respects compared to setups in
normal laboratory environments:

(i) Systems inside glove boxes can be accessed only via gloves installed at certain,
fixed positions along the box window panes. For this reason, setups can be viewed
and accessed only within very limited angles. Care has to be taken that all
important components can be accessed and handled properly from outside. Also,
the constrained view makes it harder to observe and assess the laser beam path and
the overall system alignment.

(ii) The gloves themselves are made from halogen-free rubber (EPDM, or BIIR with
CSM coating). They have a minimum thickness of 0.4mm in order to prevent tritium
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4.4. Discussion of limitations of the prototype setup

from permeating through the material, and to minimize the risk of damaging the
gloves. In addition, the pressure in TLK glove boxes is lower than the ambient
pressure for safety reasons, so that the gloves are sucked into the box away from
the arm and fingers of the operator. For these reasons, fine motor manipulations of
optics are handicapped to a certain extent.

(iii) Measurement conditions in a glove box are normally less controlled than in op-
tical experiments outside. For instance, vibrations in a glove box are frequently
encountered due to pumps within the box, and temperature changes in the range of
few Kelvins are common, being influenced by a range of factors like the (varying)
ambient temperature or operation of motors, light sources etc. in the box. To
ascertain reliable operation under these conditions, measurement systems have to be
either actively stabilized or intrinsically robust. The latter variant is preferable due
to the risk of component failure in stabilization systems (especially in tritium envi-
ronments); replacement of components inside of glove boxes can be time-consuming
and expensive.

All in all, an easy-to-align and robust Raman setup should be envisaged for successful
operation in a glove box. However, the current prototype implementation is very sensitive
to misalignments. If the laser beam deviates slightly from running exactly parallel to the
waveguide, fluorescence production inside the waveguide increases promptly. Also, the
beam has to be well centered with respect to the waveguide, or the signal drops very fast.
Figure 4.13 shows changes in a spectrum which resulted from minimal adjustments of the
angular position of the laser guiding mirrors (M2 and M3 in figure 4.1): both signal and
background vary easily by factors of 2 or more.
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Figure 4.13.: Influence of the prototype alignment on the measured spectra.
Spectra of the same sample taken with the same settings, but with slightly altered optical
alignment between each acquisition are shown. The sample gas was pure H2 at a pressure
of 95mbar. A laser power of 1W and an acquisition time of 1 s was used. The two peaks
at small Raman shifts belong to N2 Raman light collected from ambient air, and to room
light able to enter the system since the lid was partly opened for the alignment changes.
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Also, to achieve proper alignment of the prototype system is not trivial even outside of
a glove box, since the laser beam path directly in front of the window is too short to
determine if the beam is strictly parallel to the waveguide, and one cannot directly see if
the beam is well centered. As long as the gas system is not yet closed, the back-reflecting
mirror can be removed and the transmitted laser beam be sent on a screen. The shape
of the resulting spot gives a good indication if the alignment is good. However, this is
not possible in regular operation mode with the mirror inserted and the back-reflected
laser beam following the initial beam path. In this case, signal and background height
in acquired spectra are the only feasible indicators for the alignment quality. In order
to achieve sufficient signals, however, a relatively high laser power (in the range of few
100mW) is required, which carries the risk to damage the waveguide during the alignment
process. In addition, as soon as the system is operated with tritium and thus contaminated,
it cannot be easily opened any more to go back to the first alignment method.

For these reasons, the final system has to be either rigidly stabilized to ensure that an
initial, very good alignment is maintained over the whole period of operation, or it has
to be designed in such a way that realignments are more easily possible than in the
prototype setup. Possibilities to improve the suitability of the hollow waveguide based
Raman system for operation in glove boxes will be discussed in section 5.2 in the following
chapter. In addition, section 6.6 will be concerned with alternative waveguides which
make the system less sensitive to minor changes in the laser beam angle or position.

4.5. Summary

The prototype of a hollow waveguide based Raman system for tritium measurements was
successfully set up and tested to explore the potential of this technique for KATRIN. In
the scope of different tests, works and measurements carried out with the system, several
limitations of the current implementation with respect to the overall goals of this thesis
– namely high sensitivity and tritium compatibility – could be identified. The findings
allowed for the determination of the next steps towards these goals. The topic of how to
improve the suitability of the system for operation in tritium environments is discussed
in the following chapter, both with respect to an improved usability in glove boxes and
tritium compatibility of optical components. Based on these findings, chapter 6 focuses
on the investigation of fluorescence-reducing measures in order to achieve the target
sensitivity.
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environments

The test of a first hollow waveguide based prototype system for the use with tritiated
gases, which was described in the previous chapter, allowed for the identification of the
necessary steps towards a fully tritium compatible and reliable Raman system. Future
operation within a tritium glove box requires improved system stability and options for
facilitated alignment. Even more importantly, in order to guarantee reliable long-term
operation it has to be ensured that optical properties of components inside the gas system
– in particular the hollow waveguide itself – do not degrade with time due to tritium
exposure. For this reason, a dedicated test experiment to examine the durability of
reflecting optical surfaces under tritium exposure was conducted.

These topics are addressed in detail in this chapter, which is structured as follows: the
durability test experiment is discussed in section 5.1, including concept outlines, the
description of the measurement setup and a critical summary of the results. Afterwards,
the possibility to improve the usability of the Raman system in a glove box by means of
fiber delivery of the laser is addressed in section 5.2. Advantages of this approach are
discussed, before concrete suggestions for a stable optical system and a suitable fiber
feedthrough for the glove box are presented.

5.1. Durability test of reflective surfaces under tritium
exposure

5.1.1. Motivation and measurement principle

As highlighted in subsection 4.4.2, damage of the broadband-coated dielectric mirror in
the prototype system was observed after it had been exposed to almost pure tritium.
It could not be determined if the silver lining of the waveguide itself was also affected.
However, silver-plated metal gaskets employed in the CAPER facility at TLK (see
e.g. [Bor05, Dem11]) were found to have turned black after a certain time of tritium
operation. Since they are not exposed to air within the tritium gas system, this observation
suggests a different – possibly tritium-related – damage mechanism than normal tarnishing
for silver surfaces.

These observations are of high relevance for the planned hollow waveguide based Raman
system for KATRIN, since a highly reflective inner surface of the hollow waveguide is
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crucial to obtain high signals (cf. subsection 3.4.1). In order to use such a system for
long-term monitoring of tritiated gases, good reflection properties have to be maintained
over a period of several years, with respect to both the waveguide itself and mirrors
located within the gas system. For this reason, it is vital to ensure the durability of
reflecting surfaces under tritium exposure before they are installed in the final system,
and to identify possible alternatives in case the established components turn out to be
unsuitable for long-term tritium operation.

A dedicated durability test experiment was thus conducted within the scope of this work.
In this experiment, a range of possible waveguide and mirror surfaces were exposed to
tritium. The reflectance of these test specimens was compared to the values obtained
before exposure, and to the reflectance of reference specimens of the same type which were
stored in air and nitrogen atmosphere instead of tritium during the exposure period.

In the following, characteristics of different mirror surfaces and possible effects on their
reflectance due to tritium exposure are discussed first. Afterwards, the chosen samples as
well as the measurement setup and procedure are explained, before the obtained results
are presented and discussed.

5.1.2. Introduction to highly reflective surfaces

In general, there are two types of highly reflective mirrors available: dielectric multilayer
mirrors and metallic mirrors.

Multilayer dielectric coatings are obtained by stacking quarter-wave dielectric layers of
alternate high and low index [Mac01], usually amorphous SiO2 (fused silica) and metal
oxides [Bau04]. By this means, light of a certain wavelength which is reflected from layer
interfaces interferes constructively, leading to the effective reflection of a large fraction of
the incident wavelength. Such optimized dielectric coatings allow for higher reflectances
than many simple metal surfaces, with typical average values of > 99 % in the design
wavelength range [Tho14b]. It should be noted that the performance depends on the
angle of incidence. Despite the good performance of multilayer dielectric coatings for
normal mirror applications, they are not feasible for hollow waveguides for two reasons:
the individual layers of multilayer coatings can hardly be uniformly applied within a long,
thin tube [And04], and the angles of incidence of Raman light reflected in the waveguide
are not restricted to the design value.

Metallic mirrors often use metal coatings on glass substrates due to the inherent smooth-
ness of glass surfaces which is important for a high overall reflectance (cf. [Mat90, Osa95]).
Alternatively, metal coatings can be applied to metal substrates, or polished metal sur-
faces can be directly used as mirrors. Typical metals used for mirrors are silver, gold or
aluminum, depending on the intended application. The reflectances of these metals and
copper are shown in figure 5.1 together with the reflectance of a broadband dielectric
coating designed for a wavelength range of 400 – 750 nm. In many cases, the reflectance
varies considerably depending on the wavelength. The best reflection properties for both
laser and Raman light are provided by silver and the dielectric coating, reaching about
98 – 99% reflectance. The reflectance of aluminum is relatively constant over the wave-
length range of interest (∼ 530 – 700 nm), but on a lower level of only about 91%. Gold
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Figure 5.1.: Reflectances of different metals and a broadband dielectric coating
at normal incidence. The wavelengths of the laser used in this work and the corresponding
Q1 branches of the six hydrogen isotopologues are indicated by vertical lines. The metal
reflectance curves were calculated using the formula for normal incidence reflectance of
opaque media [Hay13]: R =

[
(1− n)2 + k2] / [(1 + n)2 + k2] with n and k being the real

and imaginary parts of the complex refractive index of each metal, and assuming light
incident from vacuum or air with an approximate refractive index of 1. The values of n and
k were taken from Babar and Weaver for silver, gold and copper [Bab15], and from Rakić
et al. for aluminum [Rak98]. The broadband (BB) coating shown here is a E02 coating
from Thorlabs designed for a wavelength range of 400 – 750 nm [Tho14b].

and copper provided reasonably high reflectances around the Q1 branches of the hydrogen
isotopologues, although these metals are less suitable as mirrors for the green laser light.
It should be noted that metallic mirrors are often furnished with a thin protective overcoat
(e.g. of SiO2) to avoid tarnishing and/or scratches of the surface [Tho14b].

5.1.3. Possible effects on reflective surfaces in tritium atmospheres

In the case of dielectric multilayer coatings, the uppermost layer generally consists of
amorphous SiO2 [Bau04]. When exposed to radiation, this layer can suffer densifications
which lead to a change of the refractive index [Dev94]. Densifications were observed for
different irradiation scenarios by several research groups (see e.g. [Nor74, Dev94, Bus09]);
Norris and EerNisse report this effect already for relatively low-energy electron irradiation
in the range up to 18 keV [Nor74], which corresponds to the energy range of tritium
β-electrons. The resulting refraction index change of up to 1% [Dev94] affects the fined-
tuned optical design of a multilayer coating and can thus influence the overall reflectance.
In addition, densifications were observed to induce mechanical stress in SiO2 [Nor74],
which can lead to coating damages. For multilayer coatings of LARA windows, formation
of spot-like features were observed after 17 days of tritium exposure if the windows were
produced by electron beam deposition (EBD), whereas no indication for damage could be
found in the case of denser coatings produced by methods such as magnetron sputtering
or ion beam sputtering [Fis14, Fis15].
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Less data is available for reflectance changes of metals under tritium exposure. Radiation
damage in general is well studied for metals: many authors discuss the production
of interstitial atoms and vacant lattice sites due to atoms displaced from their lattice
site by radiation (see e.g. [Gib60, Luc62]). However, due to low energy transfers from
electrons to the metal lattice, this effect is not expected for tritium radiation: typical
threshold energies for this kind of damage are of the range of 20 – 40 eV [Luc62], while the
energy transfer even from the highest energetic tritium β-electrons with kinetic energies
of 18.6 keV amounts to only about 1 eV [Cas85a].

Other studies report embrittlement of metals by absorbed hydrogen isotopologues (see e.g.
[Lou72, Bel95b]). While this effect is in principle not limited to tritium, Caskey points
out differences between radioactive and inactive hydrogen isotopologues due to helium
formation from tritium decays inside of metals [Cas85a]. In contrast to absorbed tritium,
helium is easily trapped by lattice defects and thus less mobile within the metal structure
[Cas85b]. The formation of defects of about 5 nm in size due to helium bubbles was
observed in different metals within the microstructure and along grain boundaries, leading
to material hardening and lower fracture resistance [Cas85a]. Bellanger reports dimension
changes of palladium and palladium silver alloys in tritiated water electrolyzers due to
tritium diffusion into the lattice, and resulting trans- and intergranular cracking [Bel95b].
Such effects could possibly damage metal surfaces exposed to tritium and affect their
reflection properties.

Finally, some metals tarnish depending on the surrounding atmosphere, which decreases
their reflectance. For silver and copper, this process is generally connected to sulfur
compounds [Ric81, Fra85], which are present to a small extent e.g. in ambient air. They
are not expected to be found in tritium gas systems, but their presence there cannot be
unequivocally excluded.

5.1.4. Durability test samples

Six different types of reflective surfaces were chosen for the durability test to cover the
most common mirror materials and a range of different metals with reasonable high
reflectances: a broadband dielectric mirror as well as metallic mirrors made of gold, silver
(protected and unprotected), copper and aluminum. As outlined above, all sample types
can in principle be used as mirrors in the optical setup, although gold and copper perform
well for Raman light reflection only and are not recommended for laser reflection. In
addition, all unprotected metal surfaces are possible candidates for the hollow waveguide
inner surface, while dielectric multilayer coatings cannot be used for the waveguide due
to the reasons discussed above. Silver linings with SiO2 protective layers are not feasible
either due to the difficulty to apply a SiO2 protective layer evenly to the inner surface of
a long, thin tube.1

1SiO2 layers are normally achieved by deposition or sputtering methods (e.g. electron beam deposition,
chemical vapor deposition, ion or magnetron sputtering) which require direct accessibility to the sample
surface, or by sol-gel processes which use dip or spin coating, both of which are not suitable for inner
surfaces of small-diameter waveguides [Cra08, Bac03]. Instead, protective overcoats in waveguides are
commonly made from polymers or silver halides (see e.g. [Dok07, Sha13]). However, these materials
are not suitable for tritium atmospheres and can thus not be applied for the purposes discussed here.
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5.1. Durability test of reflective surfaces under tritium exposure

Figure 5.2.: Durability test samples. In the upper left corner, one specimen of each
Thorlabs mirror – broadband dielectric (BB), protected silver (PS) and unprotected silver
(UPS) – and the three Laser Gold samples (LG) are shown. The diameter of all these
optics is 1/2′′ = 12.7mm. For the test experiment, they are inserted into a custom-made
aluminum mount and fixed by a retaining ring, as shown in the upper right corner. The
Laser Gold sample in the upper center reflects a metal instrument, demonstrating the good
reflection properties despite comparably high surface roughness values. In the bottom panel,
the aluminum (Al) and copper (Cu) samples are shown. They are manufactured in such a
way that no separate sample holder is necessary.

Three test specimens of each type were produced, labeled ‘T2’, ‘Box’ and ‘Air’. The first
one is the one exposed to tritium. The other two are reference samples for comparison:
Box specimens were stored within an inertized glove box, i.e. in a nitrogen atmosphere,
and Air ones in normal ambient air during the exposition period. Apart from this
period, all specimens of a certain sample type were treated in the same way to ascertain
comparability. The surface roughness of the different samples was measured prior to
exposition using a MarSurf mobile roughness measuring instrument from Mahr GmbH.
The measured roughness values for each sample type are listed in table 5.1.

The samples are shown in figure 5.2. Details about each sample type can be found in
table 5.1 and the following descriptions:
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5.1. Durability test of reflective surfaces under tritium exposure

• The broadband dielectric mirrors as well as protected and unprotected silver mirrors
are standard 1/2” Thorlabs optics with low surface roughnesses. In order to prevent
tarnishing in ambient air, the unprotected silver mirrors were stored in helium
atmosphere prior to the durability experiment. All other optics were stored in
closed boxes or plastic bags.

• The aluminum and copper samples were fabricated in-house from standard metal
plates. The surfaces were smoothed to roughness values≤ 300 nm by face-milling and
subsequent polishing. Afterwards, they were cleaned with acetone in an ultrasonic
bath. As the quality of the different specimens differs to a certain extent, the best
available specimens were chosen as ‘T2’ samples.

• The Laser Gold samples were manufactured by Epner Technology Inc. [Epn14a], a
company who provides waveguides with an inner gold lining on a nickel substrate
[Epn14b]. In order to assess the potential of these so-called Light Pipes for hollow
waveguide based Raman spectroscopy of tritiated gases, discs of the same substrate
and coating were produced for the durability tests. Like the copper and nickel
samples, these custom specimens are not as perfectly flat as the standardized
Thorlabs components, since the company is not specialized in producing flat Laser
Gold mirrors. Nevertheless, the samples are sufficient for a general test of reflectance
changes of these materials under tritium influence.

5.1.5. Experimental setup

For the durability test, the measurement setup of the Coating Test Experiment (COATEX)
at TLK was employed, which was initially constructed for window coating tests within the
framework of the PhD thesis of S. Fischer [Fis14] and the diploma theses of K. Schönung
and V. Schäfer [Sch11b, Sch13a]. This subsection gives a brief overview of the setup.
A detailed description of the original setup can be found in [Sch11b]; modifications
implemented later for improved stability and reproducibility are explained in [Sch13a].

The measurement setup used to test reflection properties of the samples before and after
tritium exposure is shown in figure 5.3. Light from a laser light source is divided into two
beams by a beam splitter. One beam is directed onto the sample surface. Light reflected
from the sample reaches the beam splitter again, is partly reflected in a 90◦ angle and
detected by a photodiode. The second part of the original beam is reflected by the beam
splitter towards another photodiode for monitoring of the laser power. By this means,
a reflection signal independent of laser power fluctuations can be obtained by taking
the ratio of the two photodiode signals. The sample itself is mounted on a motorized
translation stage which allows for stepwise scanning of the sample surface. The sample is
kept in place by four cage rods and an additional mount in front which can be screwed
to the cage rods. A polarization filter in front of the beam splitter provides constant
polarization, so that the splitting ratio of the polarization-dependent beam splitter is not
affected even in case of variations in the mode pattern of the laser [Sch13a].

A DPSS laser module with emission wavelength 593.5 nm is used. This wavelength
lies well between the laser wavelength of 532 nm and the Q1 branches of the hydrogen
isotopologues (∼ 612 nm – 683 nm) and thus in the very wavelength range for which
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Figure 5.3.: Experimental setup of the durability test. Top: Schematic drawing.
Bottom: Picture of the setup. The laser module is visible in the lower left; it is mounted
in a copper block with a thermoelectric module and a fan on top to allow for effective
temperature control. The whole experiment is located in the Omegatron glove box at TLK.

possible reflectance changes are of interest2. The laser temperature is controlled by means
of a Pt100 temperature sensor and a thermoelectric module.

The optical setup is housed in a light-tight enclosure to avoid distortions of measurement
results by ambient light. The temperature inside of the enclosure is monitored by another
Pt100 sensor. A transimpedance amplifier converts the photodiode current signals into
amplified voltage signals, with an amplification factor of 2000V/A in case of the monitoring
photodiode and 100,000V/A for the reflection photodiode.

2In principle, different laser sources could be used to explicitly measure the reflectance at different wave-
lengths. However, this would involve modifications of the system possibly affecting the measurement
reproducibility. As it is assumed that any reflectance changes will affect a broad wavelength range, it
is sufficient to employ only one representative laser wavelength.
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5.1. Durability test of reflective surfaces under tritium exposure

Figure 5.4.: Holder and containers for the durability test samples. (a) Sample
holder for the Air samples. The six different sample types are stacked with placeholders in
between and a plate on top which is screwed to the rods to fix all samples in place. The Box
samples are stored in an identical holder, the T2 samples in a similar variant fully made of
stainless steel. Note that in case of Air and Box holders, the rods holding the samples are
attached to a KF blind flange which serves as the container lid. (b) Air sample container
with open KF flange at its upper end. (c) Closed Air and Box sample containers. (d) Vessel
for tritium exposure. The vessel is sealed tightly by a CF seal and filled with tritium via
the gas inlet on top. The samples are transported to the filling vessel in a similar container
without gas inlet. In contrast to the Air and Box case, the T2 sample holding structure is
separate from the container lid.

Sample storage and handling: The samples of each batch (T2, Box and Air) are
stacked on sample holding structures with sufficient space between the individual speci-
mens to allow for contact of the surfaces with ambient gas, as shown in figure 5.4 (a).
These holding structures can be integrated into closed containers. Aluminum containers
(figure 5.4 (b) and (c)) are used for transport of the non-tritium samples as well as storage
during measurement periods; during exposure time, the Air and Box samples are stored
outside of their containers to provide sufficient air/gas exchange (see below). For tritium
exposure of the T2 samples, a metal-sealed stainless steel vessel fulfilling the quality
requirements of primary systems at TLK is used (figure 5.4 (d)).

5.1.6. Measurement procedure

Sample treatment: All samples were transferred into the Omegatron glove box and
stored in their respective containers prior to the durability test. Reflectance measurements
of all specimens were conducted in three runs (see below). Afterwards, the samples were
transferred to different places for exposure:

• The T2 samples were transferred into the CAPER glove box. They were taken out
of their transport container and inserted into the filling vessel shown in figure 5.4 (d).
This vessel was evacuated and then filled with p = 81.2mbar of gas with a tritium
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purity of εT = 92.35%. According to a gas chromatographic measurement, the gas
mixture was composed of 90.9% T2, 1.4% DT, 1.5% HT as well as small amounts
of tritiated methanes and nitrogen. The samples were exposed for texp = 71 days.
The β-activity per volume is proportional to pεT · texp, so that above exposure
is approximately equivalent to an exposure over five full years under KATRIN
conditions, i.e. assuming a total ambient pressure of p = 3mbar at the position of
the hollow waveguide based Raman measurement system and a tritium purity of
εT = 95% (cf. section 2.5).

• The Box samples were transferred into the CAPER glove box. Other than the
Omegatron glove box, the CAPER glove box is inertized, i.e. contains an almost
pure nitrogen atmosphere with < 4% oxygen content as well as water vapor in
the ppm range. The box activity per volume was in the range of few MBq/m3,
corresponding to a fraction of only about 10−9 of the one the T2 samples were
exposed to. The Box samples were stored in the CAPER glove box outside of their
container during the 71 days of exposure in order to provide sufficient gas exchange.

• The Air samples were transported into a fume hood providing continuous air
exchange, and stored there outside of their container as well during the 71 days of
exposure.

After exposure, all samples were transferred back into the Omegatron glove box and
measured again with the COATEX setup.

Initial alignment of the measurement setup: Before measurements were started,
the optical setup was initially aligned. In this process, the polarization filter (see figure 5.3)
was adjusted such that the measured monitoring photodiode signal as well as the ratio
between reflection and monitoring photodiode voltage were maximized. By adjusting
the mirror positioning and the translation stage, the beam was aligned to be centered
on the reflection photodiode when a standard, flat optical component from Thorlabs
(neutral density filter ND10B) was inserted at the sample position. V. Schäfer stresses
the importance of this centering in order to detect a maximum amount of reflected light
[Sch13a]. However, it has to be mentioned that the measured signal is still very sensitive
on the exact sample positioning. For this reason, even the same specimen can lead to
different results when inserted in different positions (see figure 5.5) or when different
surface areas are scanned. It should thus be noted that the system allows for relative
comparisons of one sample before and after a certain treatment, but not for absolute
reflectance measurements or direct comparisons between different samples.

Measurement runs: Measurements of each test specimen were conducted prior to
and after exposure in three runs each, in which each specimen was measured three
times in two different positions (see figure 5.5). The order in which the samples were
measured was varied in each run. These arrangements were made in order to minimize
the risk for systematic data shifts by means of multiple reinsertion of samples and an
approximately even temperature distribution for all samples (see below and appendix H).
The measurement order of each run is listed in table 5.2.
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Figure 5.5.: Sample positioning. The sample was mounted on the translation stage in
two different positions in order to be able to scan over a larger region of each surface. The
positions are defined by the label at one side of the sample or optics mount which indicates
the sample type and specimen. In order to change from position A to B, the sample was
removed from the rods indicated in the figure, rotated by 90◦ and pushed back over the
rods.

Table 5.2.: Measurement runs of the durability test. X stands for the sample type
(e.g. Cu), the second part of each entry (T2 / Box / Air) for the respective specimen and
the third part (A / B) for the sample positioning according to figure 5.5.

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

3x X-T2-A X-T2-A 3x X-Air-B
3x X-T2-B X-Box-A 3x X-Air-A
3x X-Box-A X-Air-A 3x X-Box-B
3x X-Box-B X-T2-B 3x X-Box-A
3x X-Air-A X-Box-B 3x X-T2-B
3x X-Air-B X-Air-B 3x X-T2-A︸ ︷︷ ︸

Repeat 3x
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Measurement procedure: Prior to each measurement period, the box electronics as
well as the power supply and temperature control of the laser module were switched on.
As is shown in figure 5.6, the photodiode voltage ratio is strongly dependent on the laser
module temperature and fluctuates considerably especially during the first two minutes of
laser stabilization. For this reason, the laser module temperature was allowed to stabilize
for at least five minutes after switching on all electronics.

In order to test a certain specimen, it was mounted on the four rods attached to the
translation stage in the right position according to figure 5.5. Afterwards, an additional,
empty optics mount was pushed against the sample and fixed with a screw. By this
means, measurement-distorting movements of the sample caused e.g. by vibrations of the
step motor of the translation stage could be avoided. The lid of the light-tight enclosure
around the setup was then closed and the measurement started. If the same specimen
was measured in the same position multiple times in a row (in run 1 and run 3; see
table 5.2), it was removed and reinserted between each measurement to minimize the risk
for systematic data shifts, since the obtained results altered slightly with every reinsertion
for some of the samples.

Measurements were performed only at glove box temperatures between 22 and 24 ◦C
in order to minimize temperature-related signal fluctuations. This temperature range
was chosen based on preliminary measurements investigating the influence of the glove
box temperature on the measured data; these investigations are described in detail in
appendix H.1. Consequently, the box light was never switched on during the durability
test to prevent heating of the box. Since the measurement process itself increased the
temperature in the glove box as well, measurements were frequently paused for a certain
period of time when the temperature approached the upper limit, so that the system
could cool down again. The box temperatures during the durability test measurements
are listed in appendix H.2.
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Figure 5.7.: Sample surface scan pattern. The orange circles represent the 1.5mm
laser beam illuminating the sample at seven different measurement points in one scan. The
measurement points are approximately centered around the sample center. A safety margin
to the sample edges is used to avoid the beam hitting the retaining ring. The dotted circles
show the illumination pattern for a sample rotated by 90◦. By using two different sample
positions for the measurement (see figure 5.5), a larger area of the sample surface is covered.

The sample surface was scanned in horizontal direction by means of a motorized translation
stage (EKSMA OPTICS, 960-0060-02, resolution 1.25µm). At the beginning of each
measurement, the position of the translation stage was calibrated via an end switch. For
each sample position, 7 single measurement points evenly spaced 1mm apart were used
(see figure 5.7). Since the laser has a beam diameter of 1.5mm, this leads to overlappings
between the measurement points and thus a good coverage of the sample surface along
the horizontal axis. The total acquisition time per measurement point was 10 s. In this
time, 1000 photodiode voltage values per second were acquired and used to determine
the 10 s average and standard deviation, which were then stored.

It should be noted that a loosening of retaining rings was discovered for some of the
samples during the measurements after exposure. The loosening had probably occurred
gradually in the course of the measurements due to vibrations of the step motor of the
translation stage on which the samples were mounted for measurement. Loose retaining
rings can lead to changes of the sample positioning and the angle of light incidence, so that
measurement results can in principle be seriously affected. For this reason, all samples
utilizing retaining rings (PS, UPS, BB, LG) were examined closely after the discovery.
No loosening had occurred for the PS and LG samples. For the affected UPS and BB
samples, previous measurements taken after exposure were repeated with retightened
retaining rings. Of course, measurements taken before the exposure could not be repeated.
However, in case of the UPS samples where all specimens were found to be affected to
a small extent, all values before exposure were very similar and mostly exhibited low
standard deviations of the order of 1%. For this reason, the findings are still considered
to be conclusive in that case. In case of the BB samples, only the Air and Box specimens
were affected, but to a larger extent. The interpretation of the related data is discussed
in the results section below.
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5.1.7. Results and discussion

For each measurement point of a sample in a certain positioning, the photodiode voltage
ratio UR/UM between the reflection and the monitoring photodiode was calculated. The
voltage ratios of all nine measurements of a certain configuration (three measurements
each in three runs, cf. table 5.2) were used to determine the weighted average for each
measurement point. Finally, the data of all measurement points were averaged in order
to characterize the configuration as a whole. The related uncertainty takes into account
the uncertainty contributions due to (i) the reproducibility of sample reinsertions, (ii) the
influence of temperature changes in the box and (iii) the statistical fluctuations determined
for each 10 s acquisition from the single voltage signals received during this time. Details
are given in appendix H.3.

The resulting voltage ratio data for each sample type and configuration before and after
exposure are listed in the tables 5.3 – 5.5. Measurements in which the voltage ratio before
and after exposure does not agree within the uncertainties are highlighted: the relative
difference is written in bold in that case. The table shows that the initial voltage ratios are
highest for protected and unprotected silver as well as broadband-coated samples, roughly
10% lower for Laser Gold and considerably lower – by about 40 to 70% – for aluminum
and copper. Although the setup does not allow for absolute reflectance measurements,
as discussed before, these results represent the qualitative expectation, given the lower
reflectances of the last-named materials and the lower surface smoothness of these samples.
The reaction of the different samples on exposure to tritium or air differs significantly:

Protected silver (PS): The protected silver samples were not measurably affected by
any environment. Differences of the voltage ratio before and after exposure are of the
order of 2% or less and well within the measurement uncertainty.

Unprotected silver (UPS): In contrast, the unprotected silver coatings were clearly
impaired when exposed to air and to tritium; only the sample stored in a nitrogen
atmosphere showed no sign of degradation. About 70% less light was reflected from
the silver surface after it had been exposed to air, which can be attributed to normal
tarnishing. Discoloration of the whole surface was visible to the naked eye.

In case of tritium exposure, the measured reflectance decrease was less pronounced, but
still considerable with about 23%. Since the Box reference samples were not affected,
it can be excluded that this degradation is due to tarnishing in the short periods in
which all unprotected silver samples were exposed to air (e.g. during measurements or
visual inspection). For this reason, tritium-induced damage of the sample has to be
assumed. Two dark spots on the surface were discernible on the surface after tritium
exposure. Examining the larger one of these spots under the microscope, it proved to be
a circular discoloration of about 0.5mm in diameter, possibly with a slightly brighter dot
in the center. The spot is shown in figure 5.8. Its structure is reminiscent of the tritium
damage encountered for EBD dielectric window coatings by S. Fischer [Fis14]; in that case,
however, more and smaller spots (diameter ∼ 0.1mm) were found. Although the spot
observed here does decrease the reflectance – the voltage ratio of the measurement point
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Table 5.3.: Tritium durability test results of protected and unprotected silver.
The photodiode voltage ratios measured for a certain configuration before and after exposure
are compared in the last column. The relative difference is written in bold in cases where
the values do not agree within the experimental uncertainty.

Sample Position Exposure UR/UM Difference

PS-T2
A

before 19.3 ± 0.2
}

-1%
after 19.1 ± 0.1

B
before 19.3 ± 0.2

}
0%

after 19.3 ± 0.2

PS-Box
A

before 19.6 ± 0.2
}

-2%
after 19.2 ± 0.4

B
before 19.3 ± 0.2

}
-1%

after 19.0 ± 0.5

PS-Air
A

before 19.8 ± 0.3
}

-2%
after 19.4 ± 0.4

B
before 19.4 ± 0.2

}
-1%

after 19.2 ± 0.1

UPS-T2
A

before 19.3 ± 1.3
}

-24%
after 14.7 ± 0.5

B
before 19.5 ± 0.2

}
-23%

after 15.1 ± 0.4

UPS-Box
A

before 19.3 ± 0.2
}

1%
after 19.5 ± 0.1

B
before 19.5 ± 0.2

}
0%

after 19.4 ± 0.2

UPS-Air
A

before 19.8 ± 0.1
}

-70%
after 5.8 ± 0.3

B
before 18.0 ± 0.8

}
-70%

after 5.4 ± 0.8
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Figure 5.8.: Spot on the tritium-exposed unprotected silver surface. A second,
smaller spot was visible to the eye, but is not discernible on the picture of the sample (left).
Under the microscope (right), the spot is visible as a slight discoloration. In the inset, the
marked surface area is shown with adjusted contrast and colors in order to improve the
visibility of the spot. Note that the small, red dots visible in the image originate from the
microscope, not from the sample.

closest to the spot is about 7% lower than for the points at least 2mm away from the spot –
the observed total reflectance decrease of over 20% concerns the whole measurement
range. Possibly, the spot is a beginning macroscopic manifestation of tritium-induced
microscopic damage occurring over the entire surface.

Broadband dielectric coating (BB): In case of the dielectric multilayer coating, the
measurements support earlier assumptions that these coatings are prone to tritium-induced
damage: although no visible damage as in the prototype system (see subsection 4.4.2)
was observed under the microscope, the reflectance had decreased by about 16% after
tritium exposure.

Concerning the Box and Air reference samples, some caution is required in the data inter-
pretation since a loosening of their retaining rings was discovered during the measurements
after exposure; note that the T2 specimen was not affected. Although measurements of
the Box and Air specimens after exposure were repeated with retightened retaining rings,
high standard deviations and partly large differences between measured voltage ratios
occurred already prior to exposure, especially in case of the Air specimen. For this reason,
measurements involving the latter are not considered to be conclusive. Concerning the
Box specimen, no further irregularities were observed after repetition of the runs after
exposure, and differences between measurement in position A and B as well as before
and after exposure are relatively small. For this reason, the Box values can be assumed
to indicate unchanged reflection properties under nitrogen influence.

Laser Gold (LG): For most of the Laser Gold measurements, the voltage ratio values
before and after exposure agree within the measured uncertainties. In particular, no
degradation due to tritium β-radiation could be observed. A small deviation was found
for the Air specimen in position B and a larger one for the Box specimen in position A.
However, other than with the previously discussed deviations of unprotected silver and the
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5.1. Durability test of reflective surfaces under tritium exposure

Table 5.4.: Tritium durability test results of the dielectric broadband coating
and Laser Gold. The photodiode voltage ratios measured for a certain configuration
before and after exposure are compared in the last column. The relative difference is written
in bold in cases where the values do not agree within the experimental uncertainty. Note
that the BB-Air measurements (in italics) are not considered conclusive due to loosened
retaining rings. For details see main text.

Sample Position Exposure UR/UM Difference

BB-T2
A

before 19.2 ± 0.2
}

-15%
after 16.3 ± 0.2

B
before 20.4 ± 0.6

}
-17%

after 17.0 ± 0.2

BB-Box
A

before 18.3 ± 1.2
}

5%
after 19.2 ± 0.3

B
before 20.5 ± 0.5

}
-3%

after 19.8 ± 0.2

BB-Air

A
before 16.7 ± 1.2

}
-3%

after 16.2 ± 1.4

B
before 19.3 ± 0.2

}
-25 %

after 14.6 ± 1.8

LG-T2
A

before 17.4 ± 0.2
}

-3%
after 17.0 ± 0.2

B
before 16.2 ± 0.2

}
0%

after 16.2 ± 0.2

LG-Box
A

before 6.5 ± 0.6
}

-18%
after 5.3 ± 0.3

B
before 13.6 ± 0.2

}
-4%

after 13.1 ± 0.7

LG-Air
A

before 17.0 ± 0.3
}

-1%
after 16.8 ± 0.2

B
before 18.4 ± 0.2

}
-3%

after 17.9 ± 0.2
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broadband coating, no deviations were measured in the respective second positioning of
the Laser Gold samples. Considering in addition the fact that no slow optical degradation
of gold mirrors in air has been reported so far, it can thus be assumed that the reflection
properties did not really change, but rather the uncertainties were underestimated.

Although the samples were stored face-down and inspected visually prior to measurements,
very small dust particles on the surfaces cannot be excluded, which would decrease the
amount of light reflected onto the photodiode. This effect should primarily affect Box
and Air specimens which were stored openly during exposure, while the T2 specimens
were housed in a closed container. Another possibility could be an underestimation of
the temperature-related uncertainty. Although all measurements were conducted in the
same temperature range between 22 and 24 ◦C, the ambient laboratory temperature was
higher after exposure, so that the box temperature decreased more rapidly than in the
initial measurements. For this reason, the mean box temperature during measurements
increased from 23.2 ◦C before exposure to 23.5 ◦C after exposure, possibly leading to a
small systematic shift towards lower photodiode voltage ratio in the measurements after
exposure. The box temperatures during the durability test measurements are listed in
appendix H.2.

Furthermore, the slight unevenness of the Laser Gold sample surfaces and the compara-
tively high surface roughness of the Box and Air specimens (cf. table 5.1) could play a
role. The considerable difference between the total values measured in position A and B
in case of the Box specimen – the values in position B are more than double the A values –
suggests a major influence of the sample unevenness: apparently the reflected beam is
not properly centered on the reflection photodiode any more in position A, so that light
is lost. In that case, the measured value is expected to be rather sensitive on small
positioning differences; this is also reflected in the large uncertainties of 9.2% (before
exposure) and 6.0% (after exposure) in the Box-A measurements. For this reason, the
reinsertion reproducibility could become worse, which might not be fully accounted for
by the corrected standard deviation over nine reinsertions (cf. appendix H.3).

Aluminum and copper (Al, Cu): Similar to the Laser Gold samples, the voltage ratio
values of aluminum and copper before and after exposure agree within the uncertainties
in most cases. Deviations not covered by the uncertainties occur for the configurations
Al-T2-A and Cu-T2-A (in both cases tending towards an improvement of reflectance
by tritium exposure) as well as Al-Air-A and Cu-Box-B, but are not confirmed by the
respective second measurement of each specimen in the other position. It is therefore
assumed that at least in case of the Air and Box specimens, the same reasons as considered
above for the Laser Gold deviations played a role, especially considering the relatively
high surface roughnesses of these specimens (see table 5.1). With respect to the T2
results, the same could be the case; at any rate, the tendency towards an improvement
rather than a decline of the observed voltage ratio shows that a degradation of aluminum
and copper reflection properties due to tritium is not to be expected.
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Table 5.5.: Tritium durability test results of aluminum and copper. The photo-
diode voltage ratios measured for a certain configuration before and after exposure are
compared in the last column. The relative difference is written in bold in cases where the
values do not agree within the experimental uncertainty.

Sample Position Exposure UR/UM Difference

Al-T2
A

before 7.9 ± 0.3
}

7%
after 8.5 ± 0.1

B
before 7.9 ± 0.3

}
-2%

after 7.7 ± 0.1

Al-Box
A

before 7.3 ± 0.1
}

1%
after 7.4 ± 0.1

B
before 6.7 ± 0.3

}
-1%

after 6.6 ± 0.1

Al-Air
A

before 5.5 ± 0.2
}

-1%
after 5.4 ± 0.2

B
before 6.2 ± 0.2

}
-11%

after 5.5 ± 0.2

Cu-T2
A

before 10.1 ± 0.1
}

10%
after 11.1 ± 0.4

B
before 10.2 ± 0.6

}
3%

after 10.5 ± 0.4

Cu-Box
A

before 7.2 ± 0.7
}

-13%
after 6.2 ± 0.3

B
before 8.8 ± 0.1

}
-6%

after 8.3 ± 0.2

Cu-Air
A

before 11.6 ± 0.2
}

-3%
after 11.2 ± 0.3

B
before 11.0 ± 0.3

}
-9%

after 10.0 ± 0.8
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Summary: Clear evidence for degradation due to tritium influence was found for
unprotected silver as well as broadband dielectric multilayer coatings. In these cases, the
difference between measurements before and after exposure is between 2.6 (position A)
and 7.9 times (B) larger than the sum of the single uncertainties for unprotected silver,
and between 7.7 (A) and 4.5 times (B) for the broadband coating. Thus, the degrading
influence of tritium on these surfaces can be considered confirmed despite the supposed
underestimation of uncertainties: even assuming, for the sake of argument, a severe
underestimation by a factor of 2 (which is easily sufficient to cover the minor deviations
observed in some of the Air and Box configurations), this would not be sufficient to explain
the observed deviation between measurements before and after tritium exposure. Using
the weighted average of the measured voltage ratio difference in the two positionings,
the tritium-induced reflectance decrease amounts to 23± 2% for unprotected silver and
15± 1% for broadband multilayer coatings.

For all other sample types, no degradation due to tritium influence was observed. Minor
trends towards decreased reflectances outside of the stated uncertainty limits concerned
only several Air and Box reference samples, but none of the T2 samples of protected
silver, Laser Gold, aluminum and copper. The summed-up uncertainties measured for T2
samples are ≤ 1.7% for protected silver and ≤ 2.7% for Laser Gold, so that a possible
interaction between these surfaces and tritium β-radiation can be assumed to affect the
reflectance marginally at most. Uncertainties are larger in case of aluminum and copper,
but here the trend is towards a reflectance increase instead of a deterioration. For this
reason, these materials can be considered as suitable for optical applications in tritium
atmospheres as well.

5.1.8. Implications for an improved hollow waveguide based Raman
system

The durability test shows that a silver-lined glass waveguide as employed in the prototype
setup is not suitable for use in a hollow waveguide based Raman system for KATRIN.
In general, light guided by the waveguide undergoes multiple reflections, so that an
intensity decrease over the course of the KATRIN measurements of up to 23% in every
reflection would lead to considerable signal losses and thus to a serious deterioration of
the achievable sensitivity.3 This finding rules out the majority of commercially available
hollow waveguides for the visible range, which are commonly based on silver linings on
glass.4

Protected silver, on the other hand, is an excellent option for mirrors in the gas system,
being both highly reflective and unaffected by tritium. However, as briefly discussed in
subsection 5.1.4, it is not applicable for waveguides. For this reason, Laser Gold, aluminum
and copper are the only ones of the samples tested in the scope of this work which are

3As an example, the intensity of light undergoing only three reflections with reflection losses of 23% in
the waveguide would already be reduced to 0.233 ∼ 1 %, while ten reflections are sufficient to decrease
the initial intensity to a fraction of only about 4 · 10−7.

4As mentioned further above, commercially available hollow waveguides are usually offered with protective
coatings made of polymers or silver halides, which, however, are not compatible to tritium and can
thus not be applied here.
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both tritium-compatible and in principle suitable for waveguide applications. From a
reflectance point of view, aluminum could be used as a compromise with reasonably high
reflectance at both the laser and the Raman light wavelengths (see figure 5.1). In the case
that waveguide diameters are chosen large enough to allow the laser beam to pass through
without being reflected from the waveguide walls, Laser Gold or copper become feasible as
well. In any case, very smooth inner waveguide surfaces are required to achieve reasonably
high reflectances. Investigations of alternatives to the current, not tritium-compatible
waveguide solution will be discussed in detail in the following chapter in section 6.6.

With respect to (flat) mirrors, the durability test has shown that all tested mirror surfaces
apart from broadband multilayer coatings and unprotected silver can be used in tritium
systems. Protected silver mirrors provide the best reflectance for visible light and should
thus be the mirror type of choice in an improved hollow waveguide based Raman system.

5.2. Fiber coupling for improved usability in glove boxes

In order to improve the usability of hollow waveguide based Raman systems in glove boxes,
fiber coupling of the excitation laser is proposed. Placing the laser head outside of the
glove box and delivering the beam inside via suitable fiber optics has several advantages
over free-space beam delivery:

Laser head placement: Apart from saving space in the glove box, placing the laser
outside of the glove box avoids contamination of the laser with tritium, and maintenance
and repair are facilitated. Furthermore, the laser can be placed well outside any strong
magnetic fields in the vicinity of the WGTS superconducting solenoids which could disturb
proper laser operation.5

Flexibility: In the current LARA system, the laser is placed outside of the glove box as
well. In that case, however, the laser beam is focused into the LARA cell in a free-space
solution via a custom-made hardware interface housing the cell (‘Appendix’), which is
permanently attached to one of the glove box walls (see appendix A). A fiber-delivered
laser offers much more flexibility concerning the location of the Raman cell in a glove
box: the laser can be delivered to basically anywhere in the box without the laser safety
risks connected to extended free-space beam delivery.

Alignment: In addition, fiber-optic beam delivery allows for easier and more reliable
alignment of the hollow waveguide based Raman system. As detailed in subsection 4.4.3,
achieving proper alignment within a glove box is complicated by (i) the constrained view
and accessibility, (ii) limited possibilities of fine-motor manipulations and (iii) the need
for the laser beam to be well-centered and parallel with respect to the hollow waveguide.
In the prototype setup, position and angle of the laser beam were determined by two

5Note that these arguments apply to the spectrometer and CCD detector as well. In contrast to the
laser light, however, fiber delivery of the Raman light is already used as a standard in TLK Raman
systems (cf. section 4.1.1 and appendix A).
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Fiber 
output

Hollow 
waveguide

Mirror

Figure 5.9.: Alignment possibilities. Top: Alignment via two mirrors at fixed positions.
Bottom: Alignment via movable fiber output. See main text for details.

laser guiding mirrors (M2 and M3 in figure 4.1). Adjusting the orientation of only one
mirror changes both the angle of the laser beam and its position at the waveguide front,
as illustrated in the upper panel of figure 5.9; both mirrors have to be adjusted in order
to achieve a positional shift without changing the angle, or a modification of the angle
without altering the beam position.

The alignment is much simplified when the beam is launched from a fiber mounted in a
stable xy translation stage.6 In this case, when alignment parallel to the waveguide is
achieved once, the beam can easily be centered with respect to the waveguide without
altering the angle again (cf. figure 5.9, lower panel). Also, fine adjustments at high power
to maximize the Raman signal are possible by this means without risk of damaging
the waveguide, since the beam angle does not change and the position can be carefully
adjusted by micrometer screws with direct feedback on the alignment quality via the
Raman measurement instead of poorly visible beam paths.

5.2.1. Proposed optical system

An optical fiber for laser delivery has to fulfill the following requirements:

• It has to be suitable for a high laser power of several watts.

• It has to be single-mode. In multi-mode fibers, interference of the various guided
modes exiting the fiber with noticeable phase differences leads to a ‘speckled’
output pattern [Tel07]. This pattern is highly sensitive on fiber movements due to
their influence on the individual ray paths, so that any translation of the fiber as
intended here would affect the output pattern and power, rendering quantitative
measurements impossible.

• It has to allow for stable coupling, with a low risk of damaging the fiber in case of
minor misalignments.

6Note that the same effect can also be achieved by mounting one of the two mirrors in the two-mirror-
solution on a translation stage instead of screwing it to the optical breadboard in a fixed position like
in the prototype setup. When fiber delivery of the laser is used, however, it is advantageous to directly
make the fiber output end movable to save space and optical components.
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In standard optical fibers based on total internal reflection, the transmittable power
depends strongly on the fiber core size [Tel07]. For single-mode fibers, with core sizes
typically in the range of 4 – 10µm, power transmission is limited to only a few hundred
mW at most since higher powers would lead to internal power densities above the damage
threshold; for this reason, large-core multimode fibers are usually employed for high-power
transmission.

One possibility to achieve both high-power transmission and single-mode propagation is
the use of Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs) [Kni98]. These fibers utilize a periodic lattice
of microscopic air holes around a solid or hollow core in order to confine the fundamental
mode to this core: in solid-core PCFs, the mean refractive index of the cladding is lowered
below the core refractive index by the hole structure, so that guidance is achieved by
a modified variant of total internal reflection [Pin12], while hollow-core PCFs rely on
photonic band gaps to prevent the fundamental mode from leaving the core [Rus03].
Higher order modes, in contrast, can leak out of the core through the gaps between the
air holes [Rus06], so that single-mode guidance is achieved even for large-mode areas.
For this reason, it is possible to transmit much higher powers than through conventional
single-mode fibers [Rus06].

An ‘aeroGUIDE-Power’ fiber from NKT Photonics [NKT13, NKT14] is proposed for the
task at hand. Its structure and beam profile are shown in figure 5.10. Apart from being
endlessly single-mode with a mode field diameter of 12.2± 1.5µm (1/e2, at 532 nm), the
fiber is equipped with high power SMA-905 connectors with integrated mode strippers
for good performance at high power and low damage risk: uncoupled light is prevented
from entering the fiber by the mode strippers, and excess heat is efficiently dissipated by
the copper-based connector body (see figure 5.11). In addition, the fiber is polarization-
maintaining with a measured maximum extinction ratio of 32 dB. Attenuation at 532 nm
is < 40dB/km [NKT14].

In order to account for long-term stability during KATRIN operation, an actively stabilized
fiber coupling system (‘FiberLock’, TEM Messtechnik [TEM14, TEM15]) is recommended.
Such a system monitors the fiber output and provides feedback to a piezo-driven mirror
directly in front of the fiber coupling lens. The 2D actuator rapidly (with kHz repetition
rate) scans the fiber input aperture with the laser beam, and uses the feedback to lock to
maximum coupling efficiency by performing small circular modulations of the scanner
angle. Alternatively, it is possible to actively stabilize the output power by changing
the circular modulation to a geodesic orbit canceling any intensity noise. By this means,
mechanical and thermal drifts as well as laser power fluctuations are actively compensated
for [TEM14].

The proposed optical setup is shown in figure 5.12. It provides all necessary adjustment
possibilities to achieve good coupling to the single-mode fiber, which depends on a range
of degrees of freedom [TEM15]:

• Beam convergence angle: The geometry of the light cone which can be coupled
with maximum efficiency into the fiber is determined by fiber properties. The
optimal light cone is achieved by suitable choice of the focal length f of the aspheric
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Air holes

Stress rods

Figure 5.10.: Structure and beam profile of the ‘AeroGUIDE Power’ large
mode-area PCF. The schematic pictures in the upper panel are taken from [NKT14],
courtesy of NKT photonics. Left: PCF structure. The fundamental mode is guided through
the solid center of the air hole structure. The stress rods are made of a different material
than the fiber body; their relative orientation defines the slow axis parallel to which the
laser polarization direction is aligned in order to be maintained during transmission. The
picture in the lower left was obtained by illuminating the FC-APC fiber output end with
low-power laser light; in that configuration, higher order modes were not stripped, so that
the whole fiber structure was illuminated and could be imaged onto a screen. Right: Output
pattern of the AeroGUIDE power. The fundamental mode is not completely Gaussian due
to the hexagonal air hole lattice [Jin13]; nevertheless, a good beam quality is provided, with
a M2 value of about 1.1 (C. Fagermo, NKT Photonics, private communication, 27.10.2015).

focusing lens, taking into account the original 1/e2 laser beam diameter dL and the
laser wavelength λ:

f = π · dL · dMF
4λ (5.1)

for coupling into a fiber of mode field diameter dMF [New16].

• Position of the beam waist in z-direction (along the optical axis of the
fiber): The position can be adjusted by moving the aspheric focusing lens along
the optical axis to vary the distance between lens and fiber entrance. For stable
and uncomplicated coupling, it is recommended to integrate the aspheric focusing
lens in a fiber coupler which can be attached to the SMA connector (60FC-SMA-T-
23-Af -01, Schäfter+Kirchhoff GmbH [Sch14a]). The coupler allows to adjust the
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Figure 5.11.: High-power SMA connector of the AeroGUIDE Power. The copper
body for efficient heat dissipation contains windows through which stripped light can exit the
connector. Note that this light should be captured in a suitable beam dump configuration
when using high laser powers in the watt range.
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Figure 5.12.: Optical setup for stable fiber based laser delivery (schematic). See
main text for details.
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lens position as well as the fiber tilt to align the optical axis along the mechanical
axis of the coupler.

• Position and angle of the beam waist in x- and y-direction (perpendicular
to the optical axis): As illustrated in figure 5.9, the four degrees of freedom
related to position and angle of a beam can be covered by two tiltable mirrors.
In the proposed setup, one is mounted in a conventional mirror mount (M1 in
figure 5.12) and the second one is the piezo-driven FiberLock mirror (M2).

• Polarization direction: In addition, a half-wave plate allows one to adjust the
laser polarization direction to the slow axis of the fiber (cf. figure 5.10).

At the fiber output, a collimator (60FC-4-Af -01, Schäfter+Kirchhoff GmbH) is attached
to the fiber end connector (see figure 5.12). It is inserted in a tiltable mirror mount on an
xy translation stage to allow for flexible beam alignment in the hollow waveguide based
Raman system. A beam sampler after the collimator is used to send a small fraction
of the laser beam behind the fiber onto a photodiode to provide feedback about the
transmitted power to the FiberLock system, which controls the Piezo-driven mirror in
front of the fiber as described above.

5.2.2. Selection of a suitable glove box feedthrough

In order to deliver the laser into a glove box through an optical fiber, a leak-tight fiber
feedthrough is required to keep the protective function of the glove box intact. There are
two different types of fiber feedthroughs available:

• Connector feedthroughs: This type of feedthrough is a sealing component with
fiber connectors at its two sides, one in the glove box and one outside. Fibers
can be attached to these connectors, and light is coupled from one fiber into the
other via the feedthrough. However, apart from disadvantages like the associated
coupling losses and the need for two fibers, this solution is not well suitable for
high-power applications: the coupling reproducibility is in general not good enough
to guarantee damage-free operation in the case of laser powers above 1W, according
to consistent statements by a number of different connector feedthrough suppliers.7

• Continuous feedthrough: Alternatively, a fiber can be fed through a glove box
wall without being interrupted itself. This technique relies on hermetic sealing
around the fiber at one position along the fiber length. This type of feedthrough is
suitable for high-power applications and should thus be utilized for laser delivery
into a glove box.

Extensive product research yielded no continuous feedthrough solutions feasible for the
task at hand: commercially available continuous feedthroughs are either restricted to
certain fibers not suitable for high-power, single-mode laser delivery, or they contain
halogens and can thus not be used for sealing applications in tritium glove boxes. For this
reason, a custom solution is proposed. It is illustrated in figure 5.13: during production,
the AeroGUIDE Power cable is provided with a gap in the protective steel jacket as well

7Note that a connector feedthrough is nevertheless well suitable for delivering the Raman light out of
the glove box towards spectrometer and detector, as only low-power light is involved in this case.
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Gap: 30 mm

Length: 52 mm

Sealing resin Protective 
steel jacket

Bare fiberKF flange 
(DN16)

6 mm

15.7 mm

Figure 5.13.: Custom fiber feedthrough design. Top: Gap in the protective fiber
jacket. Bottom: Schematic drawing of the resin-sealed feedthrough solution. The KF flange
and tubing diameter is large enough for the SMA connector (diameter: 9.5mm) to be fed
through.

as in the plastic protection sleeve directly surrounding the fiber.8 The fiber is fed through
a piece of tubing ending in a KF flange until the gap is located inside the tube. The bare
fiber is then embedded in a halogen-free polyurethane resin (e.g. Electrolube UR5604)
which fills the entire tube for air-tight sealing. The resin provides good adhesion to both
the bare fiber and the tubing metal, while not exhibiting too much stress on the fiber
during curing. The feedthrough can then be attached to a glove box via a matching KF
port at the glove box side.

Summary

Reliable, safe and flexible laser delivery to a hollow waveguide based Raman system inside
a glove box can be achieved by means of an actively stabilized single-mode fiber setup.
Suitable components and configurations for this purpose have been identified within the
scope of this work. With respect to practical considerations, a fiber feedthrough tailored
to the special requirements of tritium glove boxes can be realized by the custom solution
presented above. The fiber-based laser delivery system proposed here offers easy laser
maintainability as well as flexibility in the glove box, while greatly facilitating the optical
alignment of a hollow waveguide based Raman system located in a glove box compared
to free-space laser delivery.

8Note that the removal of the protective sleeves is necessary since (i) the steel jacket itself is not air-tight,
so that a sealing around the jacket would have no effect, and (ii) the plastic protection sleeve might
contain halogens and would in that case not be suitable for glove box sealings.
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6. Fluorescence-reducing measures and
optimization of measurement
parameters

It was discussed in section 3.4 that a hollow waveguide based Raman system has the
potential to increase the Raman signal significantly compared to a conventional 90◦ Raman
system. However, the sensitivity achieved with a hollow waveguide based prototype setup
for the use with tritiated gases was found to be only of the same order as the one achieved
with the standard LARA system, as shown in section 4.3: it was heavily impaired by the
occurrence of strong fluorescence in the system, which led to a high shot noise level and
consequently a deteriorating signal-to-noise ratio, with the signal gain being practically
neutralized by the high noise values. In order to achieve the targeted sensitivity increase,
it is thus vital to minimize the influence of fluorescence contributions in the hollow
waveguide based Raman system while maintaining high Raman signals. This is the topic
of the present chapter.

A range of fluorescence-minimizing approaches were investigated, in particular modifica-
tions of the system setup in the form of rearrangement and replacement of fluorescent
optical components. The effect of each suggested approach on signal and noise, and hence
the signal-to-noise ratio, was determined experimentally; these investigations were per-
formed together with A. Off and are discussed in full detail in his Master’s thesis [Off15].
In addition, the influence of various measurement parameters on the sensitivity was
studied to optimize the system settings towards highest possible signal-to-noise ratios.

The chapter starts with an introduction to the topic of fluorescence production in
optical components in section 6.1. In section 6.2, general options to reduce the detected
fluorescence background are considered. In the following sections (6.3 – 6.6), concepts
as well as experimental testing and evaluation of approaches to minimize fluorescence
contributions from the various optical components in the hollow waveguide based Raman
system are presented; note that the contents of these sections were subject to a publication
by the author and co-workers in the journal “Sensors” [Rup15]. The optimization of
measurement parameters is the topic of section 6.7. Finally, the results of the various
investigations presented in this chapter are summarized in section 6.8.

6.1. Introduction: fluorescence in optical components

The term fluorescence denotes radiative transitions between the vibronic levels of an
excited electronic state and those of the electronic ground state [Hak06]. The basic
process is illustrated in the left panel of figure 6.1: in a system excited for instance by
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Figure 6.1.: Fluorescence in optical components. Left: Basic principle of fluores-
cence generation. The system is excited by absorption of incident light. It can release
parts of the excitation energy by (radiationless) vibrational relaxation, before de-exciting
via fluorescence light emission. Right: Fluorescence in a window exposed to 532 nm laser
light. Both pictures show the same window. In the right picture, an edge filter in front
of the camera was used to block the laser wavelength. By this means, the less intense red
fluorescence light generated along the laser beam path becomes visible.

incident laser light, fluorescence light is emitted spontaneously, with an energy which is
smaller than or equal to the energy of the absorbed photon. Since transitions can occur
between a multitude of different vibronic states, fluorescence is emitted over a broad
wavelength range. Note that for all excitation wavelengths in the visible range but very
long ones, this broadband fluorescence wavelength range coincides with the wavelengths
of the hydrogen Raman lines. Therefore, the fluorescence background is hard to eliminate
and contributes to the overall noise in a spectrum, as outlined in subsection 3.2.3.

In optical components in a Raman system, fluorescence arises due to absorption of a small
fraction of the incident laser beam in the optical material. While the bulk of the absorbed
light is transformed non-radiatively into phonons and generates heat, some is re-emitted
as fluorescence light. In optical glasses, e.g. fused silica (SiO2) glass, the main origins
of fluorescence are impurities and point defects such as color centers in the glass matrix
[Wey42, Mae96, Sch10]. In the right panel of figure 6.1, fluorescence in an optical window
due to 532 nm laser excitation is shown. As could be seen in figure 4.7, the intensity of
collected fluorescence light easily competes with or even surpasses the Raman intensity,
thus leading to non-negligible noise contributions. Possibilities for fluorescence reduction
in a Raman system are therefore discussed in the following section.

6.2. Minimizing the fluorescence in a hollow waveguide
based Raman system

In principle, there are several options to reduce the fluorescence of optical components:

• One possibility is to change the excitation laser wavelength. As discussed before in
section 3.3.4, the wavelengths of Raman lines and fluorescence light are separated
for excitation lasers in the middle to far UV region. This solution is not favored,
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though, due to practical considerations as well as budgetary constraints. Another
possibility is to shift the excitation laser into the near-IR wavelength region, where
many electronic excitations are not excited due to the lower excitation energy,
so that the fluorescence background is considerably weaker [McC05]. However,
due to the approximate ν̃4

i dependence of the Raman signal on the excitation
wavelength (cf. equation 3.39), this goes along with a non-negligible signal decrease:
for a 1064 nm DPSS laser, for instance, the signal decreases by a factor of 16, thus
seriously denting the sensitivity again.

• Another possibility is temperature quenching: higher temperatures increase molecu-
lar motion and collisions within the optical material, which provide an alternative
de-excitation channel to radiative transitions [Gui90]. A certain decrease of the
fluorescence background was indeed observed in the prototype measurements in
the first minutes after the system was exposed to high-power laser light. However,
going to high temperatures > 100 ◦C for more effective temperature quenching
would not only require extensive external heating of all fluorescent components in
the system – an approach which is complicated by the low thermal conductivity of
glass –, but also bear the risk of influencing the gas composition e.g. by enhanced
self-equilibration.

• A very effective possibility to decrease the fluorescence-related noise while maintain-
ing high Raman signals is to avoid fluorescence production within the line-of-sight
of the Raman light collection to the greatest possible extent. This can be achieved
by avoiding any contact between laser light and optical components, by placing
fluorescent components outside of the line-of-sight of the light collection, or by using
non-fluorescing components only. The investigation of such fluorescence reduction
measures is the main focus of this chapter.

In order to achieve the goal to avoid fluorescence production in a hollow waveguide
based Raman system as far as possible, it is necessary to take into account all optical
components in the prototype system contributing to the detected fluorescence background.
Contributions are expected from all glass-based components which are both exposed to
laser light and located within the line-of-sight of the collection optics, namely (according
to figure 4.1)

• the dichroic beam splitter,

• the window at the waveguide entrance,

• the back-reflecting mirror at the exit-end, and

• the hollow waveguide itself.

In the following, the investigation of a range of measures to avoid or minimize the detected
fluorescence contributions from these components is addressed, with a focus on their
replacement and/or rearrangement.

For the sake of simplicity, the systematic investigations undertaken here were not performed
in a closed gas system as the prototype setup, but in an open setup where Raman spectra
of ambient air were recorded. Care was taken that all described modifications are suitable
for later integration of the system in a closed gas loop for in situ measurements. Note that
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a SP2150i spectrometer (PI Acton) was used in these measurements instead of the SP500i
spectrometer employed in the prototype setup. The following settings were maintained
for all comparison measurements:

• The laser power was 1W.

• 50 acquisitions of 1 s each were averaged for noise reduction.

• The CCD detector was cooled to -73 ◦C.

• The 400 vertical CCD pixels were combined to 25 bins of 16 pixels each.

• Dark measurements were performed during the measurements with the laser turned
off to quantify thermal and read-out noise.

The acquired data were analyzed according to the procedure described in subsection 4.2.2.
The analysis settings are listed in appendix F.2.

6.3. Investigation of alternatives to the beam splitter

According to the product specifications, the dichroic beam splitter separating laser and
Raman light (LPD01-532RS, see table 4.1) reflects more than 98% of the incident 532 nm
laser beam, while 0.14% are transmitted [Sem16a]. This leaves up to 1.96% of the
incident light being absorbed within the fused silica substrate, corresponding to almost
20mW already for an incident laser power of 1W. Although not all of the absorbed light
is transformed into fluorescence light, the amount of fluorescence produced by several
milliwatts of 532 nm radiation is by no means negligible (cf. figure 6.1, right panel).
In addition, the beam splitter is located directly in the Raman light detection cone –
although not in its focus – , so that fluorescence contributions from this component are
rather efficiently collected and detected.

For this reason, alternatives to the standard beam splitter configuration were investigated
within the scope of this work. Note that this study was part of the Master’s thesis
of Andreas Off [Off15] and partly based on preliminary studies by H. Seitz-Moskaliuk
[Sei14]; both theses were supervised by the author within the frame of this PhD thesis.
This section follows closely the line of thought published by the author and co-workers
in [Rup15].

6.3.1. Alternative options for laser and Raman light separation

The dichroic beam splitter separates laser and Raman light by means of an optical coating,
sending the respective wavelength components into different directions. An alternative
to this approach would be direct spatial separation of the two light beams, which can
be achieved either (i) by a small pick-off mirror, or (ii) by a larger mirror with a central
hole, as illustrated in figure 6.2. In the former case, the laser beam is reflected into the
waveguide by the pick-off mirror, while the bulk of the back-scattered Raman light passes
around the small mirror and can be collected. A metal coating instead of a glass-based
dichroic coating as in the beam splitter case is applied for fluorescence reduction. In the
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(a) (b) (c)

towards
detector

towards
detector

Figure 6.2.: Options for laser and Raman light separation. The paths of laser
(green) and Raman light (red) when using (a) a dichroic beam splitter, (b) a pick-off mirror,
or (c) an off-axis parabolic mirror with central hole for light separation are shown.

mirror-with-hole approach, the laser beam enters the waveguide through a small hole in a
mirror, which reflects the back-scattered Raman-light in a 90◦ angle towards a side-arm
where the Raman light collection optics are placed. Fluorescence production is avoided in
this case as no direct contact between laser light and the mirror-with-hole occurs.

The drawback of the aforementioned alternatives is that a certain fraction of the Raman
light – more specifically the part which is directly back-scattered (scattering angles close
to 180◦) and which thus suffers the least losses due to reflections in the waveguide – is
lost for detection: it is either blocked by the laser pick-off mirror, or leaves the system
through the laser access hole. For this reason it is crucial that the dimensions of the
pick-off mirror or the hole are not larger than necessary with respect to the laser beam
size, and that the distance to the waveguide (which is limited by the focal length of the
collection lens) is as large as possible.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that in the beam splitter solution, the signal is reduced
both by reflection losses of the laser beam (∼ 2 %) and transmission losses of the Raman
light (∼ 4 % in the region of the Q1 lines of the hydrogen isotopologues) [Sem16a]. In
contrast, just one reflection occurs in case of the pick-off mirror (only laser reflection)
or mirror-with-hole solution (only Raman light reflection). By choosing the mirror/hole
dimensions appropriately, the total losses can be even lower for these solutions than for
the beam splitter. For instance, a hole of 2mm diameter in a 25.4mm mirror-with-hole
takes up less than 1% of the total mirror area, so that less light is lost due to the hole
in this configuration than due to Raman transmission through the beam splitter in the
original setup.
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6. Fluorescence-reducing measures and optimization of measurement parameters

6.3.2. Experimental setup

All three light separation options were compared experimentally with respect to their
fluorescence and signal properties. The following components were used for this investiga-
tion:

Pick-off mirror: A 2x2mm right-angle prism mirror with protected aluminum-coated
hypotenuse surface (PTK0203, Knight Optical) was used as the pick-off mirror. It was
inserted directly in front of the Raman light collection lens in a custom-made mount,
fitting the Thorlabs cage system for standard 25.4mm-optics. The mount is shown in
figure 6.3: the prism mirror was attached to the end of a thin metal sheet of 0.5mm
thickness, reaching from top into the center of the mount with the thin side facing the
waveguide exit. By this means, only a minimal amount of the Raman light was blocked
by the metal holder.

Off-axis mirror-with-hole: In the mirror-with-hole configuration (see figure 6.2 (c)),
an off-axis parabolic mirror based on an aluminum substrate and coated with protected
silver was used (MPD249H-P01, Thorlabs). It exhibited an on-axis through-hole of 2mm
diameter (custom-dimension) at a total mirror diameter of 50.8mm. The reflective focal
length was 101.6mm. The mirror-with-hole is shown in figure 6.4.

Measurement setup: The general optical setup up to the beam splitter as well as the
collection optics were the same as in the prototype measurements (see subsection 4.1.1
and figure 4.1). For the comparison measurements, the beam splitter was subsequently
replaced by (i) the pick-off mirror and (ii) the mirror-with-hole. In the latter case,
the collimating lens was left away since the parabolic mirror-with-hole itself served as
collimator. Note that because of the size of this off-the-shelf mirror, the lens imaging the
Raman light onto the fiber bundle had to be changed to the same diameter (D = 50.8mm)
to capture the full illuminated area of the mirror-with-hole; its focal length (f = 75mm)
was selected so that the maximum light collection solid angle of the system did not

2 mm

2 mm

towards waveguide

Figure 6.3.: Pick-off mirror mount. The laser beam is directed onto the pick-off mirror
surface through an opening in the mount.
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Figure 6.4.: Off-axis parabolic mirror-with-hole. The mirror is mounted in a cage
system to provide optimal alignment with the lens focusing the Raman light onto the fiber
bundle (towards the left side of the picture, not shown here). Picture taken by A. Off.

change significantly from the standard 25.4mm-optic setups used for the beam splitter
and pick-off mirror measurements.

In order to minimize fluorescence contributions from components other than the one
separating laser and Raman light, the cell entrance window and the back-reflecting mirror
were not included in the setup used for this investigation. In addition, a 200mm long
silver tube of 4.5mm inner diameter was used instead of the glass-based hollow waveguide.
Due to the overly large diameter of the tube, the laser beam did not come in contact
with the tube walls, and thus no fluorescence from the waveguide was expected. These
measures allow one to compare only the influence of the beam splitter and its alternatives
on background and shot noise. Note that while this large-diameter tube guarantees
minimal fluorescence generation, at the same time it comes at the expense of decreased
Raman collection efficiency, due to the severe solid-angle mismatch between the opening
of the light-guiding tube and the fiber bundle diameter.

6.3.3. Results and discussion

The results from the comparison measurement between the beam splitter and its alterna-
tives are listed in table 6.1. The tabulated data reveal the following:

Pick-off mirror: With respect to fluorescence, it is noticeable that the noise level did
not decrease when using a pick-off mirror instead of a beam splitter. This is explained
by the fact that fluorescence was still generated in this configuration; the measurements
revealed that laser stray light could easily interact with both the glass substrate of the
mirror and the collection lens right behind the mirror. In addition, the data show that
a considerable fraction of the total signal was lost in comparison to the beam splitter
configuration. This can be partly attributed to the comparatively low reflectance of the
aluminum coating of only about 90% [Kni16], as well as to Raman light being blocked by
the mirror itself and its mount, which shade about 3% of the lens area. Nevertheless,
the signal loss of about 30% is higher than could be expected by these effects only. In
this context, it should be noted that mirror positioning and optical alignment were quite
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Table 6.1.: Comparison of beam splitter, pick-off mirror and mirror-with-hole
with respect to their influence on signal (S), noise (N) and signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR).

S (103 counts) N (counts) SNR (103)

Beam splitter 98.7 ± 1.0 5.8 ± 0.7 17.0 ± 2.2
Pick-off mirror 70.7 ± 0.7 7.2 ± 0.9 9.8 ± 1.2
Mirror-with-hole 98.8 ± 1.0 2.8 ± 0.4 35.3 ± 4.5
Dark measurement — 2.6 ± 0.3 —

challenging in this configuration due to the tiny size of the mirror. For this reason, parts
of the signal loss are in all likelihood due to misalignment of the laser beam path relative
to the Raman collection cone.

Accordingly, the signal-to-noise ratio achieved using a pick-off mirror is comparatively
low. All in all, this solution cannot be considered a viable alternative to the standard
beam splitter configuration.

Mirror-with-hole: For the metal-based mirror-with-hole, in contrast, the achieved
SNR could be approximately doubled compared to the original setup. This is primarily
due to the considerable background decrease: the noise level diminished practically to
the level of a dark spectrum, i.e. the thermal and read-out noise from the detector.

The above findings demonstrate that fluorescence contributions from the wavelength-
separating element can be eliminated nearly completely if direct contact with the laser
beam is avoided, and if a full-metal component is used instead of glass-substrate optics
to diminish the influence of laser stray light. In addition, the signal reached levels which
were comparable to those achieved using the dichroic beam splitter, due to its highly
reflective protected silver surface (R > 98 % in the region of the Q1 lines of the hydrogen
isotopologues [Tho14b]) and only little (sub-percent) loss of Raman light through the
hole.

For all these reasons, the use of a mirror-with-hole instead of a standard dichroic beam
splitter is strongly recommended in hollow waveguide based Raman setups.

6.4. Investigation of a reduction of the cell window
fluorescence

As described in subsection 4.1.1, fluorescence production in the window through which
the laser beam enters the gas system was already minimized in the prototype system by
an appropriate choice of window thickness and material according to the investigations
described in [Jam15]. Nevertheless, as the window is not only exposed to the full laser
beam, but also located very close to the waveguide end (in about 6mm distance) and thus
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to the focus of the collection optics, the remaining amount of fluorescence light produced
in the window is very efficiently collected. For this reason, a noticeable amount of the
total detected fluorescence background originates from the window.

In contrast to the beam splitter discussed above, it is not possible to avoid contact between
laser beam and window, or to replace the window by a non-fluorescing metal alternative:
a window is indispensable for the laser to enter the gas system containing the tritiated
sample gas in a closed Raman system. Since fluorescence is thus inevitably produced, a
background reduction has to rely on minimizing the amount of fluorescence light which
reaches the detector. A possible rearrangement of optical components to achieve this
goal will be discussed in the following. It was investigated within the Master’s thesis of
Andreas Off supervised by the author [Off15]. Note that this section follows closely the
reasoning published by the author and co-workers in [Rup15].

6.4.1. Rearrangement of the optical configuration at the waveguide
front end

If a mirror-with-hole is used instead of the beam splitter, as proposed in section 6.3 above,
another window configuration is possible. It was shown in the previous chapter that a
protected silver coating can be employed in a tritium atmosphere without being damaged.
In contrast to the dielectric-coated beam splitter, the mirror-with-hole can thus be placed
inside the gas system. The resulting new window configuration is shown in figure 6.5:
laser and Raman light enter/exit the system through two separate windows in this case.
This has two advantages with respect to fluorescence: first, the window through which
the laser beam enters the system is placed directly in front of the mirror-with-hole, so
that the generated fluorescence is almost completely blocked from the line-of-sight of the
Raman light collection. Second, the window through which the Raman light exits the gas
system is not exposed to laser light at all.

(a) (b)

towards
detector

Laser & Raman
window

Laser 
window

Raman
window

Gas enclosure

Figure 6.5.: Cell window configurations at the waveguide front end. (a) Original
configuration. (b) New configuration.
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6.4.2. Experimental setup

In order to compare the two configurations shown in figure 6.5, once again a silver tube
with an inner diameter of 4.5mm was used as the waveguide, and the back-reflecting
mirror was removed, as described in subsection 6.3.2. In addition, the aforementioned
mirror-with-hole configuration was implemented instead of the beam splitter. The fused
silica laser window was anti-reflection coated for both laser and Raman wavelengths
(Thorlabs WG41050-A, thickness d = 5mm, coating BBAR = 350 – 700 nm). In the
measurement corresponding to the original configuration, it was placed 11mm in front of
the waveguide, corresponding to the distance of the window in the prototype setup. In
the test of the new configuration, it was placed directly in front of the mirror-with-hole.

6.4.3. Results and discussion

The comparison between the old front-window position, i.e. directly in front of the
waveguide, and the revised position, where the laser window is placed before the mirror-
with-hole, is shown in table 6.2. While the signal amplitude is comparable for the two
configurations, the noise differs considerably: for the new configuration, it is now at the
level of the dark measurement. This leads to a vast improvement by almost a full order of
magnitude of the signal-to-noise ratio. For this reason, the suggested and tested window
repositioning is an important step towards a fluorescence-free hollow waveguide based
Raman system.

6.5. Investigation of a reduction of the mirror fluorescence

The back-reflecting mirror at the waveguide end consists of a dielectric-coated glass
substrate. Despite its excellent reflectance of 99.6% at 532 nm [Tho14b], few milliwatts
of laser light are absorbed by the mirror material. Since the mirror is located directly
behind the waveguide rear end, in a distance of only about 0.2mm due to the protective
cap, a large fraction of the resulting fluorescence is coupled into the waveguide, guided to
its front exit and collected.

Table 6.2.: Influence of the front cell window configuration on the fluorescence
background. Configurations (a) and (b) refer to figure 6.5. Note that the tabulated
results are not directly comparable to the ones of table 6.1 due to the altered experimental
setup.

S (103 counts) N (counts) SNR (103)

Original configuration (a) 97.8 ± 1.0 27.9 ± 3.6 3.5 ± 0.5
New configuration (b) 93.3 ± 0.9 2.8 ± 0.4 33.3 ± 4.3
Dark measurement — 2.7 ± 0.3 —
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In addition, it was discussed in subsection 4.4.3 that proper alignment of the system
is difficult with the back-reflecting mirror inserted, since the transmitted beam cannot
be observed in this case. For these reasons, a different configuration of optics at the
rear end of the waveguide is discussed in the following. The configuration was proposed
by A. Off [Off15] and tested experimentally within the scope of the present work. Note
that this section follows closely the reasoning published by the author and co-workers
in [Rup15].

6.5.1. Rearrangement of the optical configuration at the waveguide
rear end

The first step in a rearrangement of optics at the waveguide rear end is to replace the
back-reflecting mirror integrated into the system by a window through which the laser
beam can leave the system at the waveguide rear end. By this means, alignment of the
laser beam traversing the waveguide is much facilitated, while back-reflection of the beam
is still possible using an external mirror in some distance behind the window.

However, the issue of fluorescence generated in optical components at the waveguide
rear end and coupled into the waveguide persists. In addition, one disadvantage of
the mirror-with-hole configuration arises when the laser is back-reflected through the
waveguide: a divergent beam is not fully coupled back out of the system through the
central hole, but partly reflected by the mirror-with-hole into the Raman exit window,
where it generates fluorescence directly in the line-of-sight of the detector. For these
reasons, the following configuration is suggested, which is illustrated in figure 6.6.

• If back-reflection of the laser beam is desired, a concave mirror should be employed
instead of a flat one to be able to refocus the beam through the hole in the
mirror-with-hole.

Gas 
enclosure

Window 
reflection

Tilted 
window

Back-reflecting mirror /
beam dumpTransmitted

beam

Figure 6.6.: New optical configuration at the waveguide rear end. Light reflected
from the rear window is coupled out of the system through another window. Second-order
back-reflections from this window are negligible. The bulk of the laser beam transmitted
through the waveguide is either back-reflected and refocused by a concave mirror, or
absorbed in a beam dump.
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• In order to account for (divergent) back-reflections from the rear cell window,
the window should be tilted with respect to the laser beam axis, thus preventing
window reflections from being coupled back into the waveguide and reflected into
the Raman exit window. Any anti-reflection coating of the tilted rear window has to
be suitable for non-perpendicular incidence to avoid further fluorescence production;
alternatively, an uncoated window can be used.

• The detection of fluorescence generated in the rear cell window can be reduced
by allowing for a larger distance between waveguide end and window, i.e. several
centimeters instead of a sub-millimeter distance only. Optionally, an additional
aperture located behind the waveguide exit can block some fluorescence; care has
to be taken that it is large enough to let the laser pass through unimpeded.

6.5.2. Experimental setup

In order to test the light return from a window at the exit end of the waveguide, a thin,
uncoated fused silica window (Thorlabs WG41010, thickness d = 1mm) was placed at
a distance of 30mm behind the exit of the waveguide; the large-diameter silver tube
was used as the waveguide again. Starting at perpendicular laser beam incidence, the
window was tilted in steps of 5◦ with respect to the laser beam axis. In addition, a
measurement without the rear window was made to provide a “base-line” value, free of
any back-scattering. Again, the mirror-with-hole configuration was used instead of the
beam splitter. The laser beam was absorbed in a beam dump behind the tilted window; a
possible back-reflection of the beam by a concave mirror is investigated in subsection 6.7.2
further below.

6.5.3. Results and discussion

The results of the rear window tilt measurements are collated in table 6.3. Here, the
measurement at a tilting angle of 45◦ was chosen as an example, since the results for all
tilting angles were very similar, most of them within the uncertainty of the measurement.

As expected, the fluorescence background and hence the noise is higher for the perpendi-
cular window compared to the tilted one and the no-window configuration. It should be

Table 6.3.: Influence of the rear cell window configuration on the fluorescence
background.

S (103 counts) N (counts) SNR (103)

Perpendicular laser incidence 99.7 ± 1.0 8.7 ± 1.1 11.5 ± 1.5
Window tilted by 45° to beam 94.4 ± 0.9 3.5 ± 0.5 27.0 ± 3.5
No window 95.2 ± 1.0 2.8 ± 0.4 34.0 ± 4.4
Dark measurement — 3.1 ± 0.4 —
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noted that the signal is also slightly higher for the perpendicular window; this is due to
the Raman contribution of the reflected laser beam instigating an additional amount of
Raman light. However, this small signal gain does by far not outweigh the higher noise,
so that the signal-to-noise ratio is less than half the value achieved with a tilted window.
Overall, it is evident from the measurements that the noise level can be decreased almost
to the level of a dark measurement by avoiding back-reflections from the window.

It should be noted that a small amount of background still remains due to fluorescence
light originating from components behind the waveguide, in particular the window. In the
measurements reported here, it was placed 30mm behind the waveguide exit. In another
test measurement, full elimination of detected background light could be achieved when
the distance of the tilted window from the waveguide end was at least 60mm.

6.6. Investigation of an alternative waveguide configuration

As was detailed in subsection 4.1.1, the hollow waveguide used in the prototype setup
consists of a glass substrate which is internally lined with a 200 nm thick layer of
unprotected silver. The inner diameter of the waveguide is 1mm. In order to prevent
laser light from entering the waveguide glass substrate at its end faces and fluorescence
light from leaving the waveguide towards the detector, steel caps with a central aperture
of 0.8mm diameter were installed at both ends of the waveguide in the prototype setup
(cf. figures 4.1 and 4.2). Despite this measure, non-negligible fluorescence contributions
from the waveguide were observed even for optimal laser alignment; possible reasons for
this will be discussed in the following subsection.

As already highlighted in the previous chapters, apart from this fluorescence background
additional issues connected to the waveguide arise which make it necessary to change
the current configuration. In particular, the durability test described in section 5.1 has
shown that unprotected silver degrades under tritium influence, so that the current
waveguide cannot be expected to maintain its good transmission properties in long-
term measurements of tritiated gases. Also, the waveguide is prone to damage – both
mechanical and laser-induced, as related in subsection 4.4.2 – and very sensitive to small
misalignments of the laser beam (see subsection 4.4.3).

For these reasons, an altered waveguide configuration was investigated in the scope
of this work. The general idea is described in subsection 6.6.2; it is partly based on
preliminary studies from the Master’s thesis of H. Seitz-Moskaliuk [Sei14]. Afterwards,
the experimental setup and results of a test of the new waveguide are presented. The
experimental test was conducted within the framework of the Master’s thesis of Andreas
Off supervised by the author [Off15].

6.6.1. Fluorescence from the glass-based hollow waveguide

In a first step, possible reasons for fluorescence originating from the waveguide are
discussed. Although the waveguide substrate consists of glass and is thus prone to
fluorescence generation when in contact with laser light, the inner silver lining as well as
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(a) (b)

(c)

Laser
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Figure 6.7.: Possible reasons for observed waveguide fluorescence. (a) Light leak-
ing through the silver layer. (b) Diffuse scattering of laser and Raman light. (c) Fluorescence
generation due to laser-wall interactions.

the steel caps at the waveguide end faces should prevent laser light from entering and
fluorescence light from leaving towards the detector.

One possibility why fluorescence is still observed is light leaking through the silver lining
(see figure 6.7 (a)). However, for 532 nm laser light, the skin depth in silver is only about
12 nm and thus much smaller than the silver layer thickness of 200 nm.1 According to
Beer’s law [Dem13], only a fraction of about 10−7 of the incident light is transmitted
through the 200 nm thick layer into the glass substrate in case of normal incidence; even
less light is transmitted here considering the shallow angle of incidence of the almost
parallel laser beam. It seems thus very unlikely that the observed fluorescence is due to
laser light leaking into the glass substrate through the silver layer, much less – taking into
account the considerably lower intensity of fluorescence light produced in the substrate –
that fluorescence light from the substrate should leak back into the waveguide.

Another possibility is diffusely scattered light in the system (figure 6.7 (b)). A small
fraction of the incident laser light is distributed throughout the system by Rayleigh
scattering and diffuse scattering (e.g. due to wings of the incident beam hitting the outer
cap surface) as well as by subsequent reflections within the stainless steel enclosure of
the gas system. For this reason, light of the laser wavelength can enter the waveguide
substrate through its (uncoated) outer surface and generate fluorescence there. As this
fluorescence light is also distributed within the system by diffuse scattering, some of it
can be detected despite the fluorescence-blocking caps at the waveguide ends.

However, waveguide-related fluorescence was observed even for waveguides tested outside
of the gas system in open air (though still with protective caps), which leaves fewer
possibilities for the distribution of diffusely scattered light. A certain fraction of the
observed background light can thus be assumed to originate directly from the waveguide
interior (figure 6.7 (c)). In contrast to fluorescence from the glass substrate, fluorescence

1The skin depth is calculated as ds = λ/(4πk) [Dem13]. For silver, the imaginary part of the refractive
index at 532 nm is k = 3.4215 [Bab15], so that ds = 532 nm/(4π · 3.4215) = 12.4nm.
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generated directly in the waveguide would be very efficiently collected together with the
Raman light. For this reason, it has to be assumed that some background contributions
trace back to the silver-lined inner surface of the waveguide itself, e.g. due to impurities
in or on the material. The reaction of the silver surface to laser exposure could not be
directly observed because of the small diameter. However, emission of light in the orange
to red wavelength range could be observed when directing a high-power laser beam (in
the watt range) onto different metal surfaces, indicating that some background light is
generated by metal surfaces as well, although to a lesser extent than in case of glasses.

In order to minimize fluorescence contributions from the waveguide, measures against
background light both from the substrate and the interior of the waveguide have to be
considered. Alterations to the current configuration, which in addition address the other
waveguide-related issues mentioned above, are proposed in the following subsection.

6.6.2. Alterations to the waveguide configuration

The following alterations with regard to the waveguide configuration are proposed:

1. Gold instead of silver lining: According to the durability test (section 5.1),
silver degrades when exposed to tritium, while gold, aluminum and copper maintain
their reflectance. The current silver lining should thus be exchanged by one of these
materials. The favored material is gold: it provides not only a good reflectance
in the wavelength region of the Raman lines of interest (cf. figure 5.1), but is
frequently used in tritium systems due to its chemical inertness and low tritium
adsorption [Bab14].

2. Larger inner diameter: To increase the waveguide diameter and thus minimize
interactions between the laser beam and the inner waveguide walls has several
advantages:

– Fluorescence produced in such interactions is minimized.

– Strong laser attenuation in the waveguide due to the comparatively low re-
flectance of gold at the laser wavelength is avoided. At the same time, Raman
attenuation is also reduced as light is reflected less often in a waveguide with
a larger inner diameter.

– High laser densities at the waveguide surface, which could lead to damage, are
avoided.

– The system becomes less sensitive to small beam misalignments (e.g. if the
beam is not strictly parallel to the waveguide).

– In addition, a larger inner diameter improves the gas flow through the wave-
guide.

On the downside, a lower fraction of the Raman light leaving the waveguide can
be collected in case of a larger-diameter waveguide due to its increased étendue
(cf. subsection 3.4.1). The optimal choice of waveguide diameter will therefore be
discussed in detail in subsection 6.7.1. Note that a reduction of the laser beam
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diameter is in principle also possible to minimize interactions between the laser
beam and the inner waveguide walls; however, in general this goes along with a
larger beam divergence, which as a consequence leads again to laser interaction with
the wall when long waveguides are used.

3. Full-metal instead of glass-based waveguide: Fluorescence potentially pro-
duced in the waveguide glass substrate can be avoided by using a full-metal waveguide
instead. In addition, this greatly improves the mechanical stability of the waveguide.

With respect to the last item, it has to be mentioned that metal waveguides have been
traditionally used to a much lesser degree than glass-based ones. The latter profit from the
intrinsically smooth surface of glass, while the achievable reflectance of metal waveguides
is usually limited by their rougher inner surface and the difficulties to accomplish a
sufficiently good internal polish in long tubes with a small inner diameter. Consequently,
the use of full-metal waveguides was long restricted to either very large diameters –
Eaglesfield considers the use of a silver-lined steel pipe with 25.4mm inner diameter as
an optical pipeline [Eag62] – or very short waveguides: by using mechanical polishing,
Vessieres et al. produced a gold-coated light pipe of 1mm inner diameter, but with a
total length of only 20mm [Ves90]. Seitz-Moskaliuk tested the possibility to assemble a
full-metal waveguide from separately polished metal plates, with a groove acting as the
waveguide in one plate and the other plate serving as the lid [Sei14]. However, signal
losses due to light leaking into the slit between the plates were too high for this approach
to be competitive to other waveguides.

In order to obtain metal tubes which (i) are long, (ii) have a small inner diameter in the
few-millimeter range and (iii) provide a highly reflective inner surface at the same time,
an alternative to conventional polishing techniques is thus employed in the frame of this
work: electroforming. In this technique, articles are produced by electro-deposition on a
mandrel, which is subsequently removed [AST13]. A highly polished mandrel leads to a
very smooth surface of the deposit. For this reason, a highly reflective waveguide with
inner gold lining can be obtained by electroplating a long, cylindrical mandrel with a
small diameter and highly polished surface with gold, followed by deposition of a thicker
nickel layer for mechanical stability, before the mandrel is removed [Ove14].

6.6.3. Experimental setup

The new waveguides tested in the scope of this work are so-called “Light Pipes” manu-
factured by Epner Technology Inc. [Epn14b] by electroforming as described above. The
substrate consists of pure nickel, the hard gold coating (“Laser Gold”) is made of 99.99%
purity gold [Epn14a]. In order to test the influence of material and diameter on the
measured fluorescence background and the Raman signal, four sample waveguides of
200mm length each were compared:

• a glass-based, silver-lined waveguide with an inner diameter of ID = 1mm, i.e. the
same type as used in the prototype measurements;

• a gold-coated, full-metal Light Pipe with ID = 1mm for direct comparison to the
glass-based, silver-coated waveguide;
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6.6. Investigation of an alternative waveguide configuration

• another Light Pipe with a larger inner diameter of ID = 2mm; and

• an unpolished silver tube with ID = 4.5mm to test an even larger diameter.2

For completeness, a 180◦ Raman measurement was also taken without any waveguide
inserted, to ascertain a fluorescence-free base line. In the Raman setup used for the
comparison, the mirror-with-hole configuration was again implemented instead of the
beam splitter, and the front cell-window and back-reflecting mirror were not installed
to probe exclusively fluorescence originating from the waveguides. All waveguides were
inserted into a groove fitting their outer diameter to ensure their straightness. Instead of
steel caps as used in the prototype setup, an x-y adjustable 0.8mm pinhole was placed in
front of the glass waveguide to prevent laser light from entering the glass walls directly
and fluorescence light from exiting.

6.6.4. Results and discussion

The results of the comparison between the different waveguides are shown in table 6.4.
Several points are noteworthy regarding the fluorescence-related background noise:

First of all, it becomes clear that a non-negligible background is produced even when
full-metal waveguides are employed. For comparison, the background curves obtained
with the 1mm Light Pipe (LP1) and the glass-based waveguide are shown in figure 6.8.
Both the observed background in the spectrum of the full-metal waveguide and the
absence of SiO2 Raman peaks in the spectrum of the glass-based waveguide indicate that
the glass substrate is not the main origin of fluorescence related to a waveguide, but
interactions between laser light and the metal inner waveguide walls play a major role.
Regardless of this, the background is reduced by more than a factor of two when replacing
the glass-based waveguide with a Light Pipe of the same diameter. Assuming that the
substrate does not have a major influence, possible reasons for this are the different inner
surface materials (silver vs. gold) themselves, or less or different impurities in/on the
Light Pipe lining. Note that subsequent cleaning of both waveguides types with ethanol
did not lead to any change of either signal or noise.

The second important observation related to the data in table 6.4 is the clear influence of
the waveguide diameter on the measured noise: the larger the diameter, the lower the
noise. For the large-diameter silver tube, in which practically no interaction between laser
and tube wall occurs, the noise level even approaches the level of a dark or ‘no-waveguide’
measurement. Fluorescence can thus be successfully avoided by choosing a large enough
waveguide diameter.

On the other hand, as expected, the measured signal drops as well with increased waveguide
diameter since a smaller fraction of the Raman light can be imaged onto / coupled into
the light collection fiber bundle. This will be discussed in detail in subsection 6.7.1.
In addition, the signal is reduced in the 1mm Light Pipe compared to the glass-based
waveguide due to the lower reflectance of gold compared to silver at the laser wavelength
(cf. figure 5.1). Nevertheless, the overall signal loss of about 45% when changing from

2A silver tube was chosen since a third Light Pipe was not available due to budgetary constraints, while
large-diameter glass waveguides (ID > 3mm) could not be delivered without being damaged.
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6. Fluorescence-reducing measures and optimization of measurement parameters

Table 6.4.: Performance of different waveguide types with different inner dia-
meters (ID).

ID (mm) S (103 counts) N (counts) SNR (103)

Glass-based waveguide 1.0 317.6 ± 3.2 26.2 ± 3.4 12.1 ± 1.6
Light Pipe LP1 1.0 235.9 ± 2.4 10.9 ± 1.4 21.6 ± 2.8
Light Pipe LP2 2.0 178.2 ± 1.8 4.7 ± 0.6 37.9 ± 4.9
Silver tube 4.5 98.6 ± 1.0 3.1 ± 0.4 32.0 ± 4.1
No waveguide — 33.4 ± 0.34 2.8 ± 0.4 11.9 ± 1.6
Dark measurement — — 2.7 ± 0.3 —
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Figure 6.8.: Fluorescence background from glass-based waveguide and Light
Pipe. The respective spectra of air are shown. The Q1 branches of nitrogen and oxygen
as well as the peaks corresponding to CO2 (Fermi-diad, ν1 symmetric stretch and 2ν2
bending overtone) and H2O (ν1 symmetric stretch) are labeled. No Raman peaks of SiO2
(i.e. fused silica glass) are visible in the spectrum of the glass-based waveguide; these would
be expected at several positions in the highlighted Raman shift region below 1200 cm−1

according to Walrafen and Krishnan [Wal82].
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the standard 1mm glass waveguide to the 2mm Light Pipe is more than compensated
for by a noise reduction of > 80%. As a consequence, this leads to an overall sensitivity
improvement by more than a factor of three.

Considering this improvement and the various additional advantages of the alteration of
the waveguide configuration discussed in subsection 6.6.2 – namely tritium compatibility,
lower susceptibility to mechanical and laser damage, better alignment stability and
improved gas flow –, turning away from standard glass-based waveguides with small
diameters, as usually employed in the literature, to larger-diameter all-metal waveguides
is highly recommendable for Raman gas sensing applications. The choice of suitable
waveguide parameters for the final hollow waveguide based Raman system, i.e. the exact
length and diameter, is discussed in the following section.

6.7. Optimization of measurement parameters

Apart from implementing the various fluorescence-reducing measures discussed above,
several parameters of the new hollow waveguide based Raman system have to be op-
timized in order to achieve the highest possible sensitivity. First of all, this concerns
length and diameter of the waveguide, which are discussed in the following subsection.
Subsection 6.7.2 focuses on the question if the double-pass configuration of the prototype
setup, in which a mirror behind the waveguide reflects the laser beam back to achieve a
higher power density in the waveguide, is still advantageous over a single-pass solution
in the new setup. Finally, the influence of acquisition parameters on the sensitivity is
investigated in subsection 6.7.3 to identify the optimal measurement settings.

6.7.1. Optimization of waveguide parameters

As outlined in section 3.4, the measured Raman signal in a hollow waveguide based Raman
system depends on a range of parameters such as the reflectance of the inner surface, the
length and the diameter of the waveguide. The reflectance is fixed by the choice of a
gold-lined Light Pipe with very smooth inner surface. With respect to waveguide length
and diameter, model calculations of their respective influence on the measured signal
have been performed within the scope of this work. Parts of the results are used in the
following; the detailed calculations can be found in Appendix I.

Waveguide length: It was shown in the previous section that interactions between the
laser beam and the inner waveguide walls should be avoided as far as possible in order to
minimize the background noise. In that case, laser attenuation is reduced practically to
zero, so that the intensity at the waveguide exit is determined by Raman light attenuation
only. For this reason, the Raman intensity can be maximized by making the waveguide
as long as possible: increasing the waveguide length always leads to an (ever smaller)
additional Raman contribution from the additional waveguide segment and a gradual
saturation of the intensity curve. The scattering geometry is thus basically the backward
Raman case shown in figure 3.9 and discussed in section 3.4, even if a back-reflecting
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Figure 6.9.: Dependence of the relative Raman signal on the waveguide length
for large-diameter waveguides. The curves were calculated based on equation I.10 for
nitrogen in a gold-coated waveguide. See appendix I for details.

mirror is employed.3 The theoretically calculated length dependence of the measured
Raman signal for large-diameter waveguides is shown in figure 6.9: attenuation is so low
that the signal does not saturate even for a waveguide length of up to two meters. In
practice, however, space restrictions in the glove boxes housing the Inner Loop limit the
waveguide length to about 800mm.4 This maximum length should thus be used in the
final hollow waveguide system in order to achieve highest possible Raman signals.

Waveguide diameter: According to equation 3.33, two different factors related to the
waveguide geometry have to be taken into account when considering the measured Raman
signal: the total intensity of the Raman light generated in the waveguide and the light
collection properties, which determine the fraction of generated Raman light which is
actually detected. Both factors are related to the waveguide diameter. On the one hand,
the attenuation decreases for larger diameters due to the lower number of reflections in
the waveguide, which leads to a higher Raman intensity at the waveguide exit. On the
other hand, a lower fraction of the total emitted light can be imaged onto the collection
fiber bundle in case of a larger waveguide diameter. The model calculations (appendix I)
show that the latter effect dominates, so that a diameter increase results in a lower signal,
as shown in figure 6.10. This is also reflected in the signal values shown in table 6.4 above
for waveguides of different diameters.

Nevertheless, the results discussed in the previous section demonstrated that the waveguide
diameter should not be chosen too small despite the higher signal, since background

3According to figure 3.9 and the corresponding equations discussed in section 3.4, there is an optimum
cell length when a back-reflecting mirror is used in a backward scattering configuration. Due to the
missing laser attenuation in the case discussed here, however, the mirror just leads to an approximately
doubled signal in this case, but does not affect the general relation between cell length and relative
Raman signal.

4For the same reason, i.e. space restrictions, the off-the-shelf mirror with hole with a focal length of
101.6mm and a diameter of 50.8mm is replaced by a custom-made one with dimensions reduced by a
factor of 2, i.e. f = 50.8mm and D = 25.4mm. The hole diameter remains at 2mm.
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Figure 6.10.: Dependence of the relative Raman signal on the waveguide dia-
meter. Note that the underlying calculations of light attenuation in the waveguide are
based on literature reflectance values (see appendix I for details). Measured attenuations
have been found to be higher than the theoretical values, leading to lower absolute signals
than calculated. This is probably due to the imperfect smoothness of real waveguide inner
surfaces. As small-diameter waveguides are affected more strongly by higher attenuations,
realistic curves of the relative signal can be assumed to decline more slowly with increasing
diameter than the ones shown here.

noise rises as well in small-diameter waveguides: the noise reduction connected to a
larger diameter outweighs the signal loss up to a certain point when calculating the
signal-to-noise ratio. At some stage, however, a further diameter increase will not cause a
significant noise decrease any longer, while the signal will still become lower and approach
the limit of the “no waveguide” measurement, so that the overall sensitivity will decrease
again. This tendency is already observed in the 4.5mm silver tube measurement shown
in table 6.4 above. For this reason, the diameter should be just as large as necessary for
fluorescence avoidance.

Based on the measurements presented in the last section, where a certain fluorescence
background was still observed in the 2mm Light Pipe, it can be assumed that background
production is related to the laser beam being not perfectly centered and parallel to the
waveguide: the maximum 1/e2 laser beam diameter5 is Dmax ≈ 0.6mm, so that just a
negligible fraction of the total laser intensity in the wings of the Gaussian beam,

Iwing
Itot

= e
−2·
(

DWG
Dmax

)2

= e−2·( 2
0.6 )2

≈ 10−10 , (6.1)

would interact with the walls of the waveguide with inner diameter DWG = 2mm in
case of a strictly parallel and centered beam. Also, an angle of only 0.6◦ between laser
beam and waveguide is sufficient to let the full 1W beam collide with the waveguide wall
at least once in a 2mm waveguide. Such minor alignment inaccuracies cannot be fully
avoided despite using micrometer screws. Therefore, a certain safety margin between laser
and waveguide diameter has to be allowed for when choosing the waveguide diameter.

5The 1/e2 diameter of a Gaussian beam in a distance z from the beam waist (radius) w0 = λz0/π

= λf/(πrLaser) is given by D = 2w(z) = 2w0 ·
√

1 + (z/z0)2 = w0 ·
√

1 + (zλ/πw2
0)2 [Mes15].
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Based on this consideration, a 3mm diameter is suggested for the 800mm long final
waveguide. The laser beam exiting the laser-guiding PCF (cf. section 5.2) is collimated
to a diameter of 1mm, and focused into the waveguide by a 750mm lens. With the focal
point located in the center of the waveguide, the beam reaches its maximum diameter at
both waveguide ends, at a distance of 400mm from the beam waist. At this distance,
the beam has a diameter of about 0.74mm, i.e. 24.6% of the waveguide diameter for a
3mm Light Pipe; this is larger than in the case of the 2mm Light Pipe (30%) to provide
a larger safety margin. In preliminary measurements with aluminum waveguides, the
background was consequently reduced practically to the level of a dark measurement for a
3mm diameter, while a 2.5mm diameter was not yet sufficient to suppress all fluorescence
production. Note that according to the theoretical data shown in figure 6.10, increasing
the waveguide diameter from 2mm to 3mm in a 800mm long Light Pipe leads to a signal
loss of less than ca. 30%, while the measurement data from table 6.4 indicate that a noise
reduction by more than 40% is possible.

6.7.2. Single-pass vs. double-pass configuration

In the original prototype setup, a mirror at the rear end of the waveguide was used to
reflect the laser back through the waveguide (“double-pass configuration”) to achieve
approximately doubled signals compared to a single-pass setup. The returning beam
was decoupled from the backward scattered Raman light by the dichroic beam splitter,
following the initial laser beam path (cf. figure 6.2) in inverse direction. In principle,
such a double-pass configuration is also possible in the new setup comprising the various
alteration discussed in the previous sections. However, since the beam splitter is exchanged
by a mirror-with-hole, care has to be taken that the back-reflected laser beam is well
focused and aligned to leave the system through the small hole in the mirror-with-hole:
any laser light hitting the surface of the mirror-with-hole would be reflected into the
Raman window (see figure 6.5) and produce fluorescence background. For this reason, a
concave mirror should be used as the back-reflecting mirror.

The double-pass mode was tested with the new 800mm long Light Pipe in the fluorescence-
reduced setup. All windows were installed as described in the sections 6.4 and 6.5. The
collection optics comprised the f = 50.8mm mirror-with-hole as well as a f = 50mm lens
to focus the collected light into the fiber bundle leading to the spectrometer. The laser
beam was focused by a f = 750mm lens into the waveguide, with the focal point located
in the middle of the waveguide (i.e. in a distance of L/2 = 400mm from the waveguide
end). A dielectric-coated, concave mirror with f = 500mm (CM750-500-E02, Thorlabs)
was placed in a distance of d = 425mm behind the waveguide rear end to refocus the
laser beam approximately at the position of the mirror with hole.6

The double-pass configuration was directly compared to a single-pass one, in which the
concave mirror was replaced by a beam dump. The results of both measurements are
listed in table 6.5: despite the almost doubled signal in the double-pass configuration, the

6The original beam is maximally focused in the distance do = d + L/2 = 825mm from the mirror.
According to the mirror equation, 1/f = 1/do + 1/di [Dem06], the reflected beam is focused in a
distance di = (1/500 + 1/825)−1 mm = 1269mm from the mirror, i.e. 44mm behind the waveguide
front end and 6.8mm before the mirror-with-hole.
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sensitivity was similar in both cases, since the noise increased as well by about a factor
of 2. This indicates that the back-reflected laser beam is not fully coupled out of the
system, so that small amounts of laser light still reach the Raman window and produce
fluorescence there. It should be noted that the signal in the double-pass configuration
suffers from the laser beam passing the uncoated rear window twice, with reflection
losses of the order of 8% in each pass (calculated based on [Mal65]). However, even
if a practically doubled signal was achieved by using a custom anti-reflection coating
suitable for 45◦ incidence, this would lead to a signal-to-noise ratio of only approximately
35 · 103. Within the measurement uncertainties, this value is still not higher than the
value achieved in single-pass configuration. Weighing the additional alignment efforts
connected to the double-pass configuration – in particular inside a glove box – against
a potential minor sensitivity increase, it seems thus advisable to refrain from using a
double-pass configuration in the final hollow waveguide based Raman system.

Table 6.5.: Comparison of single-pass and double-pass mode in the new hol-
low waveguide based Raman setup. Measurement settings: PLaser = 0.5W, tacq =
50 x 0.37 s, 5 vertical bins.

S (103 counts) N (counts) SNR (103)

Single-pass 54.5 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.2 33.6 ± 4.3
Double-pass 94.1 ± 0.9 3.1 ± 0.4 30.6 ± 3.9
Dark measurement — 1.2 ± 0.2 —

6.7.3. Optimization of the light acquisition settings

The measured signal-to-noise ratio depends not only on the Raman system used, but also
on the acquisition settings, in particular

• the acquisition time for a single spectrum, tacq,

• the number of single acquisitions over which is averaged, nacq,

• the number of vertical detector bins, nbin.

These parameters are only partly fixed by experimental requirements: cosmic ray removal
requires at least two averages (nacq ≥ 2, cf. subsection 4.2.2), and a bin number of nbin ≥ 5
is recommended to be able to correct acquired spectra for astigmatism aberration7 [Fis14].
The maximum allowed total acquisition time, tacq,tot = tacq · nacq, is also fixed. However,
it can be reached by taking either few long acquisitions or a many short ones. In addition,
it has to be taken into account that saturation of the CCD detector – 216 counts per bin
cannot be exceeded – should be avoided, which requires a sufficiently high number of bins
or single acquisitions.

7Note that astigmatism correction was not applied within the framework of this study. However, it is
recommended for the final measurements for KATRIN, especially when a low f-number spectrometer
(as used in the LARA system) is employed.
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In the investigations conducted so far within the scope of this work, the acquisition
settings were chosen in a way which allowed for a certain flexibility in the evaluation of
acquired data by using many bins and many short single acquisitions. In the actual Raman
measurements for KATRIN, the acquisition settings should rather be optimized with
respect to maximum sensitivity. In order to determine the optimal settings, measurements
with the hollow waveguide based Raman system were conducted for a range of combinations
of different acquisition settings, with tacq = 0.1− 5 s, nacq = 2− 50 and nbin = 1− 25.

Representative plots of the dependence of signal, noise and signal-to-noise ratio on each
parameter are shown in figure 6.11, demonstrating the characteristics of each:

• The advantage of a long acquisition time is the high achievable signal. Since it
rises approximately linearly with acquisition time, while shot noise and thermal
noise increase only with the square root of tacq, the signal-to-noise ratio follows an
approximate square root curve. Note that the third noise contribution, the readout
noise, is independent of tacq.

• An increased number of acquisitions does not lead to a higher signal compared to
a single acquisition. On the other hand, the sensitivity benefits as the total noise
decreases with √nacq by averaging.

• The number of bins influences the read-out noise only; it becomes larger the more
bins have to be read out. According to the manufacturer of the CCD used, the
signal-to-noise ratio improves approximately linearly with the number of pixels
grouped together (with npixel ∝ 1/nbin) in the read-out noise limited case, and
roughly proportional to √npixels ∝ 1/√nbin if shot noise predominates [Pri15b].

In figure 6.12, the signal-to-noise ratios of measurements with a constant total acquisition
time of tacq,tot = tacq · nacq = 10 s are shown. The plot demonstrates that few long
measurements are clearly to be preferred to many short ones to maximize the sensitivity
achieved in a given total acquisition time: for instance, when changing the acquisition
settings from tacq,tot = 2 x 5 s to 50 x 0.2 s, the signal-to-noise ratio decreases by 61%
(independent of the number of bins used), despite the total acquisition time being the
same in both cases.

The difference is due to the read-out noise, which is independent of the acquisition time.
According to above considerations, the signal-to-noise ratio follows the proportionality

SNR ∝ tacq√
N2

R + (c1
√
tacq)2

· √nacq , (6.2)

with NR being the read-out noise and c1 the proportionality constant related to the
time-dependent noise contributions (shot noise and thermal noise) ∝ √tacq. When the
total acquisition time is fixed and thus nacq ∝ 1/tacq, this expression becomes

SNR
∣∣
tacq,tot=const. ∝

tacq√
N2

R + (c1
√
tacq)2

· 1
√
tacq

=
√

tacq
N2

R + c2
1 · tacq

. (6.3)

While the read-out noise thus becomes increasingly negligible for long acquisition times,
it contributes noticeably to the total noise in short acquisitions and limits the achievable
signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 6.11.: Dependence of signal, noise and signal-to-noise ratio on measure-
ment parameters. Top: Dependence on the acquisition time. Center: Dependence on the
number of acquisitions. Bottom: Dependence on the number of bins. The other parameters
were fixed in each case to the values stated in the ‘Raman signal’ plot legend. Fit curves
are shown to guide the eye. The following fit functions with fit parameters A, B, C were
used according to the considerations in the main text:

• S(tacq) = A+B · tacq, with the fit parameter A taking into account the small,
constant signal offset due to light detected during the CCD read-out process.

• N(tacq) =
√
A+B · tacq, with A related to the constant read-out noise contribution.

• SNR(tacq) = A · (B + tacq)/
√
C + tacq.

• S(nacq) = A.

• N(nacq) = A/
√
nacq.

• SNR(nacq) = A · √nacq.

• S(nbin) = A.

• N(nbin) = A+B · √nbin (for nacq = 2⇒ shot noise limited case),
N(nbin) = A+B · nbin (for nacq = 50⇒ read-out noise limited case).

• SNR(nbin) = A/(B +√nbin) (for nacq = 2),
SNR(nbin) = A/(B + nbin) (for nacq = 50).

The peak corresponding to the Q2 branch of N2 was used to determine the signal in each
case in order to avoid detector saturation as partly observed for the Q1 branch. All analysis
settings are listed in appendix F.3. Note that in the case of the nacq plots, subsets of the
same batch of 50 acquisitions were averaged and analyzed, so that the single data points
shown here are not fully independent.
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Figure 6.12.: Signal-to-noise ratios of measurements with a total acquisition
time of 10 s.

Based on above considerations, the following settings can be recommended for high-
sensitivity measurements limited to a maximum total acquisition time of tacq,tot:

• As cosmic ray removal requires at least two averages, the acquisition time for a
single acquisition should be chosen as tacq = 0.5 · tacq,tot.

• The number of bins used should be limited to the smallest possible value, i.e. five
bins to allow for astigmatism correction.

It should be noted that using long acquisition times increases the risk of detector saturation.
In this case, either the number of bins has to be increased or the number of single
acquisitions (with tacq accordingly decreased in the latter case). A comparison between
these two alternatives is shown in table 6.6. The data prove that both are comparable
with respect to sensitivity.

6.8. Summary

In this chapter, a number of approaches were investigated to minimize the influence of
fluorescence contributions in the hollow waveguide based Raman system while maintaining
high Raman signals. The overall goal was to decrease fluorescence-related noise as far as
possible in order to fully profit from the signal-enhancing effect of the hollow waveguide
technique, thus enabling a considerable sensitivity increase by about two orders of
magnitude compared to the standard LARA system.

For this purpose, modifications of the system setup in the form of rearrangement and
replacement of fluorescent optical components were suggested and tested experimentally.
By replacing the standard beam splitter by a tritium compatible, full-metal mirror-with-
hole and rearranging the windows and other optics at both waveguide ends in such a way
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Table 6.6.: Comparison between the influence of more bins and more acquisi-
tions on the signal-to-noise ratio. nbin and nacq were multiplied by the same factor
in comparison to the original measurement settings to compare the resulting SNR. Note
that tacq has to be decreased by the same factor when changing nacq to keep the total
acquisition time tacq,tot = nacq · tacq = 4 s constant.

nbin nacq · tacq (s) SNR

Original measurement 5 2 · 2 148 ± 19

nbin x 2 10 2 · 2 62 ± 8
nacq x 2, tacq / 2 5 4 · 1 63 ± 8

nbin x 5 25 2 · 2 40 ± 5
nacq x 5, tacq / 5 5 10 · 0.4 40 ± 5

that produced fluorescence was no longer as efficiently collected as before, the noise related
to these components could be decreased practically to the level of a (fluorescence-free)
dark measurement, while no or only marginal Raman signal losses were suffered. The
rearrangement of the front window configuration alone – which originally was responsible
for a particularly large fraction of the total fluorescence background –, led already to an
improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio by about one order of magnitude.

In case of the waveguide itself, fluorescence reduction was achieved by utilizing a larger-
diameter, full-metal waveguide instead of the former glass-based one. Although this
alteration was connected to some loss in the collected Raman signal, the latter proved
to be more than compensated for by the lower noise, so that a sensitivity increase by
about a factor of 3 could still be achieved. In addition, the new, full-metal waveguide has
further advantages like being tritium compatible and less susceptible to mechanical and
laser damage than the previous glass-based one.

After suitable components and arrangements for a fluorescence-minimized hollow wave-
guide based Raman setup had been identified, the diameter and length of the waveguide,
the scattering geometry as well as acquisition settings were optimized in further studies
in order to be able to obtain highest possible signal-to-noise ratios.

All investigations and optimizations described in this chapter were based on theoretical
considerations and/or rigorously defined comparison measurements. The next step is thus
to evaluate the performance of the complete new Raman system, with all fluorescence-
reducing measures and further optimizations implemented. This is the topic of the
following chapter.
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optimized setup

In the previous chapters, a range of systematic studies were presented concerning tritium
compatibility and suitability of a hollow waveguide based Raman system for operation in
glove box environments, as well as fluorescence minimization in order to achieve highest
sensitivities. Based on the results gained from these investigations, an optimized Raman
system was set up and tested within the scope of this work. This chapter presents the
detection limits achieved with the new system and discusses its performance with respect
to the intended application within the framework of the KATRIN experiment.

First, a summary of the features of the new system design is given is section 7.1. Afterwards,
the measurement setup and settings of the performance test as well as specifics of the
data analysis are treated in section 7.2. Section 7.3 contains the results obtained with
the new setup. Finally, the results are discussed and assessed with respect to KATRIN in
section 7.4.

7.1. Summary of the new system design

The complete new design of the hollow waveguide based Raman system resulting from
the investigations presented in the previous chapters is shown in figure 7.1 in comparison
to the original prototype setup. The new optical setup comprises

• a fiber-delivered laser beam for improved system usability in glove boxes,

• a tritium compatible, full-metal mirror-with-hole instead of a glass-based beam
splitter to separate laser and Raman light without fluorescence generation,

• fluorescence-minimizing window configurations at the waveguide front and rear end,

• single-pass configuration for facilitated alignment without loss of sensitivity,

• a full-metal, large-diameter waveguide lined with gold for reduced fluorescence,
tritium compatibility, low susceptibility to mechanical and laser damage, good
alignment stability and improved gas flow.

Results achieved with this new, improved setup are presented and discussed with respect
to the KATRIN requirements in the following.
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Figure 7.1.: Schematic sketch of the optical setup of (a) the prototype and
(b) the optimized hollow waveguide based Raman system (not to scale). The
components annotated in red are the ones responsible for the high fluorescence background
in the prototype setup. The gas inlets and outlets located on top of the gas enclosure are
not shown in the top view for reasons of clearness; note that the prototype system only has
one gas inlet above the front cap, while the final system is designed for continuous inline
measurements with a gas inlet over the mirror-with-hole and an outlet at the other end of
the waveguide. In the upper right corner, CAD drawings of the gas inlet block housing
the mirror-with-hole (bottom, exploded view) and the gas outlet block at the rear end
of the waveguide (top) are shown with the following annotations: (1) Mirror-with-hole
mount. The mirror-with-hole (2) is screwed to the extrusion on the right side of the mount.
The left side of the mount is a CF flange which can be attached in a leak-tight way to
the block. (3) CF socket for laser window. The windows are integrated in CF flanges by
diffusion-bonding. (4), (5) CF sockets for gas inlet and outlet. (6) CF socket for hollow
waveguide. The waveguide is integrated into a CF-flange, where it is fixed in place and
made leak-tight by electrowelding the nickel substrate to the flange material. (7) CF socket
for rear end window. Note that all optics including the mirror-with-hole have a diameter of
1” = 25.4mm in the final setup due to space restrictions.
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7.2. Performance test

7.2. Performance test

Setup and settings:

The performance of the new hollow waveguide based Raman system was tested using the
principal optical setup shown in figure 7.1 (b). However, free-space instead of fiber-coupled
laser beam delivery was used since an appropriate fiber coupler was not yet available
at the time of measurement. A ‘gem 532’ laser (532 nm, cw) from Laser Quantum was
utilized, providing a similar M2 value (1.1) and a similar beam diameter as the fiber
collimator (0.9mm ± 0.2mm in a distance of 25 cm behind the laser output) [Las16]. The
laser power was 1.5W.

Raman spectra of air were acquired with nacq = 2 and nbin = 5, according to the
considerations of subsection 6.7.3. Two different acquisition times of tacq = 10 s and 29.5 s
were chosen to provide a comparison to the standard LARA system measurements reported
in [Sch13b] (2x 10 s), and to assess the system performance at a total measurement period
of about 1 minute (2x 29.5 s plus up to 1 s for automated data processing, cf. [Fis14]).

Data analysis:

(i) Peak height and area approach: For the final system performance test, the
data were analyzed in two different ways. The first method is the one used for all data
analyses in this work so far, which is described in subsection 4.2.2. In this method,
the height of the Raman peak of interest is used as a measure for the Raman signal,
and the noise is given by the standard deviation of a flat part of the spectrum; this
method was used in the comparison measurements for reasons of simplicity and is applied
here as well to maintain comparability to the measurement reported in [Sch13b]. For
KATRIN gas analysis applications, however, it is recommended to use the peak area
instead of the height as a measure for the Raman signal due to better precision and
accuracy properties [Sch09]. For this reason, this alternative analysis method was utilized
in parallel, in order to gauge the detection limit in this performance test.

Both analysis methods are illustrated in figure 7.2. In the peak area based method, the
related noise – i.e. the standard deviation of the blank measures, cf. subsection 3.2.1 –
has to be determined differently than in the peak height method, by estimating the
fluctuation of the total background intensity summed up over the pixel range used for
the peak area determination. For this purpose, a Gaussian distributed random intensity
with mean value µ = 0 and standard deviation σ, which is determined as previously from
a flat part of the spectrum, is simulated for each pixel in the range of the peak area
determination. The intensities simulated for all pixels are subsequently added up. The
noise in the peak area is obtained by simulating the full process very often and calculating
the standard deviation of the obtained results; one million simulations were used in this
work in order to obtain a good estimate of the noise. All analysis settings used in both
methods are listed in appendix F.4.

(ii) Analyzed peak: Due to the long measurement times, detector saturation occurred
for the Q1 branch of N2, which had been used for previous analyses. Therefore, the less
intense peak corresponding to the Q2 branch (vibrational overtone) of nitrogen was used
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Figure 7.2.: Determination of signal and noise in the peak height and the peak
area approach.

to determine the signal of each measurement. A spectrum comprising both peaks is shown
in figure 7.3. As the use of the low-intensity Q2 branch leads to lower signal-to-noise
ratios for nitrogen than those actually achievable with the system, the inherent detection
limit should still be calculated based on the Q1 rather than the Q2 branch to enable
proper evaluation of the system performance. For this reason, the ratio R between the
signals obtained from the Q2 and Q1 branches of nitrogen was determined both for the
height and the area approach from 32 unsaturated spectra acquired independently at a
range of different acquisition settings, yielding the following results:

Rheight = Sheight(N2 Q2)
Sheight(N2 Q1) = (0.077± 0.002) %, (7.1)

Rarea = Sarea(N2 Q2)
Sarea(N2 Q1) = (0.091± 0.003) %. (7.2)

Based on these ratios and the nitrogen partial pressure of pN2 = 790.97 ± 0.12mbar1, an
effective partial pressure could be assigned to the nitrogen Q2 peak:

pN2,eff,height = Rheight · pN2 = 0.62± 0.02 mbar, (7.3)
pN2,eff,area = Rarea · pN2 = 0.72± 0.02 mbar. (7.4)

1This value assumes a total atmospheric pressure of 1013mbar and a nitrogen fraction of
0.78082 ± 0.00012 [Kay12].
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Figure 7.3.: Spectrum acquired using the optimized hollow waveguide based
Raman system. The high Raman intensities of the Q1 branches of oxygen and nitrogen
at long acquisition times lead to detector saturation, which manifests itself in the plateaus
at the top of the corresponding Raman peaks. The observed ‘shoulders’ correspond to the
unresolved S1 and O1 branches.

The effective partial pressure corresponds to that partial pressure of nitrogen which
would yield a Q1 branch signal of the same value as the signal obtained at atmospheric
pressure from the Q2 branch. Thus, it was used to determine the detection limit according
to equation 3.32. Note that the calculated values for pN2,eff are of a similar order of
magnitude as the ones projected for Raman measurement after the KATRIN WGTS.

7.3. Results

The results obtained with the optimized hollow waveguide based Raman system are listed
in tables 7.1 and 7.2. In the first table, signal and noise extracted from the acquired
spectra as well as the resulting signal-to-noise ratio are listed. The data reveal that the
minute fluorescence remaining after implementation of the fluorescence-reducing measures
described in the previous chapter still leads to a noise of several counts above dark level
due to the long acquisition times and few averages used. Regardless, the noise level is
now of the same order as the one encountered in measurements with the standard LARA
system – e.g. N = 13 counts in the 2x 10 s measurement at 5W laser power reported
in [Sch13b] – and thus significantly improved compared to the high-background prototype
system.

In addition, the data demonstrate that the area approach for signal extraction leads to
signals increased by a factor of 7.3 – 7.5 compared to the peak height approach, while the
noise only rises by a factor of 3.8. For this reason, the overall signal-to-noise ratio profits
from an improvement by a factor of about 2.

Based on the data of table 7.1 and the effective partial pressures calculated above, the
detection limit for nitrogen at a laser power of 1.5W could be determined according to
equation 3.32. This is shown in the first LOD column of table 7.2. The second LOD
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Table 7.1.: Signal, noise and signal-to-noise ratio obtained with the optimized
hollow waveguide based Raman system. The results achieved for the two different
acquisition times used and both signal extraction methods (peak height vs. peak area) are
shown. The last column lists the purely detector-related noise, ND, which was obtained
from dark spectra acquired and analyzed with the same settings as used for the Raman
spectra.

tacq,tot (s) S (102 counts) N (counts) SNR (101) ND (counts)

H
ei
gh

t

20 (2 x 10) 30 ± 1 11 ± 1 29 ± 4 8 ± 1
59 (2 x 29.5) 87 ± 1 21 ± 3 42 ± 5 8 ± 1

A
re
a 20 (2 x 10) 224 ± 3 39 ± 11 57 ± 15 29 ± 8

59 (2 x 29.5) 642 ± 7 78 ± 21 82 ± 22 32 ± 8

Table 7.2.: Nitrogen and tritium detection limits obtained with the optimized
hollow waveguide based Raman system. The specified laser power values refer to the
power at the position of the Raman measurement system. The tritium detection limits were
calculated from the nitrogen ones using the ratio of their Raman scattering cross sections,
σT2/σN2 . The LODsc values are scaled to a higher laser power. See main text for details.

tacq,tot (s)
LOD N2 LOD T2 LODsc N2 LODsc T2

(10−3 mbar), (10−3 mbar), (10−3 mbar), (10−3 mbar),
PLaser = 1.5W PLaser = 1.5W PLaser = 4W PLaser = 4W

H
ei
gh

t

20 (2 x 10) 6.4 ± 0.9 2.5 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.2
59 (2 x 29.5) 4.3 ± 0.6 1.7 ± 0.2 2.5 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.2

A
re
a 20 (2 x 10) 3.8 ± 1.0 1.5 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.6 0.7 ± 0.2

59 (2 x 29.5) 2.6 ± 0.7 1.0 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.4 0.6 ± 0.2
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column lists the corresponding detection limits for tritium instead of nitrogen, taking into
account the different Raman scattering cross sections for nitrogen and tritium2. In the
last two columns (LODsc), the values for nitrogen and tritium are scaled to a higher laser
power of 4W in order to estimate the detection limit which can be expected in the actual
Raman measurements for KATRIN. In these measurements, a 5W laser (as used in the
standard LARA system) will be employed. Fiber coupling of the laser beam leads to a
power of about 4W at the measurement position in the glove box due to the coupling
efficiency of about 80% (cf. section 5.2). The equations used for scaling can be found in
appendix D.1.

7.4. Discussion of the results and assessment with respect
to KATRIN

The results presented in table 7.2 show that the sensitivity goal of this work, a tritium
detection limit of the order of 10−3 mbar within total acquisition times of a minute or less,
is achievable with the optimized hollow waveguide based Raman system presented here.
A low detection limit of about 1.5 · 10−3 mbar is reached already at a reduced laser power
of 1.5W and a short total acquisition time of 20 s with the area approach. By using the
full design laser power of 4W at the measurement system and measuring for up to one
minute, even detection limits in the 10−4 mbar range start to come into reach.

These results can be compared to measurements with the standard LARA setup per-
formed by M. Schlösser in his PhD thesis [Sch13b].3 In these measurements, the same
spectrometer (SP2150i, PI Acton) and the same total acquisition time of 2x 10 s was
used. Raman spectra of a gas mixture of H2, HD and D2 (about 25% : 50% : 25%) were
acquired at a laser power of 5W. Using the peak height approach, a detection limit of
LODH2−HD−D2 = 6.8 · 10−2 mbar for the inactive hydrogen isotopologues was obtained,
corresponding to an approximate tritium detection limit of LODT2 = 8.4 · 10−2 mbar
(cf. appendix G). Comparing this to the high-power tritium detection limit obtained with
the hollow waveguide based Raman system in 2x 10 s yields a sensitivity improvement by
a factor of about 70, i.e. almost two orders of magnitude.

When using a longer total acquisition time of 2x 29.5 s, which is still sufficient to fulfill the
KATRIN requirements, the limit of detection improves by a factor of 88 compared to the
reported standard LARA measurement. Based on pressure values of 150 – 200mbar at
the position of the LARA system in the KATRIN Inner Loop, a comparable measurement
performance can thus be reached with the new hollow waveguide based Raman system at
88 times lower total pressures of 1.7 – 2.3 mbar. This corresponds well to the expected
pressure after the WGTS second pumping stage, which is estimated to lie in the single-digit

2The ratio between the cross-sections for the different hydrogen isotopologues and nitrogen can be found
in appendix G.

3It should be noted that more recent results of the LARA system performance are reported in [Fis14].
However, these data are not directly comparable to the ones obtained within this work, as a different
spectrometer with higher light throughput was used. In addition, a too optimistic estimation of the
detection limit is given there due to a mistake in the data analysis: the signal is evaluated via the
peak area approach, while the standard deviation of a flat part of the spectrum is used as in the peak
height approach, leading to a LOD value overestimated by about one order of magnitude.
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millibar range. For this reason, the new, hollow waveguide based Raman system makes
it possible for the first time to monitor the source gas composition after the WGTS, in
addition to the LARA measurement before injection.

The improved detection limit also allows one to detect trace impurities down to the
permille level. The ratio of the Raman cross sections for many gases to the nitrogen cross
section is typically in the range of 0.5 to 8 [Dan81], so that detection limits of impurities
can be expected to range between about 2 · 10−4 and 3 · 10−3 mbar at a total acquisition
time of 2x 29.5 s and full laser power. It should be noted that a quantification limit (LOQ)
can be defined analogous to the detection limit, with a higher confidence level represented
by a recommended value of k = 10 [Mac80] in equation 3.29:

LOQ = 10p
SNR = 10

3 · LOD . (7.5)

Based on this equation, it can be concluded that trace impurities with partial pressures of
about 7 · 10−4 to 1 · 10−2 mbar can not only be detected by the new Raman system within
a minute, but even quantified. Information about impurity formation is of high interest
with respect to a comprehensive understanding of processes in the Inner Loop which
affect the gas composition. As the standard LARA system is located in close proximity
to the gas-purifying permeator, such information can be gained only by the new Raman
system at a measurement position further down the line in the Inner Loop.

In summary, highly sensitive, Raman spectroscopic measurements of the composition of
tritiated gases at low pressures have been made possible by the investigations described in
the previous chapters, namely the development of a tritium compatible hollow waveguide
based Raman system for very high signals combined with the successful implementation of
fluorescence-reducing measures for minimized background noise. The sensitivity of the new
measurement system exceeds the predecessor system by almost two orders of magnitude,
thus enabling important measurements within the framework of the KATRIN experiment
which were formerly out of reach. These measurements will contribute significantly to our
understanding of processes in the Inner Loop and consequently of the gas composition
inside the actual source tube, so that a reliable estimation of the uncertainties connected
to source systematics is rendered possible.
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8. Summary and outlook

Summary: This work focused on the development of a highly sensitive Raman spec-
troscopic system for compositional analyses of the KATRIN tritium source gas. The
KATRIN experiment aims to measure the neutrino mass with an unprecedented sensitivity
of 200meV/c2 (90% C.L.), improving the current upper limit by one order of magnitude.
Thus, KATRIN will contribute significantly to the advance of such fundamental research
topics as the origin of neutrino masses and structure formation in the universe.

In order for KATRIN to reach its challenging design sensitivity, it is vital that systematic
uncertainties are minimized throughout the experiment. Due to the various systematic
effects connected to the tritium source, a range of parameters of the WGTS have to be
stabilized and/or monitored on the 0.1% level. An important source parameter influencing
the measured β-spectrum is the isotopic composition of the gas, which is therefore
continuously monitored by Raman spectroscopy. A dedicated Raman spectroscopic
system (LARA) has been developed over the last years in cooperation between the
Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and Swansea University, and been demonstrated to
fulfill the KATRIN requirements.

However, it is not possible to measure the isotopic composition directly in the source tube
due to technical and experimental constraints. As the source composition can change
between the position of measurement and the source tube due to a range of effects like
wall interactions and separation phenomena, an additional composition measurement after
the WGTS is envisaged to gain a quantitative understanding of compositional changes.
This understanding is indispensable in order for KATRIN to produce a neutrino mass
measurement result with reliable uncertainties. As the sensitivity of the existing Raman
system is not sufficient for measurements at the low gas pressures after the WGTS, the
additional composition measurement requires a new, highly sensitive Raman system. The
development of such a system was the main goal of this thesis, with a focus on achieving
a sufficiently high sensitivity, i.e. tritium detection limits of the order of 10−3 mbar within
acquisition times of a minute or less, in a system which is tritium compatible and suitable
for the use in glove box environments.

For this reason, a range of possible methods to enhance the sensitivity of Raman spectro-
scopic systems were considered within the scope of this work. Hollow waveguide based
Raman spectroscopy was identified as the most promising candidate for low-pressure gas
applications under the KATRIN frame conditions. In this method, signal enhancements by
about two orders of magnitude are achieved by using a hollow waveguide with a reflective
inner surface as the Raman gas cell, through which the laser beam passes longitudinally.
By this means, the Raman interaction region is greatly increased compared to conventional
Raman gas cell designs: the laser beam can interact with gas molecules over the full
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length of the waveguide, with the waveguide guiding the Raman scattered light towards
the exit, so that light generated over the entire waveguide length can be collected.

Existing hollow waveguide based Raman systems described in the literature have the
drawback of being generally not tritium compatible on the one hand, and either not
sensitive enough for the task at hand or not providing sufficient gas throughput due
to extremely small waveguide diameters on the other hand. For this reason, a hollow
waveguide based prototype system for the use with tritiated gas was set up within
the framework of this study to test the principle of this measurement method with
respect to the envisaged application at KATRIN. Based on the experiences gained during
construction, commissioning and tritium operation of the prototype system, necessary
steps towards a fully tritium compatible and highly sensitive Raman system were identified
and subsequently taken in the further course of this work.

First of all, tritium-induced damage of optical components encountered in the prototype
system stressed the importance of preventing degradation of optical surfaces under tritium
exposure, so that reliable long-term operation for KATRIN can be guaranteed. In order
to be able to ensure stable optical properties of components inside the tritium gas system,
a dedicated test experiment to examine the durability of a range of reflecting optical
surfaces under tritium exposure was conducted. The investigation revealed that silver-
lined waveguides, as commonly applied for light in the visible range, are not suited for
long-term use in a system for tritium gas analysis due to degrading reflection properties.
Alternative materials suitable for this task could be identified in the scope of the same
test. Based on the obtained results, a gold-lined waveguide is recommended for use in a
hollow waveguide based Raman system for tritium gas analysis. Also, it could be shown
that silver mirrors protected by an SiO2 layer (which cannot be applied to the inside of a
waveguide, though) are resistant against tritium-induced damage, offering the opportunity
to place such a mirror in the gas system.

Taking into account these results, a new optical design of the hollow waveguide based
Raman system was investigated which deviates in several respects from systems described
in the literature. The main focus of these investigations was to minimize the fluorescence
background in order to limit the related shot noise contributions to a minimum, thus
enabling a high signal-to-noise ratio and consequently a high sensitivity to be reached.
A range of approaches based on rearrangement and replacement of fluorescent optical
components was tested and evaluated with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio achieved in
each scenario, namely (i) replacement of the standard dichroic beam splitter for separation
of laser and Raman light by a mirror-with-hole solution, (ii) rearrangement of the optical
configuration of windows and mirrors at both ends of the waveguide, and (iii) replacement
of the standard (i.e. glass-based, silver-lined and small-diameter) waveguide by a full-
metal waveguide lined with gold and with an inner diameter of few millimeters. By
implementing these measures, the fluorescence background could be successfully reduced
down to a minimum value close to the level achieved in the low-fluorescence standard
LARA system.

In addition, a range of further optimizations were investigated in order to achieve highest
sensitivities and guarantee proper usability of the final system inside of a glove box for
tritium operation. On the one hand, the length and diameter of the waveguide were
optimized with respect to both low noise and a high signal, the use of a back-reflecting
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mirror at the waveguide end was examined, and the optimal acquisition settings for high
sensitivities were determined. On the other hand, fiber-based laser delivery to the hollow
waveguide based Raman system inside a glove box was proposed, offering flexibility in
the glove box as well as uncomplicated laser maintainability, while greatly facilitating
the optical alignment compared to free-space laser delivery. Suitable components and
configurations for reliable and safe laser delivery were identified, and a custom fiber
feedthrough solution tailored to the special requirements of tritium glove boxes was
introduced.

Based on the various investigations summarized above, a hollow waveguide based Raman
system optimized for the use with tritium and high sensitivities could be set up and
tested. With this new system, the sensitivity goal given by a tritium detection limit of the
order of 10−3 mbar within total acquisition times of a minute or less was reached already
at a comparatively low laser power of 1.5W, and can even be expected to be exceeded
when using higher powers. The new system surpasses the sensitivity of the standard
Raman system by almost two orders of magnitude, making it possible for the first time to
monitor the source gas composition after the WGTS, in principle. In addition, impurities
previously unaccounted for can now be detected, down to trace impurities on the permille
level. The results of this work thus enable important measurements in the framework
of the KATRIN experiment, which will contribute significantly to our understanding
of processes in the Inner Loop and consequently the gas composition inside the actual
source tube. By this means, a reliable estimation of the uncertainties connected to source
systematics will be rendered possible, allowing KATRIN to produce a final neutrino mass
result with accurate uncertainties.

Next steps: This work was primarily focused on the optical design of the new, highly
sensitive Raman system for tritium gas analysis. In order to reach full operational
readiness of the system, the following tasks still have to be completed:

• The system has to be equipped with a high-power and high-stability laser, as used
in the current LARA system. The performance under dynamic gas circulation
conditions should then be tested in a closed gas loop without tritium, before
integrating it in the actual KATRIN Inner Loop.

• In order to properly quantify the measured gas composition, it is necessary to
calibrate the system. The calibration standard used for intensity calibration in the
LARA system [Sch13b, Sch15c] cannot be applied to the hollow waveguide based
Raman system due to the different system geometry and setup. Instead, calibration
can be achieved by measuring tritiated gas mixtures of precisely known composition.
A gas mixing loop to provide these gas mixtures, the so-called TriHYDE loop, is
currently under construction at TLK and will be commissioned this year.1

• In order to be able to interpret the combined composition data acquired with
the LARA system and the hollow waveguide based Raman system correctly, gas
dynamical simulations for the gas loop between both systems are required.

1S. Niemes, PhD thesis in preparation, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, 2016.
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Outlook: In addition to the primarily intended use for a second compositional mea-
surement after the WGTS, there are a range of further possible application scenarios for
the new, high-sensitivity Raman system:

• Measurement of the rotational temperature of tritium at 30K: It is cur-
rently not known how well the rotational state distribution of the source gas
thermalizes between the pressure controlled buffer vessel at 300K and the WGTS
tube at 30K. Since transitions between ortho and para states of tritium are strongly
suppressed due to the required nuclear spin flip, the rotational state distribution
might not fully thermalize while the gas is transported through the 5m long injection
capillary into the WGTS. If not taken into account in the KATRIN analysis, such
incomplete thermalization would be a source of uncertainty with respect to the final
state distribution, translating into a shift in the neutrino mass squared e.g. of the
order of 1 · 10−3 eV2/c4 if the effective rotational temperature is 10% higher than
the assumed 30K [Bod15]. In order to tackle this issue, the rotational temperature
of tritium after being cooled down from 300 to 30K in a straight tube could in
principle be measured by a Raman system using a high-resolution spectrometer.
While the standard LARA cell is not designed for operation at 30K, the use of
a full-metal waveguide (with relatively high thermal conductivity) as the Raman
cell in the new system could offer the opportunity to construct a cryogenic Raman
measurement system.

• Measurement of the ortho-para ratio after the WGTS: With respect to the
ortho-para ratio of the source gas, it is expected that the ratio in the source is close
to the high-temperature equilibrium of 3:1 due to the short time the gas molecules
spend in the cooled sections of the Inner Loop [Bod15]. According to simulations,
realistic ortho-para transitions will thus only lead to a shift of 0.44 · 10−3 eV2/c4 in
the neutrino mass squared [Bod15]. Nevertheless, further studies of the ortho-para
ratio can be worthwhile to test existing models and potentially get a better estimate
on the related uncertainty. Although the new Raman system will not be able to
measure the ortho-para ratio in the source itself either, due to its position after
the WGTS turbo-molecular pumps, a measurement of the ortho-para ratio at that
position can still provide experimental input to probe our understanding of the
ortho-para evolution in the Inner Loop.

• Optimization of Inner Loop / permeator operation settings: A certain
fraction of the gas stream pumped off from the WGTS is diverted from the Inner Loop
at the permeator in order to remove impurities generated in the Loop (cf. figure 2.5).
This fraction has to be chosen large enough that all impurities accumulating at the
permeator are removed; otherwise, these non-permeable impurities will clog the
permeator in the long run. As the rate of impurity formation is currently unknown,
the fraction of gas to be diverted has to be estimated with a certain safety margin.
By measuring the amount of generated impurities with the hollow waveguide based
Raman system, it will be possible in the future to chose the gas stream appropriately
based on measured data instead of estimations. This eliminates the need for a safety
margin and makes the operation of the Loop system more efficient.

• Detection of helium in tritiated gases by using β-radioluminescence:
While Raman spectroscopy in general is not able to detect monoatomic species like
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helium, it is possible to utilize a Raman measurement system for helium detection in
case of tritium-helium gas mixtures: helium atoms excited electronically by tritium
β-decay electrons can de-excite under emission of luminescence light, which can be
detected together with Raman light in a Raman spectroscopic system. This concept
was successfully tested with the standard LARA system [Sch15a]. However, long
acquisition times in the range of 1000 s had to be used to obtain reasonably high
helium signals, as only a very small fraction of the total luminescence light produced
in the cell was emitted within the region covered by the collection optics. By using
a hollow waveguide based Raman system instead, significantly higher signals can be
expected as β-luminescence light produced anywhere in the waveguide is confined
and guided towards the waveguide exit, allowing for simultaneous detection of
hydrogen isotopologues and helium. This technique could be utilized for instance to
determine the amount of 3He accumulating in the KATRIN feed gas during tritium
storage. Another possible (non-KATRIN) application is tritium accountancy in the
breeder blankets of future fusion reactors [Bor13], as the tritium-to-helium ratio of
the 4He gas purging the blankets could be determined by this technique.

• Process monitoring and control: Owing to the high sensitivity of the new
Raman system, it also allows for next-to-real-time gas analysis of tritiated (and other)
gases in process applications, where total gas pressures are typically higher than the
ones considered in this work. A tritium detection limit better than 1 · 10−1 mbar
in only 2x 0.1 s total acquisition time was reached already at a relatively low laser
power of 1W using the peak approach, making the hollow waveguide based Raman
system suitable for process monitoring and control applications where short feedback
times are required.

• High-sensitivity composition measurements for future β-decay experi-
ments: Finally, the high-sensitivity, tritium compatible Raman system developed
in this work could replace the current LARA implementation in future β-decay
experiments where higher-sensitivity monitoring systems might be required, for
instance within the scope of new challenges like the search for sterile neutrinos.
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A. Setup of the standard LARA system
for KATRIN

The optical setup of the standard LARA system is sketched in figure A.1. Note that
multiple LARA systems with a comparable setup have been in use for tritium analytics
at the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe. The following description focuses on the so-called
LARA3 system, which will be employed in the KATRIN experiment. The contents of
this appendix are based on [Fis14].

The standard LARA system uses a 90◦ collection geometry: the laser beam is focused
into the LARA cell containing the sample gas. The Raman scattered light leaves the
cell at an 90◦ angle to the beam direction and is subsequently collected and detected. A
double-pass configuration is used, i.e. the laser beam is back-reflected through the cell by
a mirror (mirror M3 in figure A.1) for doubled laser power in the cell. In the following,
details about the purpose and characteristics of the main components are given.

HTS + CCD

M1

M2

Glove box LARA 
cell

Tritium gas

OI

Photo-
diode

Power
meter

Beam 
splitter

M4

 λ/2 L2 M3

L3
Pol.

L4

Fiber
bundle

Finesse
laser

HTS

CCD

L1

App.

Figure A.1.: Setup of the standard LARA system for KATRIN. All components
are mounted on an optical breadboard. In operation mode, the whole system is surrounded
by a light tight enclosure. Abbreviations: Mi – laser mirror i, OI – optical isolator, λ/2 –
half-wave plate, Li – plano-convex lens i, App. – Appendix, Pol. – linear sheet polarizer,
HTS – HTS spectrometer, CCD – Pixis CCD detector. Figure adapted from [Fis14].
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A. Setup of the standard LARA system for KATRIN

Laser: A Finesse laser from Laser Quantum is employed. It is a diode-pumped solid
state (DPSS) Nd:YVO4 laser, which operates in continuous wave (cw) mode with an
output wavelength of 532 nm. It provides a maximum power of 5W and horizontal
output polarization. The laser is cooled with a water chiller.

Mirrors: The laser mirrors (Thorlabs, NB1-K12) have a dielectric coating which offers a
high reflectance of > 99.5% for s-polarized light [Tho16].

Optical isolator, half-wave plate and power meter: The optical isolator (Thorlabs,
IO-5-532-HP) provides a clean linear polarization of the laser beam. The initially
horizontal polarization is subsequently rotated by a half-wave plate to vertical po-
larization in order to maximize the intensity of the Raman scattered light detected
in the 90◦ collection geometry. In addition, the optical isolator has the task to
prevent the back-reflected laser beam from re-entering the laser head, which would
cause laser instabilities and might lead to permanent damage of the laser. The
back-reflected beam is deflected from the initial beam path by the optical isolator
and absorbed in a thermopile power meter (Coherent, LM-10), which measures the
intensity and position of the beam.

Focusing lens: The plano-convex lenses L1 and L2 focus the laser beam into the center
of the sample cell with a focal length of 250mm. The lenses have an anti-reflection
coating which minimize intensity losses due to reflection to < 0.5% [Tho14a].

Raman cell: The Raman sample cell (LARA cell) contains the gas sample which is to
be analyzed. It consists of a hollow cubic body made from stainless steel, which is
equipped with view ports at its side surfaces to allow the laser and Raman light
to enter or leave the cell. The view ports consist of anti-reflection coated fused
silica windows which are diffusion bonded into CF16-flanges to achieve a leak-tight
connection to the cell body. Valve-bearing inlets at the top of the cell allow for
either flowing or static gas samples. The cell is fully tritium compatible and located
inside a separate compartment attached to a glove box, the so-called appendix. By
this means, only the tritium-bearing parts of the system are located in a glove box,
while the rest of the optical system is not exposed to radioactivity and can easily
be accessed.

Safety equipment: For safety reasons, a shutter is inserted behind the laser, which is
closed if the top cover of the system is opened or if the beam diverges from its
reference path. To check for beam displacements or component failure, a small
fraction of the back-reflected and deflected laser beam is coupled out by a beam
splitter and monitored by a photodiode. The laser shutter is triggered if the
photodiode signal drops under a certain threshold.

Achromatic lenses: The scattered light is collected and focused onto an optical fiber
by two achromatic, plano-convex 2” lenses (L3, L4 in figure A.1) with a focal
length of 75mm and anti-reflective coating (Thorlabs, AC508-075-A-ML). The
achromatic lenses reduce chromatic aberrations compared to standard lenses, so
that the influence of the collection optics on the measured spectrum is minimized.

Polarizer: A sheet polarizer is inserted in the region of collimated light between the two
achromats, so that only vertical polarized light enters the following fiber bundle.
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This is necessary to be able to correctly determine the polarization-dependent
line strength function (cf. appendix C), which is required for calibration of the
system [Sch13b].

Fiber: An optical fiber bundle comprising 48 individual, adjoining fibers with a core
diameter of 100µm and a cladding diameter of 125µm transfers the scattered light
to the spectrometer. The individual fibers are aligned in a slit-to-slit configuration at
both ends of the fiber bundle to image the Raman scattering region (corresponding
to the longitudinal laser beam profile in the LARA cell) onto the entrance slit of
the spectrometer. The fiber has a numerical aperture of NA= 0.22.

Edge filter: An edge filter (Semrock, LP03-532RU-25) at the spectrometer entrance slit
suppresses the Rayleigh scattered light at the laser wavelength of 532 nm by a factor
of more than 106 [Sem16b]. By this means, stray light in the spectrometer which
would induce a high background on the CCD detector is prevented. The edge filter
is not visible in figure A.1.

Spectrometer: A high-throughput lens spectrometer (Princeton Instruments, HTS) with
a low f-number of f/1.8 is used for the spectral analysis of the Raman light. The
medium resolution diffraction grating with 600 grooves/mm allows for simultaneous
monitoring of the Q1 branches of all hydrogen isotopologues.

CCD detector: A CCD (Charged Coupled Device) array detector is used to convert
the scattered photons into electric charges (Princeton Instruments, PIXIS2KB). A
high quantum efficiency of approximately 95% is provided by the back-illumination
technique [Pri15b]. The detector can be cooled down to -75 ◦C for reduction of dark
noise (cf. subsection 3.2.3).
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B. Flow diagram of the Inner Loop at
the WGTS

The flow diagram of the Inner Loop at the WGTS is shown in figure B.1.
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B. Flow diagram of the Inner Loop at the WGTS
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C. The line strength function

The line strength function Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)pi,ps describes the transition probability of a certain
Raman transition. For this reason, the line intensity related to a given transition is
proportional to Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)pi,ps (cf. equation 3.24). As outlined in subsection 3.1.3, the
line strength function depends on the polarization of incident and scattered light (pi, ps)
as well as on the scattering geometry. The latter is described by the angles θ and ϕ,
which define the direction of the scattered beam relative to reference coordinate system,
as illustrated in figure C.1.

Figure C.1.: Definition of Raman scattering angles and the polarization direc-
tions. The polarization directions ⊥ and ‖ are defined relative to the xz-plane, which is
parallel to the breadboard surface of the optical setup. The zenith angle θ is defined as the
angle between the scattered ray and the z-axis, which corresponds to the direction of the
excitation laser beam. The azimuth angle ϕ is defined as the angle between the scattered
ray and the x-axis, which is perpendicular to the z-axis. The scattering plane (blue) is
determined by the direction of the excitation laser beam (z-axis) and the scattered ray.
Figure adapted from [Sch13b].
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C. The line strength function

The four line strength functions for⊥- and ‖-polarized laser and Raman light in dependence
of the average polarizability, a, and the anisotropy of the polarizability, γ, are given
by [Lon02]

Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)⊥i,⊥s = a2 cos2 ϕ+ b(2)γ
2

45 ·
(
4− sin2 ϕ

)
, (C.1)

Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)‖i,⊥s = a2 sin2 ϕ+ b(2)γ
2

45 ·
(
3 + sin2 ϕ

)
, (C.2)

Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)‖i,‖s = a2 cos2 θ cos2 ϕ+ b(2)γ
2

45 ·
(
3 + cos2 θ cos2 ϕ

)
, (C.3)

Φ(ϕ, θ, a, γ)⊥i,‖s = a2 cos2 θ sin2 ϕ+ b(2)γ
2

45 ·
(
3 + cos2 θ sin2 ϕ

)
. (C.4)

(C.5)

In these expressions, b(2) is the Placzek-Teller factor. It is given by [Lon02]

b
(2)
J ′′ = J ′′(J ′′ + 1)

(2J ′′ − 1)(2J ′′ + 3) (C.6)

for rotational states J ′′ of the molecule.

The line strength function assumes its maximum value of a2 + b(2) · γ2/45 · 4 under the
following conditions:

• ⊥i,⊥s: ϕ = 0◦, θ arbitrary,

• ‖i,⊥s: ϕ = 90◦, θ arbitrary,

• ‖i, ‖s: ϕ = 0◦, θ = 0◦ or 180◦,

• ⊥i, ‖s: ϕ = 90◦, θ = 0◦ or 180◦.

This shows that the Raman intensity is independent of the laser polarization direction
in case of forward or backward scattering (θ = 0◦ or 180◦), which is connected to the
rotational symmetry of these configurations. In addition, these expressions show that
the line strength function is maximized when the scattering angles and polarization
configurations are chosen such that the direction in which the Raman light is scattered is
perpendicular to the polarization axis of the incident laser light.

It should be noted that integrations are required to obtain the total line strength function
for a measurement configuration, since realistic measurement systems collect Raman light
over a certain solid angle instead of a just from a single distinct angle. This is described
in detail in [Sch13d].
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D. Scaling of SNR and LOD

D.1. Scaling of SNR and LOD to a higher laser power

In chapter 7, the results obtained in the performance test of the optimized hollow waveguide
based Raman system had to be scaled in order to estimate the system performance at a
higher laser power. The equations used for scaling are explained in the following.

According to equation 3.38, the measured Raman signal is proportional to the laser
irradiance, I, and thus the laser power, P :

S(P ) = C1 · P (D.1)

with the proportionality constant C1.

The measured noise is composed of three individual noise contributions, as related in
subsection 3.2.3. While the detector-related thermal noise (NT) and read-out noise (NR)
are independent of the laser power, the shot noise contribution (NS) is proportional to
the square root of the intensity of background light (cf. equation 3.36). In a Raman
system well screened from external light sources such as room light, this background is
practically exclusively related to the excitation laser radiation (e.g. due to fluorescence
generation in the optical system), so that

NS(P ) =
√
C2 · P (D.2)

with the proportionality constant C2. The total noise is thus given by

N(P ) =
√
N2

S(P ) +N2
T +N2

R
(D.2)=

√
C2 · P +N2

T +N2
R ≡

√
C2 · P +N2

D (D.3)

with the purely detector-related noise ND =
√
N2

T +N2
R; the latter is determined experi-

mentally from a dark spectrum with the laser turned off. The power-dependent term is
thus related to the measured values of the total and the detector-related noise by the
following relation:

C2 · P = N2(P )−N2
D . (D.4)

Using equations D.1 and D.3, the signal-to-noise ratio obtained when using a certain laser
power P0 is given by

SNR(P0) = S(P0)
N(P0) = C1 · P0√

C2 · P0 +N2
D

. (D.5)
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D. Scaling of SNR and LOD

The signal-to-noise ratio scaled to a different laser power Px = P0 · x is thus described by
the following expression:

SNRsc(Px) = C1 · Px√
C2 · Px +N2

D

= C1 · P0 · x√
C2 · P0 · x+N2

D

(D.6)

(D.1,D.4)= S(P0) · x√
(N2(P0)−N2

D) · x+N2
D

. (D.7)

This equation can be used to scale the signal-to-noise ratio to a certain laser power Px
based on

• the signal and noise values S(P0) and N(P0) measured using a laser power P0,

• the detector-related noise ND determined from a dark measurement, and

• the scaling factor x = Px/P0.

The related uncertainty is obtained using Gaussian error propagation:

∆SNRsc(Px) =

(SNRsc(Px) · ∆S(P0)
S(P0)

)2
+
(

SNRsc(Px) · x ·N(P0) ·∆N(P0)
(N2(P0)−N2

D) · x+N2
D

)2

+

 S(P0) ·∆x√
(N2(P0)−N2

D) · x+N2
D

·
(

1− 0.5x(N2(P0)−N2
D)

(N2(P0)−N2
D) · x+N2

D

)2


1
2

.

(D.8)

The scaled detection limit is determined according to equation 3.32 from the scaled
signal-to-noise ratio and the partial pressure p of the analyte:

LODsc = 3p
SNRsc

. (D.9)

The uncertainty is obtained using Gaussian error propagation:

∆LODsc = LODsc ·

√(∆p
p

)2
+
(∆SNRsc

SNRsc

)2
. (D.10)

D.2. Scaling of detection limits from the literature to a
different laser power and acquisition time

In order to be able to compare own results or sensitivity targets to the results of other
research groups who used different acquisition settings, it is in general necessary to scale
detection limits with respect to laser power and acquisition time. However, the equations
D.7 or D.9 can usually not be used when scaling of the literature values is desired, since
normally only the detection limits themselves are stated, but neither the signal and noise
values used to calculate them nor the detector-related noise.
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D.2. Scaling of LODs from the literature to a different laser power and acquisition time

Approximate scaling can be achieved nevertheless by neglecting constant noise contribu-
tions, i.e. those which are independent of the laser power and the acquisition time. This
approximation can be assumed to be valid in the presence of a certain non-negligible
fluorescence background as is usually observed in hollow waveguide based Raman mea-
surements utilizing a 532 nm laser. The noise is then approximated by the shot noise
contribution only. As both the Raman and the background intensity (Bext) increase
linearly with the laser power, P , and the acquisition time, tacq, signal and noise are
described by the following proportionalities:

S(P, tacq) ∝ P · tacq , (D.11)

N(P, tacq) ≈ Ns(P, tacq) =
√
Bext(P, tacq) ∝

√
P · tacq , (D.12)

leading to a signal-to-noise ratio of

SNR(P, tacq) = S(P, tacq)
N(P, tacq) = C · P · tacq√

P · tacq
= C ·

√
P · tacq (D.13)

with the proportionality constant C.

Scaling a given signal-to-noise ratio SNR(P0, tacq,0) to a different laser power Px = P0 · x
and a different acquisition time tacq,y = tacq,0 · y leads to the following expression:

SNRsc(Px, tacq,y) = C ·
√
xP0 · ytacq,0

(D.13)= √
xy · SNR(P0, tacq,0) . (D.14)

As the detection limit is inversely proportional to the signal-to-noise ratio, the scaled
LOD is given by

LODsc(Px, tacq,y) = 1
√
xy
· LOD(P0, tacq,0) = LOD(P0, tacq,0) ·

√
P0
Px

tacq,0
tacq,y

. (D.15)

This equation was used to scale results obtained by the group around Buric et al. [Bur13]
to a higher laser power and an increased acquisition time in subsection 3.4.2.
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E. Schematic drawing of the prototype
gas cell

A schematic drawing of the gas cell of the hollow waveguide based prototype system (see
chapter 4) is shown in figure E.1.
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E. Schematic drawing of the prototype gas cell
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F. Analysis settings

Signal and noise were extracted from the spectra measured within the scope of this work
using the procedures described in the (sub-)sections 4.2.2 and 7.2 for the peak height
and the peak area approach, respectively. The peak area approach was only used in the
final performance test in addition to the peak height approach; details about the chosen
analysis settings are given below in section F.4.

When using the peak height approach, the following general settings were used in all
analyses:

• The SCARF routine for signal extraction was applied in two iterations. A polynomial
order of n = 3 was used for the Savitzky-Golay smoothing process (cf. [Jam13b]).

• Noise extraction utilized a polynomial fitting routine based on least square fitting
and using a Cholesky algorithm to compute the best polynomial fit in order to
obtain the background curve. A polynomial order of n = 7 was used for the fit in
each case.

The other analysis settings were chosen in dependence of the position of the peak of
interest and characteristics of the background curve to allow for appropriate signal and
noise extraction. The signal extraction settings comprise

• the Rolling Circle Filter (RCF) radius used in each SCARF iteration (“RCF radius
I” and “RCF radius II”),

• the number of side points included in the Savitzky Golay (SG) algorithm in each
SCARF iteration (“SG side points I” and “SG side points II”),

• the pixel range of the background-subtracted spectrum from which the signal is
extracted by taking the maximum value (“signal extraction range”).

The noise extraction settings comprise

• the pixel range to which the polynomial fit is applied (“fit range”),

• the (smaller) pixel range from which the noise is extracted by taking the standard
deviation of the fit residual (“noise extraction range”).

The settings used in each data analysis are listed in the following.
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F. Analysis settings

F.1. Prototype measurements

The results of the measurements with the hollow waveguide based prototype system
discussed in section 4.3 were obtained using the peak height approach with the following
analysis settings:

‘T-low’ run (H2 signal from Q1 branch):

• Signal extraction:

– RCF radius I: 20

– SG side points I: 40

– RCF radius II: 15

– SG side points II: 20

– Signal extraction range: 1200 – 1320

• Noise extraction:

– Fit range: 120 – 190

– Noise extraction range: 125 – 185

‘T-high’ runs (T2 signal from Q1 branch):

• Signal extraction:

– RCF radius I: 5

– SG side points I: 20

– RCF radius II: 10

– SG side points II: 20

– Signal extraction range: 75 – 110

• Noise extraction:

– Fit range: 120 – 190

– Noise extraction range: 125 – 185
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F.2. Investigation of fluorescence-reducing measures

F.2. Investigation of fluorescence-reducing measures

The various investigations of fluorescence-reducing measures described in the sections 6.3 – 6.6
were analyzed using the peak height approach with the following settings:

N2 signal from Q1 branch:

• Signal extraction:

– RCF radius I: 180

– SG side points I: 210

– RCF radius II: 120

– SG side points II: 150

– Signal extraction range: 520 – 620

• Noise extraction:

– Fit range: 455 – 525

– Noise extraction range: 460 – 520

F.3. Optimization of measurement parameters

The investigations concerning the optimization of measurement parameters for the hollow
waveguide based Raman system, which are described in section 6.7, were analyzed using
the peak height approach with the following settings:

Single-pass vs. double-pass (N2 signal from Q1 branch):

• Signal extraction:

– RCF radius I: 180

– SG side points I: 210

– RCF radius II: 120

– SG side points II: 150

– Signal extraction range: 520 – 620

• Noise extraction:

– Fit range: 455 – 525

– Noise extraction range: 460 – 520
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F. Analysis settings

Optimization of acquisition settings (N2 signal from Q2 branch):

• Signal extraction:

– RCF radius I: 180

– SG side points I: 210

– RCF radius II: 120

– SG side points II: 150

– Signal extraction range: 1090 – 1150

• Noise extraction:

– Fit range: 1235 – 1305

– Noise extraction range: 1240 – 1300

F.4. Performance of the optimized setup

The data of the performance test with the optimized hollow waveguide based Raman
setup, which is described in chapter 7, were analyzed using both the peak height and the
peak area approach. The respective analysis settings are given in the following.

F.4.1. Peak height approach

N2 signal from Q2 branch:

• Signal extraction:

– RCF radius I: 60

– SG side points I: 100

– RCF radius II: 60

– SG side points II: 50

– Signal extraction range: 1110 – 1140

• Noise extraction:

– Fit range: 1235 – 1305

– Noise extraction range: 1240 – 1300
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F.4. Performance of the optimized setup

F.4.2. Peak area approach

In the data analysis based on the peak area approach, the signal was determined by
summing up all intensities in the pixel range 1220 – 1133. This range corresponded to the
width of the peak related to the Q2 branch of N2 at which the intensity had decreased to
approximately 1/e2, so that a large fraction of the total peak area was taken into account
in the analysis.

In order to obtain the noise Narea according to the procedure described in section 7.2,
background fluctuations were simulated over the same number of pixels as used for the
signal determination, i.e. 14 pixels. The noise determined in the peak height approach was
used as the standard deviation of the simulated Gaussian fluctuations, i.e. σN = Nheight
(cf. section 7.2 and figure 7.2). One million simulations were performed.

The detector-related noise ND,area was obtained via the same procedure, i.e. based on the
simulation of background fluctuations over 14 pixels, but using the detector-related noise
of the peak height approach as the standard deviation (σND = ND,height).
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G. Raman scattering cross sections for
the hydrogen isotopologues

The Raman scattering cross sections for all six hydrogen isotopologues relative to the
scattering cross section for N2 were determined at the Tritium Laboratory Karlsruhe
by T. James and M. Schlösser based on theoretical line strength calculations as well as
measurements with accurately known gas mixtures.1 The obtained values are listed in
table G.1.

Table G.1.: Ratio of the Raman scattering cross sections for all six hydrogen
isotopologues to the cross section for nitrogen. The numbers were determined for
the respective Q1 branches and for an excitation laser wavelength of 532 nm.

i σi/σN2

H2 3.4 ± 0.1
HD 3.2 ± 0.1
HT 3.1 ± 0.1
D2 2.9 ± 0.1
DT 2.8 ± 0.1
T2 2.6 ± 0.1

1T. James, private communication, March 2015
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H. Measurement reproducibility and
uncertainties in the durability test of
reflective surfaces

A test of the durability of reflective surfaces under tritium exposure was presented in
section 5.1. This appendix gives additional information about the influence of temperature
on the measurement reproducibility (section H.1), the temperatures in the Omegatron
glove box during the durability test measurements (section H.2) as well as the uncertainty
calculation used in the analysis of the results (section H.3).

H.1. Influence of temperature on the measurement
reproducibility

The reproducibility which can be achieved using the COATEX measurement setup was
thoroughly investigated and improved by V. Schäfer in her diploma thesis [Sch13a].
With respect to the mechanical reproducibility, e.g. in case of repeated reinsertion and
repositioning of a sample, she reports a maximum deviation of measurement results by
2.1%. This value being of the same order as the statistical measurement uncertainty, it
is concluded that the COATEX performance is sufficiently reproducible with regard to
necessary mechanical interventions [Sch13a].

In a long-term run over several days, however, measurement results differed by up
to 5.6%, and a correlation between ambient temperature and measured signal was
discovered [Sch13a]. For this reason, another long-term run was performed within the
scope of the present work to further study this correlation, and thus to be able to
determine suitable experimental frame conditions with respect to temperature-related
measurement parameters. The long-term measurement lasted 77.8 h. It was conducted
using a reflective neutral density filter (Thorlabs ND10B) as the sample. Its surface was
not scanned, but a fixed point near the sample center was continuously monitored. The
acquisition time for each single measurement was 10 s.

The temperature in the glove box during the long-term run is shown in figure H.1. After
the measurement was started, it increased by more than 2 ◦C within few hours; a more
or less stable box temperature was reached after 15 h. Since the ambient laboratory
temperature did not rise as well during this time and no other devices were active in the
Omegatron glove box, this temperature curve indicates that the measurement itself (e.g.
operation and temperature stabilization of the laser module) increases the temperature
in the box. Another temperature rise occurred when turning on the box light, i.e. lamps
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Figure H.1.: Box temperature during long-term run. The measurement was started
directly after all necessary electronics in the box (laser module supply, photodiode amplifier
etc.) had been turned on.

Figure H.2.: Photodiode voltage ratio and laser module temperatures plotted
in dependence of the box temperature.

integrated into the Omegatron box, towards the end of the measurement; this led to an
approximately linear increase with a slope of 0.23K/h over a period of more than 5 h,
with no indication of approaching a limit soon.

The relation between box temperature and the measured ratio between reflection and
monitoring photodiode voltage is shown in figure H.2. For box temperatures between 22
and 25 ◦C, the ratio decreases by about 3% with increasing temperature, with a slight
irregularity in the curve around 23.2 ◦C. Above a temperature of about 25 ◦C, however,
the ratio suddenly drops by approximately 16% before returning to the previous level.

In addition, the temperature measured for the laser module is included. Its main trend is
a decrease by approximately 0.05 ◦C with rising box temperatures, but with irregularities
mainly in the box temperature range around 24 - 24.5 ◦C, i.e. after about 3.5 h of
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all T
Box

Figure H.3.: Photodiode voltage ratio plotted in dependence of the laser mod-
ule temperature. The red symbols represent the data subset measured at a box temper-
ature between 22 and 24 ◦C.

measurement. At higher box temperatures, when the photodiode voltage ratio starts to
drop, the laser module temperature is relatively stable again. The observed irregularities
of the measured laser module temperature at certain box temperatures are probably
related to the PID-regulation of the stabilizing Peltier unit. Since both sides of the latter
are influenced by the same ambient temperature, slight regulation-loop instabilities can
occur for particular temperatures, depending on the selected P-, I- and D-settings.

As the irregularities in the photodiode voltage signal are observed at a different box
temperature than the ones of the laser module temperature, it can be assumed that both
effects are not connected. V. Schäfer discusses possible other temperature-related effects
on the signal like a temperature dependence of the photodiodes or the amplifier [Sch13a].
However, she finds that these effects are not sufficient to explain the observed deviations.
It is therefore assumed that other effects lead to the observed signal change, for instance
misalignments of the system by thermal expansion of components.

In order to minimize measurement uncertainties by large signal fluctuations, the mea-
surements performed in the scope of this work were thus restricted to box temperatures
between 22 and 24 ◦C by leaving the box light turned off and letting the box cool down
again after a number of measurements. Apart from the signal-influencing high temper-
ature region, this temperature range excludes also the region in which the main laser
module temperature changes occurred to avoid any yet unobserved harmful effects, such
as possible temperature-induced variations in the mode pattern of the laser module.1
In figure H.3, the relation between laser module temperature and photodiode voltage
ratio is shown for all box temperatures and when restricted to the stated region: in the
latter case, the vast majority of measurement points is found to be located in a similar
laser module temperature range (24.94± 0.02 ◦C), and even those at lower laser module
temperatures exhibit similar voltage ratio values as the rest.

1Note that a change of the PID-regulation settings would likely lead to laser module temperature
instabilities in a different box temperature region.
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Figure H.4.: Histogram of measured photodiode voltage ratios for a box tem-
perature between 22 and 24 ◦C.

The lower variance of signals is another reason for the chosen temperature limit. A
histogram of of all photodiode voltage ratios for box temperature values between 22 and
24 ◦C is plotted in figure H.4. Even though single measurement points vary by a maximum
of 5.88% – similar to the observation in [Sch13a] – the data can be approximated by a
Gaussian fit with σ = 0.057. This corresponds to only 0.55% of the mean value, indicating
a good reproducibility for measurements of a few hours in duration.

H.2. Box temperatures during the durability test
measurements

The temperatures measured in the Omegatron glove box during each measurement run of
each sample type are listed in table H.1. The mean box temperature was higher in the
measurements after exposure due to the increased ambient temperature in the laboratory.

H.3. Uncertainties

The uncertainty of the photodiode voltage ratios UR/UM given in the tables 5.3 – 5.5 is
calculated according to

σtot =
√
σ2

stat + σ2
temp + σ2

repr (H.1)

from the different uncertainty contributions:
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H.3. Uncertainties

Table H.1.: Box temperatures during the durability test measurements.

Sample type
Box temperature range (◦C)

TBox,mean (◦C)
Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

be
fo
re

ex
po

su
re

PS 22.8 – 23.6 23.3 – 23.9 22.1 – 23.1 23.2
UPS 23.6 – 24.0 22.1 – 23.2 22.5 – 23.3 23.2
BB 22.6 – 23.5 23.6 – 24.0 22.1 – 23.1 23.0
LG 22.6 – 23.5 22.7 – 23.6 23.4 – 23.7 23.3
Al 22.5 – 23.6 22.1 – 23.4 23.3 – 23.7 23.1
Cu 23.7 – 24.0 22.9 – 23.9 22.1 – 23.1 23.2

af
te
r
ex
po

su
re

PS 23.3 – 23.9 23.2 – 23.9 22.8 – 23.8 23.5
UPS 23.2 – 23.8 22.9 – 23.8 23.0 – 23.8 23.5
BB 23.3 – 23.8 22.9 – 23.9 23.3 – 23.9 23.5
LG 22.9 – 23.8 23.4 – 23.9 22.8 – 23.9 23.5
Al 23.4 – 23.8 22.9 – 23.8 23.1 – 23.9 23.5
Cu 23.0 – 23.8 23.4 – 23.9 23.5 – 23.7 23.6

• σstat is the uncertainty related to statistical fluctuations of the measured photodiode
voltages. In each measurement i, the uncertainty σi of the voltage ratio between
reflection and monitoring photodiode is calculated by Gaussian error propagation
from the experimental standard deviations of the two measured voltage ratios. (See
section 5.1.7 for a description of the photodiode voltage ratio calculation.) When the
weighted average over all single measurements i is calculated for each measurement
point, the related uncertainty is given by σp =

(∑
i σ
−2
i

)−1/2
. The statistical

uncertainty of the photodiode voltage ratio averaged over all seven measurement
points is then calculated by Gaussian error propagation again:

σstat = 1
7 ·

√√√√ 7∑
n=1

σ2
p,n . (H.2)

• σtemp is the 0.55% uncertainty due to temperature changes, as detailed above in
section H.1:

σtemp = 0.55 % · UR
UM

. (H.3)

• σrepr is the uncertainty connected to the reproducibility of sample reinsertion. It
is given by the standard deviation of the photodiode voltage ratios which were
measured in a certain run for a certain measurement configuration (e.g. sample
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UPS, specimen T2, position A) and averaged over all seven measurement points,
< UR

UM
(run, config) >. Each sample is reinserted nine times in a certain configuration

within the three measurement runs prior to or after exposure, respectively. In order
to account for the low number of repetitions, the standard deviation is corrected by
the Student t-factor for (9− 1) = 8 degrees of freedom, t68.27(8) = 1.07 [GUM08]:

σrepr = t68.27(8) · σ
<

UR
UM

(run, config)> . (H.4)
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I. Model calculation of the dependencies
of the Raman signal on the waveguide
properties

As outlined in section 3.4, the measured Raman signal in a hollow waveguide based
Raman system depends on a range of parameters such as the reflectance of the inner
surface, the length and the diameter of the waveguide. In order to estimate the influence
of the latter on the measured signal, model calculations have been performed within the
scope of this work.

According to equation 3.33, two different factors related to the waveguide geometry, i.e.
length and inner diameter, have to be taken into account when considering the measured
Raman signal: the total intensity of the Raman light generated in the waveguide and the
light collection properties, which determine the fraction of generated Raman light which
is actually detected. Both will be examined more closely in the following paragraphs to
provide a basis for the subsequent signal calculations.

Light collection: The light collection properties of a hollow waveguide based Raman
system are independent of the waveguide length, but they are related to the waveguide
diameter as the latter determines both the emission angle and the spot size of Raman
light at the waveguide exit. The fraction of generated Raman light which is detected
is related to these parameters due to the limited acceptance cone of the light collection
system, as is discussed in the following.

• Emission angle: In subsection 3.4.1, it was discussed that a larger diameter
allows more modes to propagate in the waveguide with low losses, leading to a
larger emission angle at the waveguide exit. Hollow waveguides with diameters
in the millimeter range can be expected to guide a large number of modes, so
that the light collection system rather than the choice of diameter is most likely
the limiting factor with respect to detecting light with large emission angles: the
maximum emission angle which can be collected is limited by the acceptance of the
spectrometer (f-number: f/4.0) to a value of θmax = 7.1◦.

In order to determine the maximum collected emission angle of the Light Pipes,
a diaphragm was placed in a distance of 40mm in front of the waveguide exit.
The Raman signal was measured at different diaphragm apertures ≥ 1mm, which
correspond to different maximum emission angles being detected. The resulting
curves obtained with the two Light Pipes are shown in figure I.1. The two curves
agree well with each other: rising quickly at first, the signal soon approaches a
constant value. No change of signal can be observed any longer for angles above
about 7◦, which matches the spectrometer-limited value. The measurement indicates
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Figure I.1.: Angular dependence of the measured Raman signal. The vertical line
represents the maximum emission angle which can be collected by the collection system.

that the cut-off of high-order modes is indeed due to the collection optics rather than
to suppression of these modes by high attenuation in the waveguide; in the latter
case, one would expect different curves for the two Light Pipes due to the higher
attenuation of higher-order modes in small-diameter waveguides. The existence
of undetected higher-order modes is also confirmed by the theoretical calculations
presented further below. In summary, with respect to the emission angle, the choice
of diameter does not have a significant effect on the measured signal in the case of
large-diameter waveguides as employed within the scope of this work.

• Spot size: However, the collection of light exiting the waveguide is not only limited
by the emission angle, but also by the exit point of a light ray. Two optics of the
same focal length used to collect and refocus the Raman light can image a spot of
1mm diameter onto the entrance of the 1mm diameter collection fiber bundle in its
original size, so that all light rays emerging from this spot with angles ≤ θmax,FB
– the maximum fiber bundle acceptance angle – can enter the fiber bundle and be
transmitted. This is illustrated in figure I.2 (a1). If the waveguide diameter is larger
than the fiber bundle, rays exiting the waveguide outside of this 1mm spot are not
imaged and detected any more (figure I.2 (a2)).1 As illustrated in figure I.2 (b),
the question if a ray (with sufficiently small emission angle) is within the imaged
spot or not depends on where in the waveguide it is produced. As Raman light
is generated uniformly along the waveguide length, the ratio between light being
imaged and total produced light is approximately equal to the ratio between imaged
spot diameter Dim and total waveguide diameter Dwg. This can be expressed by
an imaging constant cim = Dim/Dwg for all waveguide diameters Dwg > Dim. Note
that realistic values of cim can be assumed to be slightly larger than this calculated
value due to the focal depth of the collection optics.

1Since the étendue AΩ never decreases in an optical system, it does not help to alter the collection and
focusing focal length in such a way that a larger spot is focused down to 1mm diameter: the solid
angle Ω of the light cone increases with any decrease of spot area A, so that parts of the light are not
coupled into the fiber bundle any more due to too large entrance angles.
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Figure I.2.: Imaging of Raman light from the hollow waveguide onto the fiber
bundle. The top panel illustrates imaging of light from a waveguide with inner diameter
Dwg onto a fiber bundle with diameter Dfb by collection optics of the same focal length.
(a1) If Dwg = Dfb, all light exiting the waveguide is imaged onto the fiber bundle.
(a2) If Dwg > Dfb, the refocused spot is larger than the fiber bundle aperture, so that
light is lost. The diameter of the spot still imaged is equal to the fiber bundle diameter:
Dim ≡ Dwg.
(b) The bottom panel illustrates how the point of light emission in the waveguide determines
whether the light is imaged onto the fiber bundle or not. For reasons of clarity, only rays
emitted along the optical axis are shown here. In the illustration, the waveguide diameter
is around twice as large as the imaged spot diameter, so that about half of the emitted
rays are imaged.
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Figure I.3.: Light attenuation in the waveguide. See main text for details.

Attenuation in the waveguide: Next, the dependence of the waveguide diameter on
light attenuation in the waveguide is examined. Since only waveguides with diameters in
the millimeter range (� λLaser, λRaman) are considered, ray optics is used to approximate
the propagation and attenuation of light in the Light Pipes.

Consider a ray of light which is guided along a distance x in the waveguide at an angle θ
to the waveguide axis, as shown in figure I.3. In each reflection from the waveguide wall,
the intensity is reduced by the angular dependent reflectance of the wall material, R(θ).2
After n reflections, the initial intensity I0 has decreased to

In(θ) = I0 ·R(θ)n = I0 · eln (R(θ))·n . (I.1)

There is one reflection per distance xR = Dwg/ tan θ (cf. figure I.3), so that the number
of reflections over the total distance x is given by

n = x

xR
= x · tan θ

Dwg
. (I.2)

By inserting equation I.2 into equation I.1, one obtains the following exponential function
which describes the attenuation of a ray of initial intensity I0 guided along a distance x
in the waveguide at an angle θ to the waveguide axis:

I(x, θ) = I0 · exp
(
x · tan θ · lnR(θ)

Dwg

)
≡ I0 · e−α(θ)·x (I.3)

with the attenuation coefficient

α(θ) = −tan θ · lnR(θ)
Dwg

. (I.4)

A larger waveguide diameter Dwg leads to less attenuation in the waveguide.

Total signal calculation: Based on above considerations about light collection and
attenuation properties, the total detected Raman signal can be estimated, as shown in
the following.

2R(θ) can be calculated from the complex reflective index of the wall material by using the Fresnel
equations with the angle of incidence β = 1 − θ. Since the waveguide is circular symmetric, p- and
s-polarization can be assumed to contribute equally to the total incident light: R = (Rs +Rp)/2.
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The intensity IR(x, θ) of Raman light produced at a distance x from the waveguide exit
(= the focal point of the collection optics) at an angle θ to the waveguide axis in a
backward scattering geometry is determined by the attenuation of the incident laser in
the waveguide up to the distance x, and the attenuation of the Raman light (defined
by αR(θ)) traveling back through the waveguide over the same distance. According to
equation I.3, the attenuation of the laser light is described by

IL(x) = I0,L · e−αL(θL)·x (I.5)

with the initial laser intensity I0,L and the laser attenuation coefficient αL(θL). This leads
to the following relation for the attenuated Raman intensity:

IR(x, θ) ∝ IL(x) · e−αR(θ)·x = I0,L · e−(αL(θL)+αR(θ))·x . (I.6)

In contrast to the attenuation of the Raman light, which depends on the angle of each
emitted ray, the laser attenuation is a fixed value: αL(θL) ≡ αL. Assuming a laser beam
parallel to the waveguide, the maximum laser angle θL is determined by the focal length
of the focusing lens, f , and the initial beam diameter, DL, via θL = arctan(DL/(2f)).

Integration of equation I.6 over the full waveguide length Lwg leads to the following
expression:

IR,wg(θ) =
∫ Lwg

0
IR(x, θ)dx ∝ I0,L

(αL + αR(θ)) ·
(
1− e−(αL+αR(θ))·Lwg

)
. (I.7)

In order to obtain the detected (relative) Raman signals to compare different diameters and
waveguide lengths, this expression is multiplied with the imaging constant cim = Dim/Dwg
and integrated over the observed solid angle, with θ up to θmax = 7.1◦:

Itot ∝ cim

∫ 2π

0
dϕ

∫ θmax

0
IR,wg(θ) sin θ dθ (I.8)

(I.4)= 2π · I0,L ·
Dim
Dwg

∫ θmax

0

−Dwg
tan θ · ln(RL +RR(θ)) (I.9)

·
(

1− e−
Lwg
Dwg
·tan θ·ln(RL+RR(θ))

)
sin θ dθ . (I.10)

The expression was evaluated numerically using Mathematica for different waveguide
diameters and lengths in order to obtain the plots shown in the figures 6.9 and 6.10 in
chapter 6. Note that only relative Raman signals were calculated for comparison. For
this reason, constant factors (2π, I0,L, Dim) were omitted in the calculation.

It should be noted that these model calculations serve as an approximation only to
obtain an understanding of the general dependence of the measured Raman signal on
the waveguide length and diameter. The calculations are based on literature reflectance
values. The measured attenuation of laser light propagating through the glass-based,
silver-lined waveguide or through the 1 and 2mm Light Pipes has been found to be higher
than the theoretical values, probably due to the imperfect smoothness of real waveguide
inner surfaces. The observed deviations correspond to ca. 4 – 6.5% lower reflectance
values.
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